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Abstract
This thesis contributes to the field of strongly correlated electron systems with studies
in two distinct fields thereof: the specific nature of correlations between electrons in one
dimension and quantum quenches in quantum impurity problems. In general, strongly
correlated systems are characterized in that their physical behaviour needs to be described
in terms of a many-body description, i.e. interactions correlate all particles in a complex
way. The challenge is that the Hilbert space in a many-body theory is exponentially
large in the number of particles. Thus, when no analytic solution is available - which is
typically the case - it is necessary to find a way to somehow circumvent the problem of
such huge Hilbert spaces. Therefore, the connection between the two studies comes from
our numerical treatment: they are tackled by the density matrix renormalization group
(DMRG) [1] and the numerical renormalization group (NRG) [2], respectively, both based
on matrix product states.
The first project presented in this thesis addresses the problem of numerically finding
the dominant correlations in quantum lattice models in an unbiased way, i.e. without using
prior knowledge of the model at hand. A useful concept for this task is the correlation
density matrix (CDM) [3] which contains all correlations between two clusters of lattice
sites. We show how to extract from the CDM, a survey of the relative strengths of the
system’s correlations in different symmetry sectors as well as detailed information on the
operators carrying long-range correlations and the spatial dependence of their correlation
functions. We demonstrate this by a DMRG study of a one-dimensional spinless extended
Hubbard model [4], while emphasizing that the proposed analysis of the CDM is not
restricted to one dimension.
The second project presented in this thesis is motivated by two phenomena under
ongoing experimental and theoretical investigation in the context of quantum impurity
models: optical absorption involving a Kondo exciton [5, 6, 7] and population switching
in quantum dots [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. It turns out that both phenomena rely
on the various manifestations of Anderson orthogonality (AO) [16], which describes the
fact that the response of the Fermi sea to a quantum quench (i.e. an abrupt change of
some property of the impurity or quantum dot) is a change of the scattering phase shifts
of all the single-particle wave functions, therefore drastically changing the system. In
this context, we demonstrate that NRG, a highly accurate method for quantum impurity
models, allows for the calculation of all static and dynamic quantities related to AO and
present an extensive NRG study for population switching in quantum dots.
vi Abstract
Part I
General Introduction

Chapter 1
Introduction
The field of strongly correlated electronic systems has emerged from the awareness that
for the correct description of many phenomena interactions play the key role, thereby
correlating all particles in the system in a complex way. Prominent examples are Mott
insulators [17], which cannot be explained within the conventional band theories, and
the Kondo effect [18]. The latter was observed already in the 1930’s by de Haas et al.
[19] as a resistivity anomaly at low temperatures: instead of a decrease of the resistivity
with decreasing temperature it increases again when the temperature is lowered below
what is nowadays called the Kondo temperature TK . The reason for this behaviour is
that the local moment of magnetic impurities in some metals (the first observation was
about iron impurities in gold and silver) is screened by the conduction electrons, forming
a strongly correlated state. This explanation has been found by Jun Kondo in the 1960’s
[18]. Nevertheless, the question which specific realization of his model yields a realistic
description of the observations of de Haas et al. could be answered only recently [20].
The necessity to include (electron-electron) interactions into models describing solid
state systems caused an enormous challenge: the description of these systems in terms
of single particles is not appropriate any longer and instead many-body theories had to
be established. Evidently, the complexity of these systems increases with the number
of particles, manifesting in the scaling of the dimension of the Hilbert space: it grows
exponentially with the number of particles. The problem is now that for most systems no
analytic solution is available and exact diagonalization requires huge computational effort
even for small systems. Thus, several numerical methods have been established, which
somehow circumvent the treatment of the full, high-dimensional Hilbert space.
The two studies presented in this work are tackled by two of these methods, namely the
density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) [1, 21] and the numerical renormalization
group (NRG) [2, 22, 23]. Both methods take advantage, albeit each in somewhat different
form, of the concept of the renormalization group (RG) [2] which earned Kenneth G. Wilson
the Nobel prize in 1982. In general, RG proposes a way to iteratively consider all degrees
of freedom of a problem by systematically thinning out irrelevant degrees of freedom at
each step.
The first project presented in this thesis generally addresses correlations in quantum
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lattice systems. When investigating correlations the problem arises that a priori the form of
the dominant correlations is unknown. One needs to guess in advance - based on experience
or prior knowledge - which operators could carry long range correlations and check whether
this is really the case. The concept of the correlation density matrix (CDM) [3] is intended
as an unbiased way to numerically find the operators carrying the dominant correlations.
For two disjoint, separated clusters the CDM is defined by the density matrix of their
union minus the direct product of their respective density matrices (to get rid of trivial
correlations). Varying the position of the two clusters yields a distance-dependent CDM
to obtain information about the spatial dependence of the correlations. So far the concept
is quite simple, but it is a highly non-trivial challenge to extract useful, easily digestible
information from the mass of data that constitutes the CDM. To this end we propose
the dominant operator basis method which systematically extracts from the CDM a small
number of operators that carry the dominant correlations over large distances, thereby
truncating all correlations of negligible weight.
We propose this method with no limitations to the system’s dimension, but choose to
restrict ourselves to one dimension for a demonstration of the method in practice. The
reason is (i) that for our model of choice, a spinless extended Hubbard model that features
a competition between charge density correlations and pairing correlations, an extensive
study of the dominant correlations has already been performed [4], so that we can compare
our results to those, and (ii) that with DMRG we possess a tool to numerically obtain the
relevant quantities with high accuracy, where comparable methods for higher dimensions
are not available.
The second project presented in this thesis covers Anderson orthogonality (AO) [16],
which arises in the context of (electronic) quantum impurity models. These consist of an
essentially zero-dimensional structure (the impurity; usually also called dot, following the
advances in the field) with only a few degrees of freedom coupled to one or more electronic
reservoirs. For example, in the context of the Kondo problem, J. Kondo introduced the
Kondo model, where the magnetic impurities are described via a localized spin which acts
as a spin-flip scatterer for the conduction band electrons of the underlying metal. The
electronic reservoirs are usually described as Fermi liquids and we will henceforth refer to
them as Fermi seas.
Even though AO was originally introduced as a ground state property, it also affects
dynamic quantities like absorption spectra. The original notion of AO states that for a
given quantum impurity model the ground states of two realizations thereof which differ
only in some quantity of the impurity (for example the level energy of the degrees of
freedom of the impurity) are orthogonal in the thermodynamic limit. For finite systems
the overlap between the two ground states decays exponentially with system size, where
the exponent is proportional to the square of the difference in scattering phase shifts at the
Fermi energy. In turn, this difference in scattering phase shifts is related by the Friedel sum
rule [24, 25, 26] to the difference in electron number within a large but finite volume around
the impurity. In the first part of our investigations about AO, we show how to extract
from NRG calculations the AO exponent as well as the difference in electron number and
demonstrate our techniques for various elementary models where the statements above
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hold with remarkable accuracy.
The second part of our investigations is motivated by recent studies of two phenomena
in which AO turned out to be crucial in the explanation of the observed physics. The first
is the creation of a Kondo exciton in quantum dots via optical absorption [5, 6, 7], where
an electron is excited from a deep lying valence-band level to a conduction-band level in
a quantum impurity. The absorption spectrum can be effectively derived from a model
which is subject to a quantum quench: the creation of the Kondo exciton is considered
only in that the arising exciton binding energy abruptly changes the level energy of the
impurity which is exactly the kind of situation to render AO as introduced above.
Further, we address the intriguing problem of population switching (PS) in quantum
dots [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. For a two-level quantum dot with asymmetric coupling to
the two attached Fermi seas an adiabatic sweep of the level position causes a level inversion
where the initially occupied level is emptied in favour of the other level. In recent work
it has been argued that AO is relevant in this situation, especially regarding the question
whether the PS takes place continuously or abruptly [14, 15]. Even though the influence
of AO in this context can not be seen as directly as for the Kondo exciton, the complete
physical behaviour in this context can be explained in terms of AO.
The key point for these two phenomena is that AO does not only appear as a prop-
erty between ground states, but also influences optical absorption spectra as was already
known at the time of its introduction by Anderson (in particular also in the context of
exciton creation) [27, 28, 29, 30]. In general, when a quantum quench is applied to the
Hamiltonian at hand, more specifically to the impurity part of the Hamiltonian, AO affects
the subsequent dynamics. This can be understood in that the initially equilibrated system
reacts to the quantum quench in completely rearranging itself, thereby evolving to the
ground state of the new Hamiltonian. The stronger the orthogonality between the initial
ground state and the (desired) final ground state, the stronger the imprint of AO on the
dynamics subsequent to the quantum quench. We apply a comprehensive NRG study to
cover all aspects of AO in quantum quench dynamics, thereby establishing a formalism for
the general case of a switch between an initial and a final Hamiltonian, and finally apply
this formalism to clarify the role of AO for population switching.
The following paragraphs give an outline of the contents of this thesis, divided into
three parts: Part I gives a general introduction to the methods and topics presented in
this thesis, in Part II we show our results, published in three papers, and Part III con-
tains the bibliography, a list of the publications presented in this thesis, the “Deutsche
Zusammenfassung” and the author’s acknowledgements.
Part I introduces the major topics of this thesis, beginning with the field of strongly
correlated electron systems (Chap. 2). After a short general introduction we present the
parts of the field relevant to this thesis: Fermi liquid theory (Sec. 2.1), Luttinger liquid
theory (Sec. 2.2), and renormalization group approaches (Sec. 2.3). In Chap. 3 we turn to
quantum impurity problems which we shortly introduce also from the experimental side
(Sec. 3.1 and Sec. 3.2). We depict two models common in this context, the Kondo model
(Sec. 3.1) and the single impurity Anderson model (Sec. 3.3), and how we usually model the
Fermi sea (Sec. 3.4). Most important, we elucidate the Anderson orthogonality (Sec. 3.5)
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and its far reaching consequences to static (Sec. 3.5.1) and dynamic (Sec. 3.5.2) properties of
quantum impurity systems. Finally, we describe the phenomenon of population switching
(Sec. 3.6) and how it is influenced by Anderson orthogonality. The last chapter of this
part, Chap. 4, gives a detailed introduction to the numerical renormalization group.
Part II contains our results, published in three papers: Correlation density matrices
for one-dimensional quantum chains based on the density matrix renormalization group
(Chap. 5), Anderson Orthogonality and the Numerical Renormalization Group (Sec. 6.1),
and Anderson Orthogonality in the Dynamics After a Local Quantum Quench (Sec. 6.2).
Chapter 2
Strongly correlated electron systems
The field of strongly correlated electron systems is built upon the realization that many
phenomena could not be explained without taking correlations into account. In condensed
matter physics metal-insulator transitions, Mott insulators, high-temperature supercon-
ductivity, electrons in one dimension, and quantum impurity problems are only a few
examples. Of course, there are also other strongly correlated systems apart from electrons,
e.g. quantum spin chains and ultracold gases to name only two. The latter are particularly
interesting for condensed matter physics as they can be used to model solid state systems
in a highly controlled fashion [31].
Generally, strongly correlated systems are characterized in that the relevant physics in
these systems is given within a many-body description including interactions, i.e. particles
influence each other in a complex way via correlations. However, the consideration of
interactions drastically increases the complexity of the underlying models. An example
is the nearly-free electron model of electrons in a lattice of positively charged ions (an
extension to the ideal Fermi gas). It establishes the band theory of solids, which includes the
conventional classification of solids into metals, insulators and semiconductors depending
on the filling of the bands. Although this concept can be used to explain many basic
experimental observations, it fails for others where interactions play a dominant role. For
example Mott insulators [17] are classified as metals within band theory but experimentally
turned out to be insulators. Here the Coulomb repulsion between the electrons outweighs
the energy gain due to delocalization, therefore creating an energy gap above the ground
state in which the electrons are localized at the lattice sites.
Unfortunately, analytic solutions or exact methods are seldom to be found for strongly
correlated systems, and exact diagonalization (as a numerical tool) is only realistically ap-
plicable for small finite systems. Thus, more sophisticated methods had to be established,
of which we present those relevant to this thesis. In the following, we assume that we have
to deal with a problem consisting of interacting electrons only.
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2.1 Fermi liquid theory
In the late 1950’s Lev Davidovich Landau introduced the Fermi liquid theory [32, 33] which
has been further developed since, especially using quantum field theory, see e.g. [34, 35].
The basic conclusion is that weak excitations of the system can be represented by quasi-
particles which show Fermi statistics and resemble the excitation spectrum of the Fermi
gas. This resemblance constitutes the surprising success of the nearly-free electron model
in the description of many solid state phenomena. The quasi-particles have the same spin,
charge and momentum as the original fermions, but other properties take the interactions
into account and are replaced by effective values, e.g. the effective mass m∗. Physically
speaking, a quasi-particle consists of a fermion, e.g. an electron, together with its screening
cloud of surrounding fermions which are disturbed by the motion of the fermion and vice
versa, which justifies the one-to-one correspondence of quasi-particles and fermions of the
non-interacting Fermi gas.
However, the quasi-particles are still weakly interacting, but with a lifetime that goes
to infinity for energies close to the Fermi energy εF, which means that the quasi-particle
picture is well-defined for small excitation energies. The reason lies in the Pauli exclusion
principle: in a low-energy many-body state of the system nearly all single-particle states
with energy less than εF will be occupied. A quasi-particle with energy slightly above
εF can scatter with another one also with energy above εF. After the scattering, both
particles will still have energy larger than εF due to the Pauli exclusion principle and
thus the phase space volume of the possible states after scattering is considerably reduced.
Using Fermi’s golden rule to calculate the scattering cross section, we find that it goes to
zero for excitation energies close to εF. Due to the fact that the quasi-particle states are
still well-described in terms of their momentum, we will refer to a Fermi liquid system as
Fermi sea.
The properties of Fermi liquids and the influence of the quasi-particles will be of par-
ticular interest for quantum impurity problems in Chap. 3. The electronic reservoirs in
these systems are usually described as Fermi liquids and we will refer to them as Fermi
seas, henceforth. The presence of the impurity typically features strong correlation effects
between the impurity and the electrons in the Fermi seas and often gives rise to quite
unexpected physics. For example, in the symmetric two-channel Kondo model where two
electronic reservoirs are coupled to a magnetic impurity and hence compete in the screening
process, the final combined system even cannot be described as a Fermi liquid any more
[36]!
2.2 Luttinger liquid theory
Although the Fermi liquid theory is very successful in two and three dimensions, it turned
out that it fails in one dimension where it is replaced by the Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid
theory (often simply referred to as Luttinger liquid theory). The foundations thereof were
laid by S. Tomonaga [37] and further developed by J. M. Luttinger [38] and D. C. Mattis
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and E. H. Lieb [39]. They were the first to identify the excitations of one-dimensional
interacting fermions as collective modes showing boson-like behaviour. This development
eventually led to the complete picture of the bosonization formalism introduced by Haldane
[40], see the tutorial by J. von Delft and H. Schoeller for an introduction [41]. The insights
of this theory were the starting point of our treatment of the correlation density matrix
(CDM).
The key point of the Luttinger liquid theory is that the low-lying excitations of the
one-dimensional interacting fermions are spin- and particle-density waves which can be
expressed in terms of Boson fields. The original Hamiltonian can be transformed into a
bosonic Hamiltonian characterized by the sound velocity of the collective excitations u and
a dimensionless parameter K, both depending on the strength of the interactions. For
non-interacting fermions u will be equal to the Fermi velocity. The two parameters u and
K allow for the calculation of any correlation function of interest and fully characterize
the low-energy properties of the system. Thus, this description is the 1D-analogue of the
Fermi liquid description in higher dimensions.
We want to stress two features of this theory: one is the phenomenon of spin-charge
separation, i.e. spin and charge excitations propagate individually, which is a formal conse-
quence of the theory. More important for our purposes is that correlation functions which
exhibit long-range behaviour are non-universal power-law functions in space and time, os-
cillating in space with the Fermi momentum. This result has direct impact on our analysis
of the CDM as it gives some intuition on the expected form of the CDM, cf. the section
on the Goals of the DOB method of our publication about the CDM in Chap. 5.
2.3 Renormalization group approaches
One of the most important approaches in the field of strongly correlated electron systems
is the renormalization group [2] (RG) from which several numerical methods have emerged,
including DMRG and NRG that are used in this thesis. Even though renormalization was
successfully applied already in the 1950’s, eliminating the divergences of quantum electro-
dynamics, for example, it was the work of Kenneth G. Wilson that was the major physical
advance for which he was awarded the 1982 Nobel Prize in Physics. Apart from his solu-
tion of the Kondo problem being the first one where renormalization group transformations
were numerically solved, his insight that the RG is more than just a mathematical tool but
also has a significant physical interpretation was his major contribution.
The basic physical idea in the RG approach is that for strongly correlated systems all
length or energy scales are of importance, not only those initially inherent to the system
like the atomic wavelength. Moreover, the fluctuations at all these length scales are locally
coupled, i.e. they are affected by fluctuations at nearby length scales. This is ultimately the
reason why perturbation theory fails in these systems. There are two conclusions following
from this picture of coupled scales: (i) scaling and (ii) amplification and deamplification,
respectively. The first states that for scales which are well away from any inherent scales
the behaviour of the system tends to be identical apart from changing the scale, precisely
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because there are no characteristic scales in that regime. The second conclusion is that
microscopic changes may be amplified to macroscopic changes (this is particularly impor-
tant in the context of AO in Sec. 3.5) or that they may be smeared out until they are
negligible for macroscopic properties. In particular, the latter supports the observation of
universality in critical phenomena.
Wilson’s application of the RG method makes use of these insights by a sequential
treatment of the different scales. Starting from an initial scale, e.g. the atomic wavelength,
described by an initial Hamiltonian, a renormalization group transformation is defined
which transforms the Hamiltonian of one scale to the one of the next scale, thereby taking
into account the coupling between the scales. This introduces a renormalization flow which
converges when all characteristic scales of the system are left behind. This scheme can be
used in various forms like diagrammatic formulations for critical phenomena or the original
treatment of Feynman diagram expansions within quantum field theory. Here we are more
interested in the form where the transformation is constructed such that it can be solved
numerically.
A characteristic - and in fact essential - ingredient of the numerical RG procedure is
the thinning out of degrees of freedom after each iterative step. The iterative treatment
of the problem allows to access all energy scales but only when the number of considered
degrees of freedom per iteration step stays constant because otherwise its number sooner or
later becomes too large to be handled numerically. Thus, each numerical implementation
of the RG needs to establish a criterion to decide which degrees of freedom are considered
relevant and will thus be kept for the next step.
Another characteristic of RG is the parameter flow even though not always accessible
in numerical implementations. The renormalization flow is described by a sequence of
Hamiltonians, each acting on a different renormalized set of degrees of freedom. Each
Hamiltonian is of the same form Ĥ, albeit with a different set of (interaction) parameters
K which change under the RG flow. This is expressed formally by
R(Ĥ(K)) = Ĥ(K′) , (2.1)
or equivalently
R(K) = K′ , (2.2)
where R represents the RG transformation. The RG transformation is expected (but
not guaranteed) to have one or more fixed points K∗ which are invariant under the RG
transformation
R(K∗) = K∗ . (2.3)
These fixed points are called stable and unstable depending on whether the RG flow in their
vicinity tends to flow towards to or away from the fixed point, respectively. In particular,
as a result of the abovementioned self-similarity of the RG flow, after exceeding all relevant
energy scales of the system, one expects a stable fixed point in that regime.
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In numerical implementations it is not always possible to construct this parameter flow
out of the numerical data, but for example for the Kondo problem it is well known how
the parameter flow looks like and which physical behaviour can be expected from its stable
and unstable fixed points [22].
Numerical renormalization group
The NRG nicely adopts the RG concept from a numerical perspective. It has been devel-
oped to solve the Kondo problem, but generally applies to the class of quantum impurity
problems, with a few localized degrees of freedom coupled to one or more Fermi seas. The
first crucial step in this method is to map the part of the Hamiltonian describing the Fermi
sea(s) onto a semi-infinite chain with exponentially decreasing couplings between nearest
neighbours, the Wilson chain. The sites of this chain correspond to wave functions located
in shells with exponentially increasing radius, centred around the impurity.
The numerical solution of this problem then follows closely the steps of the RG: starting
with the smallest structure, the impurity, the size of the system is increased by one site at
each iterative step, i.e. one iteratively considers contributions of larger and larger length
scales. The resulting chain is solved numerically to yield energy eigenvalues and eigenstates,
while the thinning out of degrees of freedom is achieved by keeping only the lowest-lying
energy eigenstates after each iteration. In this way the ground state of the initial problem
is determined to very good accuracy, but the method is capable to calculate much more
properties of the system beyond the ground state as we show in more detail in Chap. 4.
Density matrix renormalization group
The second important renormalization group approach in this thesis is the density matrix
renormalization group. The setting of this method is quite different from that of NRG
and different opinions have been put forth about whether DMRG belongs to the renor-
malization group approaches in a rigorous meaning thereof [21]. DMRG was investigated
for the ground state calculation of one-dimensional quantum chain systems and has widely
evolved since then. We give a short overview over DMRG developments and an extensive
introduction into our implementation of the DMRG method in the appendix of our pub-
lication about the CDM (see Chap. 5), so we will stick to general RG features of DMRG
here.
DMRG follows the spirit of the renormalization group in that degrees of freedom are
systematically thinned out. In each step of the DMRG iterative scheme a certain density
matrix is constructed describing degrees of freedom in the current - imperfect - description
of the state. Based on their weight in this density matrix a good part of the degrees
of freedom is truncated, where details depend on the specific implementation (see the
section on Hilbert space truncation in Chap. 5). However, there is no kind of cutoff in the
degrees of freedom (like the infrared energy cutoff in NRG), which is often considered as an
essential part of the original RG method. Thus, in this sense DMRG is no RG method. In
any case, most implementations (including ours) nowadays treat DMRG as a variational
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method within the space of matrix product states, with no reference to the RG apart from
the name. For an introduction, see the section on the Variational optimization scheme in
Chap. 5.
Chapter 3
Quantum impurity problems
In this chapter we give a short introduction to quantum impurity problems, which are
a prime example for strongly correlated electron systems as here a tiny structure, the
impurity, consisting of a few localized quantum degrees of freedom drastically influences
the global properties of the full many-body system due to strong correlation effects. Such
systems are theoretically investigated and experimentally realized for Bosons and Fermions
as well. However, we will focus on fermionic problems, but the adaptation to bosonic
problems is straightforward.
We show in this section how this field has risen from “real” impurity problems, e.g.
iron impurities in gold and silver, and developed along with the increasing interest in
nanotechnology towards artificial devices which are similar in the theoretical description
but completely different in geometry. We show how in the context of NRG the Fermi sea of
the electrons is described. Finally, we describe in more detail how the strong correlations in
the system result in the far-reaching effect of Anderson orthogonality (AO), which is at the
heart of several phenomena characteristic of quantum impurity models. In particular we
will further investigate the connection between AO and population switching in quantum
dots.
3.1 Kondo effect and Kondo temperature
One of the very first long standing puzzles which initiated the investigation of correlation
effects is the Kondo effect [18]. In 1934 de Haas, de Boer and van den Berg found a
resistivity anomaly at low temperatures in gold and silver. In stark contrast to the usual
decrease of the resistivity with temperature due to potential scattering, electron-electron
and electron-phonon interactions, the samples showed an increasing resistivity at some
unknown low-temperature scale.
It lasted 30 years until J. Kondo [18] would explain this behaviour as correlation effect
between the conduction electrons, induced by magnetic impurities (namely iron impurities
in case of the above experiments). He introduced a model where the dominant physics
at low temperature is governed by spin-flip scattering of the conduction electrons at the
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magnetic impurity. The major physics are described by the Kondo model:
Ĥ = JS · s +
∑
kσ
εkĉ
†
kσ ĉkσ . (3.1)
It consists of a single electronic band (an electron in the conduction band with spin σ
and momentum k is created and annihilated by ĉ†kσ and ĉkσ, respectively) and an impurity
which interact via the coupling term JS · s, where S is the local moment of the impurity
and s the spin of the conduction electrons at the position of the impurity:
si =
∑
kk′σσ′
1
2
ĉ†kσσ
(i)
σσ′ ĉk′σ′ , (3.2)
with the usual Pauli matrices σ(i) (i ∈ {x, y, z}). The interaction is taken to be antiferro-
magnetic, J > 0, resulting in a ground state that is a spin singlet.
It turns out that an exponentially small dynamical energy scale arises, the Kondo
temperature
kBTK ∼ D|2ρJ |1/2e−1/(2ρJ) , (3.3)
whereD is the half-bandwidth and ρ the density of states in the conduction band [26]. Spin-
flip scattering is the only relevant process in the system, hence the Kondo temperature the
only relevant energy scale. For temperatures below the Kondo temperature, the system is
able to form a strongly correlated state where the conduction electrons screen the magnetic
moment of the impurity, the so-called Kondo screening cloud.
One should note, however, in the definition of the Kondo temperature that the most
relevant part of Eq. (3.3) is the exponent with prefactor of order 1 depending on convention.
Thus, in the context of NRG we additionally calculate TK via the static spin susceptibility
χs to obtain a result arising consistently within the NRG calculations. The connection to
χs comes from a Fermi liquid relation, cf. Eq. (42) in [42], which reduces for T = 0 to
kBTK =
(gµB)
2
4χs
. (3.4)
In turn, the T = 0 static spin susceptibility can be obtained from the real part of the
ω → 0 spin-spin spectral function (cf. Sec. 4.7 with Ŝz taken as operator for the spectral
function).
The Kondo model is neither restricted to S = 1/2 impurities nor to a single electronic
band. In fact the exact model for the results by de Haas et al. was found only recently to
be a S = 3/2, three channel model [20] (i.e. the impurity is described by a spin 3/2 object
interacting with three electronic bands). However, the role of TK giving the energy scale
at which spin-flip scattering transforms into a many-body singlet, remains also for more
complex models as we are investigating in Sec. 6.2.
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3.2 Quantum dots
The fast developments in nanotechnology offer the opportunity for completely new appli-
cations of quantum impurity physics. In 1998 Goldhaber-Gordon et al. [43] managed to
measure the Kondo effect in an artificial device, namely a quantum dot. Quantum dots
mimic the behaviour of impurities in a lattice in that a tiny structure which is spatially
confined such that it has only a few degrees of freedom is still coupled to one or more
electronic reservoirs.
This can be achieved, for example, by a thin layer of a semi-conductor on top of a
thick layer of a differently doped semi-conductor. This geometry allows for the formation
of a two-dimensional electron gas in the thin layer which can be manipulated by additional
electrodes etched on the thin layer. By applying a voltage on the electrodes it is possible
to deplete certain areas of the underlying electron gas, thereby producing the situation
introduced above.
The great advantage of quantum dots is that their physical properties are highly control-
lable by varying the applied voltages or using different materials and geometries. Quantum
dots can be used as single-electron transistors with applications for example in quantum
information processing or measuring devices. Moreover, there are realizations of quantum
dots where they absorb and emit light, making them highly interesting for optical and
photovoltaic applications.
However, it is stressed that these devices can be treated on a theoretical level exactly
like quantum impurity models. Their physics is determined by the same intricate interplay
of the electrons in the reservoirs with the electrons on the tiny structure. Nowadays, most
interest in quantum impurity problems comes from quantum dots and we will sometimes
refer to the impurity as dot, but usually stick to the original term impurity.
3.3 Single-impurity Anderson model
A model closely related to the Kondo model is the single-impurity Anderson model (SIAM),
introduced by P.W. Anderson [44] to explain the properties of magnetic impurities in
metals:
ĤSIAM =
∑
σ
εd d̂
†
σd̂σ + Ud̂
†
↑d̂↑d̂
†
↓d̂↓ +
∑
kσ
Vk
(
d̂†σ ĉkσ + ĉ
†
kσd̂σ
)
+
∑
kσ
εkĉ
†
kσ ĉkσ . (3.5)
It consists of a single spinful impurity tunnel-coupled to a Fermi sea of spinful electrons.
The impurity is described by the operators d̂†σ and d̂σ, creating and annihilating an electron
on the impurity with spin σ, respectively. Similarly, the operators ĉ†kσ and ĉkσ create or
annihilate an electron with momentum k and spin σ in the Fermi sea. The tunnel-coupling
is given by the matrix-elements Vk, usually assumed to be momentum-independent, Vk ≡ V ,
resulting in an effective level broadening Γ ≡ πρ|V |2, where ρ is the density of states within
the energy window of interest in the Fermi sea.
The SIAM is an extension of the Kondo model in that it allows for the impurity to
be unoccupied or doubly-occupied, apart from being singly-occupied, but can be exactly
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mapped onto the Kondo model in the regime around the particle-hole symmetric point,
εd = −U/2. This can be achieved by the Schrieffer-Wolff transformation [45], which was
originally proposed for the SIAM, but can also be used for more complex Anderson-like
models (which then result in more complex Kondo-like models).
Due to the direct correspondence between Kondo model and SIAM the Kondo temper-
ature can be also expressed in terms of the parameters of the SIAM [42]:
TK =
√
ΓU
2
exp
(
πεd(εd + U)
2ΓU
)
, (3.6)
defined only in the Kondo regime, −U  εd  0 (remember that εF ≡ 0), with a predom-
inantly singly occupied impurity. The prefactor depends on the exact definition, cf. [26],
but these differences are irrelevant as the transition to the Kondo regime is not sharp but
continuous and we are only interested in an estimate for the energy scale, cf. Sec. 3.1.
The SIAM is very successful in the description of quantum-impurity models, especially
as it can be easily extended to more impurity degrees of freedom or several Fermi seas
which can consist of different electronic bands in a metal or spatially separated electronic
reservoirs. The latter is easily implemented in artificial quantum dot geometries where one
is typically interested in transport properties through the dot from one reservoir to the
other.
The extension of the SIAM to several Fermi seas makes it increasingly difficult to find
a solution for the problem at hand, e.g. there exists an exact solution of the SIAM using
Bethe ansatz [46, 47, 48] which is in general not the case for more complex Anderson-like
models. However, methodically, the solution of a multi-lead problem using NRG is not more
complicated as for a single lead, but of course the numerical costs increase considerably.
3.4 Fermi sea
In most realizations of quantum impurity problems, the electronic reservoirs consist of the
conduction bands of metals (as in the original Kondo problem) or semi-conductors (c.f.
the experimental realization of a two-dimensional electron-gas in [49]) at half-filling, with
bandwidth 2W much larger than all inherent energy scales of the impurity Hamiltonian,
typically of the order of several eV or meV for metals and semi-conductors, respectively.
Besides, in the context of NRG one always considers only a single branch from the band.
The coupling of the Fermi sea to the impurity is determined by the dispersion relation, the
density of states ρ and, of course, the strength of the coupling terms in the Hamiltonian,
as will be elucidated in Sec. 4.2. These quantities are characteristics of the experimental
realization and must be treated as input of the model. However, in the context of NRG
one typically makes the following assumptions, which simplify the numerical treatment a
lot (see Sec. 4.2 for an explanation).
Generally, we assume that the most relevant contributions for the description of the
physical phenomena come from states with energy close to the Fermi energy. This is
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Figure 3.1: Approximations on the band structure of the Fermi sea: the black curve shows
the dispersion relation ε(k) against momentum k. We extrapolate the linearized dispersion
relation around the Fermi energy over the full energy band (red lines) and assume a constant
density of states.
supported by the fact that all inherent energy scales of the impurity Hamiltonian and its
coupling to the Fermi sea are small compared to the bandwidth. Moreover, it turns out that
emergent energy scales are also small, for example the Kondo temperature is exponentially
small in the coupling of the impurity to the Hamiltonian.
Therefore, it is a reasonable assumption to fully describe the Fermi sea by its prop-
erties at the Fermi energy, while taking the wide-band limit, εk ∈ [−W,W ] with W 
{Γ, U, T, TK , B, . . . } (whichever parameters appear in or emerge from the Hamiltonian),
cf. Fig. 3.1. Moreover, far from the band-edges the periodicity of the lattice does not play
an important role and we may approximate the Bloch states by simple plane waves.
In total, we assume for all our NRG calculations that the energy band consists of a
constant density of states with energies between −W and W and corresponding momenta
±k, given by a linear, isotropic dispersion relation. The momentum eigenstates are given
in terms of plane waves.
3.5 Anderson orthogonality
In a Fermi liquid, the influence of a local scattering potential on the system can be char-
acterized in terms of the scattering phase shifts: the scattering potential induces a phase
shift δ in all the single-particle wave functions dependent on the details and the strength
of the scattering potential. This effect has far reaching consequences, in particular in the
response of these systems to local perturbations.
3.5.1 Static quantities
Consider two Hamiltonians Ĥi and Ĥf (initial and final, for later convenience) which differ
only in the scattering potential the Fermi sea is experiencing. This could be the spin-flip
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.2: Sketch of the single-particle wave functions of the Hamiltonians (a) Ĥi and
(b) Ĥf which differ in the strength of the local scattering potential. The different strength
of the scattering potential leads to different scattering phase shifts, (c) i.e. the waves are
shifted against each other by (δf − δi) which can result in an overlap of scattering states
that is decaying with system size.
interaction J in the Kondo model or the hybridization Γ in the SIAM. The ground states
of the two Hamiltonians, |Gi〉 and |Gf〉, respectively, are orthogonal in the thermodynamic
limit, leading to the Anderson orthogonality (AO) catastrophe [16]. However, for finite
systems their overlap scales with the total particle number N (and hence with the system
size) like [16, 28]
|〈Gi|Gf〉| ∼ N− 12∆2AO , (3.7)
with the AO exponent ∆AO characterizing the degree of orthogonality. Anderson showed
that this exponent is equal to the change in scattering phase shifts at the Fermi surface in
reaction to the change in the scattering potential:
∆AO = ∆ph = [δf(εF)− δi(εF)]/π . (3.8)
This connection can be easily motivated in terms of elementary scattering theory, see
Fig. 3.2: due to the different scattering phase shifts the single-particle wave functions of Ĥi
and Ĥf with momentum k will have an overlap of smaller than 1 when integrated over the
spatial interval 2π/k. Thus, the overlap is exponentially decaying with the system size.
The actual sign of ∆AO relative to ∆ph (plus not minus) does not influence physical
properties - cf. Eq. (3.7) where ∆AO enters quadratically - and follows standard convention.
( However, in later context it turns out to be necessary to have some convention, as will
be elucidated in Sec. 6.2. )
In the following, we will call positive (negative) phase shifts attractive (repulsive), as
motivated by the following connection: Exploiting Friedel’s sum rule [24], we relate the
difference in phase shifts to the so called displaced charge ∆ch via ∆ch = ∆ph. Here the
positive (negative) displaced charge ∆ch is defined as the charge in units of e (i.e. the
number of electrons) flowing inward from (outward to) infinity into a region of large but
finite volume, say Vlarge, surrounding the dot, upon switching from Ĥi to Ĥf :
∆ch ≡ 〈Gf |n̂tot|Gf〉 − 〈Gi|n̂tot|Gi〉 . (3.9)
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Here n̂tot ≡ n̂sea + n̂dot, where n̂sea is the total number of Fermi sea electrons within
Vlarge, whereas n̂dot is the local charge of the dot. Hence a positive (negative) phase shift
corresponds to a positive (negative) value of ∆ch, i.e. charge is attracted from (repelled
towards) ∞.
Another important consequence of Eq. (3.7) is that it not only affects the ground state
overlap, but also matrix elements of the form |〈Gf |Ô|Gi〉|, where Ô is a local operator
acting at the site of the localized potential. These matrix elements necessarily also vanish
in the thermodynamic limit.
Although in the original formulation of Anderson local interactions (like the Coulomb
repulsion U in the SIAM) were not included [16], his prediction Eq. (3.7) still applies,
provided the ground states |Gi〉 and |Gf〉 describe Fermi liquids (as is the case for Anderson-
like models but not, for example, for the symmetric two-channel Kondo model).
In our first publication concerning AO (see Sec. 6.1) we show how all these quantities
can be calculated consistently within the NRG. Our focus there lies on the technical details
for such calculations and that AO is present even in rather complicated models yet easily
accessible within the NRG.
3.5.2 Dynamical quantities after a quantum quench
All quantities related to AO so far (∆AO, ∆ph, ∆ch) are static properties of the system,
emerging from the ground states of the Hamiltonians Ĥi to Ĥf . However, AO also leaves its
fingerprint in dynamical quantities as has already been observed at the time of Anderson’s
derivation: the Fermi edge singularity [27, 28, 29, 30], the Altshuler-Aronov zero bias
anomaly [50] in disordered conductors, tunnelling into strongly interacting Luttinger liquids
[51, 52, 53, 54], and optical absorption involving a Kondo exciton [5, 6, 7], where photon
absorption induces a local quantum quench, to name but a few.
For all of these, the low-temperature dynamics is governed by the response of the Fermi
sea to a sudden switch of a local scattering potential. A prime example for this effect is
the creation of a Kondo exciton by optical absorption: a system consisting of an Anderson
like model plus a fully occupied valence band level. The optical absorption process causes
an electron of the valence band level to be excited onto the dot level, thereby together
with its respective hole forming an exciton. The physical behaviour of this excited state
can be effectively described under the assumption that (i) the deep hole and the electrons
on the dot are essentially decoupled apart from the exciton binding energy Uexc > 0 and
(ii) we may neglect the time-evolution of the hole. Moreover, by allowing the electron to
hybridize with its adjacent Fermi sea, Kondo physics emerges. Then, the Hamiltonian can
be written in block structure, depending on the presence or absence of a hole:
|0〉vb |1〉vb(
Ĥi
0
0
Ĥf
)
, (3.10)
where |0〉vb and |1〉vb represent the presence of no hole or hole in the valence band level,
respectively. We show no spin-dependence (while it is implicitly included) as there is no
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magnetic field, and initially no hole in the valence band is assumed. The Hamiltonians Ĥi
and Ĥf describing dot and Fermi sea differ only in that the dot level of the latter is reduced
by the exciton binding energy Uexc [5]:
Ĥi = ĤSIAM(εd) (3.11a)
Ĥf = ĤSIAM(εd − Uexc) . (3.11b)
Thus, optical absorption related to the creation of a Kondo exciton at zero temperature can
be described as outlined below. For finite temperature, the system is initially not in the
ground state, but described by the thermal density matrix given by the Boltzmann weights.
However, for small temperatures the AO-related physics still survives with temperature
serving as an infrared cutoff [6]. For T = 0 we find:
(1) Initially, the system is described by the Hamiltonian Ĥi and is fully equilibrated,
i.e. given by the ground state |Gi〉 of Ĥi.
(2) At time t = 0 the absorption of the photon induces two effects: (i) an electron is
excited onto the dot level of the SIAM (with spin σ depending on the polarization of the
light) and the state at t = 0 is projected into
|ψi〉 = d̂†σ|Gi〉 . (3.12)
Additionally, (ii) the Hamiltonian for the dot and Fermi sea is switched from Ĥi to Ĥf into
a different sector in Hilbert space, causing an altered time-evolution.
(3) The dynamics after the sudden change in potential can be characterized by the
correlator
G(t) ≡ −iθ(t)〈Gi|d̂σ(t)d̂†σ|Gi〉 , (3.13)
with the mixed time-evolution
d̂σ(t) = e
iĤitd̂σe
−iĤf t , (3.14)
reflecting the fact that d̂σ switches Ĥf to Ĥi when the electron settles back into the valence
band level. This, however, can be easily also seen as a regular time-evolution for d̂σ(t) with
Hamiltonian
Ĥ = |0〉vb vb〈0| ⊗ Ĥi + |1〉vb vb〈1| ⊗ Ĥf , (3.15)
which in the expectation value of Eq. (3.13) consistently reduces to Eq. (3.14). In the
context of optical absorption this results in the investigation of the corresponding spectral
function:
A(ω) ≡ − 1
π
=
 ∞∫
0
dtei(ω+i0
+)tG(t)
 . (3.16)
(4) The point where AO shows up is in the long-time (low-frequency) limit: the time-
evolution of the state |ψi〉, |ψ(t)〉 = exp(−iĤft)|ψi〉 will asymptotically approach the state
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|Gf〉 or, more generally, the lowest-lying eigenstate |ψf〉 of Ĥf with non-zero overlap to |ψi〉.
Hence, with increasing time the Fermi sea feels ever more the changed scattering potential
which leads to an increasing suppression of the matrix elements in Eq. (3.13) (by inserting
a complete basis for Ĥf), and thus [28, 29]:
G(t) ∼ t−∆2AO , (3.17)
for t→∞, while the corresponding spectral function behaves for ω → 0 like:
A(ω) ∼ ω−1+∆2AO . (3.18)
Thus, the presence of AO drastically changes the behaviour of spectral functions in the
low-frequency regime, showing power-law behaviour with possible divergence instead of the
usual smooth spectral dependence across ω = 0 at zero temperature, cf. Sec. 3.1.
The details of the influence of AO on dynamical quantities are subject to our second
publication on AO (see Sec. 6.2) where we clarify the relation between AO and spectral
functions in more complex settings. In particular, we investigate the importance of AO for
the phenomenon of population switching, see next section for an introduction.
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Figure 3.3: Cartoon of the Hamiltonian (3.19) for the asymmetric SIAM.
A further concrete motivation for our study of AO related quantities is to develop a con-
venient tool for calculating AO exponents for quantum dot models that display the phe-
nomenon of population switching (PS) [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. In such models, a
quantum dot tunnel-coupled to leads contains levels of different widths, and is capacitively
coupled to a gate voltage that shifts the level energies relative to the Fermi level of the
leads. Under suitable conditions, an (adiabatic) sweep of the gate voltage induces an in-
version in the population of these levels (a so-called population switch), implying a change
in the local potential seen by the Fermi seas in the leads.
This already indicates that AO plays an important role here, as the Fermi seas have
to adjust to two different situations on the dot levels. To be more concrete we will use
the spinless two-level model for which Goldstein, Berkovits and Gefen (GBG) have shown
[14, 15] that PS will always be continuous as function of the level position:
Ĥ =
∑
α
εd d̂
†
αd̂α + Ud̂
†
Ld̂Ld̂
†
Rd̂R (3.19)
+
∑
kα
εkĉ
†
kαĉkα +
∑
α
√
2Γα
π
∑
k
(d̂†αĉkα + ĉ
†
kαd̂α) ,
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εd R
εd + U L
εF = 0
− U /2
εd À − U /2
(a)
εd L
εd + U R
εF = 0
− U /2
εd ¿ − U /2
(b)
Figure 3.4: Sketch of the filling fraction of the two levels from the Hamiltonian 3.19 for
(a) εd  −U/2 and (b) εd  −U/2. In the first case we see that left level is not filled as
its level energy is pushed well above the Fermi energy by the right level. However, when
εd is lowered below the particle-hole symmetric point the situation is reversed, the now
completely filled left level pushing the right level upwards.
where α runs over the pseudo-spin index L and R for left and right system, respectively
(i.e. we have a SIAM where physical spin is replaced by a pseudo-spin representing left and
right). PS becomes visible if the coupling of the dot levels to their respective Fermi seas is
(highly) asymmetric, i.e. we have ΓR  ΓL.
Based on this setup, PS is conceptually easily explained, see Fig. 3.4: for εd  −U/2
(i.e. far above the particle-hole symmetric point) only the right level with the larger hy-
bridization will be populated while the hybridization of the left level is too small that it
could be populated. Thus, effectively, the left level is pushed upwards by the Coulomb
repulsion U due to the right level being occupied (this situation is henceforth called 01
for left level unoccupied and right level occupied). However, as εd is lowered below the
particle-hole symmetric point it becomes energetically more favourable for the system to
populate the left level due to its lower kinetic energy. Therefore, the left level becomes
(nearly) completely occupied while the right level is pushed upwards by U and its occupa-
tion drops down (henceforth called 10). This transition, however, is smooth and continuous
in εd [14, 15].
It is natural that AO plays a role in this behaviour: as we have seen in the previous
section, the occupation on the dot makes a clear difference for the Fermi seas as a different
occupation comes along with a different scattering potential. Therefore, when we compare
the occupations 01 and 10 we find two AO factors, one for each Fermi sea. Thus, it is
reasonable to assume that the scale (with respect to εd) over which PS takes place will be
connected to AO. A larger value of ∆AO will decrease this scale because it will suppress
transitions between the occupations 10 and 01 more strongly. However, as GBG have
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shown there is no choice of parameters such that AO will be so strong that this scale is
reduced to zero, i.e. such that PS will be abrupt at the particle-hole symmetric point.
In Sec. 6.2 we will investigate PS for this model in more detail and show how AO is
related to the scale over which the PS takes place. Further, we will build on the idea of
GBG to increase the AO factor between the occupations 10 and 01 by adding another
Fermi sea which only couples to the left level and eventually increases the influence of AO
such that the population switch becomes abrupt.
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Chapter 4
Numerical renormalization group
(NRG)
The numerical renormalization group is tailored to solve quantum impurity models as
introduced in the previous section. Here we will give an introduction to the method and
how it has evolved since its introduction for the solution of the Kondo problem in 1975 [2].
Thereby, we will focus on fermionic applications (or more precisely electronic applications),
while generalizations to Bosons exist [55, 56]. Nowadays, it is possible to calculate dynamic
quantities like spectral functions, absorption and emission spectra and transport properties
with high accuracy. A good overview over basic NRG techniques can be found in Krishna-
murthy et al. [22] and the review of Bulla et al. [23], which we will follow in the next
sections as well as the dissertation by Theresa Hecht [57], where some of the figures have
been adapted from.
If the reader is only interested in a general overview about the method as used in the
later parts of this thesis, we advise to skip Sec. 4.2. However, for a deeper understanding
of the method it is instructive to also read the details given there.
4.1 Hamiltonian
The general class of Hamiltonians solvable with NRG can be written in the following simple
form:
Ĥ = Ĥimp + Ĥimp−sea + Ĥsea , (4.1)
with
Ĥsea =
nc∑
µ=1
∑
k
εkµĉ
†
kµĉkµ , (4.2)
describing a free Fermi sea involving µ = 1, . . . , nc species of electrons, generally repre-
senting different reservoirs but also different spin and other electron flavour (e.g. for one
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spinful electronic reservoir µ =↑, ↓). An electron of species µ with energy εkµ is created and
annihilated by ĉ†kµ and ĉkµ, respectively. As elucidated in Sec. 3.4, all energies lie in the
interval [−W,W ], with a constant density of states and the Fermi energy in the middle of
the band, εF ≡ 0, assuming the same band structure for all electronic species. Henceforth,
we choose the half-bandwidth W ≡ 1 as the unit of energy.
The impurity degrees of freedom are described by Ĥimp, which is not restricted in
any way. The connection between impurity and the Fermi sea is contained in Ĥimp−sea,
restricted only in that for a band as in Sec. 3.4 it may only involve the local operators
f̂0µ =
1
N
∑
k ĉkµ (N being a normalization constant) and f̂ †0µ that annihilate or create a
Fermi sea electron of species µ at the position of the impurity, i.e. at position ~r = 0. 1 In
particular, this means that any hybridization term needs to be momentum-independent.
However, this is not a crucial simplification (cf. section D. Universality in [22]) and still
allows for the treatment of a wide range of models.
We will see that the presence of a hybridization term is crucial in the following deriva-
tion. However, it is possible to calculate models where no particle transfer between the
impurity and the Fermi sea takes place. This is achieved by a hybridization term whose
amplitude goes to zero after the mapping.
Single-impurity Anderson model
For simplicity, we will show the mapping from the electronic band onto the Wilson chain for
the single-impurity Anderson model (SIAM, see Sec. 3.3), where a single spinful impurity
level is coupled to an electronic reservoir:
Ĥimp =
∑
σ
εd d̂
†
σd̂σ + Ud̂
†
↑d̂↑d̂
†
↓d̂↓ (4.3a)
Ĥimp−sea =
∑
kσ
Vk
(
d̂†σ ĉkσ + ĉ
†
kσd̂σ
)
(4.3b)
Ĥsea =
∑
kσ
εkĉ
†
kσ ĉkσ , (4.3c)
with σ =↑, ↓ replacing µ. The impurity level is described by d̂σ and d̂†σ, annihilating and
creating an electron with spin σ on the impurity, respectively. The Coulomb repulsion
between the electrons on the impurity is given by U and the impurity is coupled to the
Fermi sea via a k-dependent hybridization Vk. For pedagogical reasons, we will use a general
dispersion relation, density of states and hybridization. The mapping of the electronic band
for the SIAM is easily generalized to the Hamiltonian in Eq. (4.1) as will be apparent below.
1The reason for f̂†0µ creating a Fermi sea electron at location ~r = 0 is that the electrons in the Fermi
sea are given in terms of plain waves and thus the sum over k in f̂†0µ is equivalent to a Fourier transform
with argument ~r = 0.
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4.2 From the electronic band to the Wilson chain
The mapping from the electronic band to the Wilson chain in the SIAM is determined by
the hybridization function ∆(ω):
∆(ω) = π
∑
k
V 2k δ(ω − εk) . (4.4)
By definition, it completely determines the action of the Fermi sea onto the dot. In
particular, for a constant density of states ρ and k-independent hybridization V , it takes
the simple form:
∆0 = πρV
2 , (4.5)
i.e. the influence of the Fermi sea onto the impurity is completely determined by the
product ρV 2, which is the only physical parameter in that case (apart from the impurity
contributions).
Any reformulations of the Hamiltonian which leave ∆(ω) invariant still represent the
same physics. We choose to rewrite the Hamiltonian in a one-dimensional energy repre-
sentation (which also resembles the derivation in Krishna-murthy et al. [22]):
Ĥ = Ĥimp +
∑
σ
∫ 1
−1
dεg(ε)â†εσâεσ +
∑
σ
∫ 1
−1
dεh(ε)(d̂†σâεσ + â
†
εσd̂σ) , (4.6)
with dispersion g(ε), hybridization h(ε) and fermionic operators âεσ and â†εσ. It has been
shown [58] that using the inverse of the dispersion ε(ω), defined as g(ε(ω)) = ω,
∆(ω) = π
dε(ω)
dω
h2(ε(ω)) (4.7)
which is crucial in the following derivation because it means that one may choose either
g(ε) or h(ε) without restrictions while still leaving ∆(ω) invariant. The functions g(ε) and
h(ε) are determined by the original dispersion relation εk, the density of states ρ and the
hybridization Vk.
4.2.1 Logarithmic discretization
For a numerical treatment it is necessary to discretize the energy band to obtain a finite
description. To this end Wilson [2] introduced a parameter Λ > 1 which defines the
intervals
± [Λn,Λn+1) n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (4.8)
with width dn = Λ−n(1 − Λ−1). These divide the energy band with increasing resolution
towards the Fermi energy. The Fourier expansion of the operators âεσ within these intervals
reads as (see [23] for more details):
âεσ =
∑
np
(ânpσψ
+
np(ε) + b̂npσψ
−
np(ε)) , (4.9)
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where the operators ânpσ and b̂npσ fulfil standard fermionic commutation relations. The
Fourier modes
ψ±np(ε) =
{ 1√
dn
e±iωnpε ε ∈ ± [Λn,Λn+1]
0 ε 6∈ ± [Λn,Λn+1] , (4.10)
are defined via the fundamental frequencies ωn = 2πdn , while p labels the harmonics. In
particular, p = 0 represents a constant function within the respective interval.
Representing the Hamiltonian in Eq. (4.6) in this basis, we make the first essential
simplification: if we choose h(ε) to be constant within each interval, the impurity will
couple to the p = 0 modes only. In particular, this is achieved by a constant hybridization
function ∆0. However, this is also possible for a non-constant ∆(ω) as all ω-dependence
can be shifted into g(ε), i.e. in deriving the Hamiltonian Eq. (4.6) for general ∆(ω) one
transforms the electronic basis such that it has a simpler form of the hybridization, shifting
any complexities into g(ε). 2
Based on this choice, we make an approximation on the conduction electron term in
Eq. (4.6): we drop the contributions of the p 6= 0 terms. This is supported by the fact
that these states are only indirectly coupled to the impurity via their coupling to the p = 0
states and that this coupling is small compared to the coupling between the impurity and
the p = 0 states. Consequently, one may treat this indirect coupling as a perturbation,
neglected in 0th order [2]. Thus, we obtain the logarithmically discretized Hamiltonian
Ĥ = Ĥimp +
∑
nσ
(ξ+n â
†
nσânσ + ξ
−
n b̂
†
nσ b̂nσ)
+
1√
π
∑
σ
d̂†σ
∑
n
(γ+n ânσ + γ
−
n b̂nσ) + h.c. , (4.11)
where we dropped the index p = 0 for convenience. The factors ξ±n and γ±n are derived
from ∆(ω) in the respective intervals.
For a constant hybridization function ∆0 the couplings γ±n are equal to
√
dn∆0, i.e. they
become exponentially small according to their supporting energy interval. Approximating
the logarithmic discretization with the p = 0 states means that we obtain an increasing
density of states towards the Fermi energy, while the couplings γ±n decrease accordingly.
For a non-constant hybridization function the argument is similar in that the couplings
have to allow for the changed density of states, but with more complex expressions for γ±n .
So far, the only approximation is that we neglect the p 6= 0 terms in Eq. (4.11) due to
their indirect coupling to the impurity. However, in principle, this becomes exact in the
limit Λ→ 1. Moreover, we still allow for a general dispersion relation, density of states and
hybridization, which determine the functional form of g(ε) such that ∆(ω) is unchanged.
2This is not possible for a constant density of states and linear dispersion relation and we need to choose
Vk ≡ V to decouple the p 6= 0 terms. Therefore the restriction of Ĥimp−sea in Sec. 4.1.
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4.2.2 Mapping to the Wilson chain
Investigating the Hamiltonian in Eq. (4.11) immediately shows how it can be mapped onto
the semi-infinite Wilson chain. The first site is given by the impurity and it directly follows
that the next site must be given by
f̂0σ =
1√
ξ0
∑
n
(γ+n ânσ + γ
−
n b̂nσ) , (4.12)
because it contains all terms of Eq. (4.11) which couple to the impurity. The normalization
factor turns out to be
ξ0 =
∫ 1
−1
dε∆(ε) . (4.13)
For a constant hybridization function ∆0 this operator is equal to the annihilation operator
of an electron in the Fermi sea at ~r = 0. This can be seen from γ±n =
√
dn∆0 and
ξ0 = 2∆0, in this case, and inserting the inverse transformation to Eq. (4.9) into Eq. (4.12).
Going back from energy to momentum space yields the desired result, cf. Sec. 4.1. If the
hybridization function is not constant, the operator still annihilates an electron in a small
shell around ~r = 0, if not exactly at ~r = 0.
Starting from the operator f̂ (†)0σ , we need to find a new set of mutually orthogonal single-
particle states described by the operators f̂ (†)nσ from â(†)nσ and b̂(†)nσ, which is achieved by a
standard tridiagonalization technique (e.g. the Lanczos algorithm). In this basis we obtain
the chain Hamiltonian
Ĥ = Ĥimp +
√
ξ0
π
∑
σ
(d̂†σf̂0σ + f̂
†
0σd̂σ)
+
∞∑
σn=0
(εnf̂
†
nσf̂nσ + tn(f̂
†
nσf̂n+1σ + f̂
†
n+1σf̂nσ)) . (4.14)
The new set of operators is given by an orthogonal transformation in terms of the oper-
ators â(†)nσ, b̂(†)nσ and the parameters εn and tn are given by a recursion relation with input
parameters ξ±n and γ±n , see [23] for details. It is crucially important for the NRG that the
tn decrease exponentially for large n like Λ−
n
2 . Moreover, it should be noted that εn = 0
for all n if ∆(ω) = ∆(−ω).
The sites of the Wilson chain representing the electronic band posses an important and
enlightening physical meaning in the original model. In particular, one should keep in mind
that the one-dimensional structure of the Wilson chain is not related to the dimensionality
of the original model. As already elucidated above, the operator f̂ (†)0σ is connected to wave
functions with maximal amplitude at or close to the position of the impurity. Analogously,
the operators f̂ (†)nσ can be seen as a series of spherical shells centered around the impurity
with inner radius Λ
n−1
2 and outer radius Λ
n
2 (s-wave approximation). Apart from small
tails the wave function of the states is non-zero only in their respective shell.
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The derivation of the Hamiltonian Eq. (4.14) from Eq. (4.11) did not include any further
approximations. However, for general dispersion relation, density of states and hybridiza-
tion the transformation onto the operators f̂ (†)nσ , εn and tn must be carefully determined
numerically.
4.2.3 Wilson chain in the original form
For a constant hybridization function ∆0 ≡ Γ the mapping can be solved analytically and
we obtain the Wilson chain as given by Wilson [2]:
Ĥ = Ĥimp +
∑
σ
√
2Γ
π
(d̂†σf̂0σ + f̂
†
0σd̂σ)
+1
2
(1 + Λ−1)
∑
µ
∞∑
n=0
ξn Λ
−n
2 (f̂ †nµf̂n+1µ + f̂
†
n+1µf̂nµ) , (4.15)
where
ξn ≡ 1− Λ
−n−1
√
1− Λ−2n−1√1− Λ−2n−3 (4.16)
with limn→∞ ξn = 1. Thus,
tn ≡ 12(1 + Λ−1) ξn Λ−
n
2 (4.17)
∼ Λ−n2 n 0 .
One always needs the logarithmic discretization because it is the reason for the exponen-
tial decrease of the couplings tn. While the exact values of the latter have changed, see
Sec. 4.2.4, the form of the coupling in Eq. (4.15) is still a good guide to understand the
details of the mapping.
4.2.4 Improved discretization scheme
The influence of the artificial discreteness in energy space can be reduced by using “z-
averaging” [59]. One introduces a new parameter z in the interval (0, 1] which shifts the
discretization points to εzn with
εz1 = 1
εzn = Λ
2−n−z n = 2, . . . . (4.18)
Averaging of the final results over a uniformly distributed choice of Nz z-values in (0, 1]
yields much smoother results in many ways. While for each choice of z a new calculation
has to be made as all couplings are changed, in this way more data points are produced.
This is particularly important in the calculation of spectral functions, see Sec. 4.8, where
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it reduces certain oscillations with frequency Λ. It must be stressed that even for infinitely
large Nz one does not reach the continuum limit.
It was observed early on that the hybridization function ∆(ω) is systematically under-
estimated in the final form of the Wilson chain due the representation of logarithmically
defined intervals, each represented by only a single state (cf. the AΛ-factor in Eq. (5.20) in
[22]). The problem is explained in detail in [60] where also a slightly altered logarithmic
discretization is proposed. This idea has been further developed in [61] and we use this
implementation in our numerical work.
However, the qualitative picture presented above remains the same: the interpretation
of the first Wilson site is the same as well as the large n scaling. There are only minor yet
important differences in the tn of the first ∼ 10 Wilson sites.
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4.3 Key points of the Wilson chain mapping
In the following we give a summary of the most important points of the mapping to the
Wilson chain as used throughout this thesis for the Hamiltonian as described in Sec. 4.1,
see Fig. 4.1 for a pictorial view. We assume a linear dispersion relation, constant density
of states ρ and, if present, constant hybridization. The Fermi sea of the original model is
represented in terms of the semi-infinite Wilson chain:
Ĥ = Ĥimp + Ĥimp−sea +
nc∑
µ=1
∞∑
n=0
tn(f̂
†
nµf̂n+1µ + f̂
†
n+1µf̂nµ) , (4.19)
where
tn ∼ Λ−n+12 n 0 , (4.20)
i.e. the couplings fall off exponentially for large n. We reintroduced the general index µ and
replaced the hybridization part by the general form Ĥimp−sea, which may only contain terms
including f̂ (†)0µ . For this form of the Hamiltonian it is important that all electron species
are mapped in exactly the same way and the individual Wilson sites are constituted from
all species at once, i.e. all electron species together form a single Wilson chain. Therefore,
a single Wilson site n consists of nc fermionic degrees of freedom, forming a site Hilbert
space with dimension d = 2nc and basis |σn〉.
For example, in the single-impurity Anderson model we have a dimension of 4 due to one
spinful reservoir, hence nc = 2. The basis states are |σn〉 = {|0〉, |↑〉, |↓〉, |↑↓〉}, representing
an unoccupied, singly (with spin up or down) or doubly occupied Wilson site.
For a model where each impurity degree of freedom couples to its own Fermi sea chan-
nel with constant hybridization function Γµ = πρV 2µ (as for the SIAM with µ = σ) the
hybridization term has the form
∑
µ
√
2Γµ
π
(d̂†µf̂0µ + f̂
†
0µd̂µ) , (4.21)
where the generalization to other couplings is easily implemented.
In the course of the mapping the energy band is logarithmically discretized with dis-
cretization parameter Λ, where the mapping is exact in the limit Λ → 1. However, as we
will show in the next section, Λ must not be too small for the numerical solution using
NRG. In practice, Λ is varied between 1.5 and 3 as a compromise between methodical and
numerical error.
The first site of the Wilson chain represents electronic wave functions in the direct
vicinity of the impurity and is the only one directly coupled to it. The remainder of the
Wilson chain consists of a nearest-neighbour hopping chain with exponentially decreasing
hopping elements. Because of this separation of energy scales, the Hamiltonian can be
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Figure 4.1: Sketch of the key points of the mapping to the Wilson chain for constant hy-
bridization V and, thus, constant hybridization function ∆(ω). Panel (a) shows the initial
model where the impurity (red) is coupled by V (light blue) to the Fermi sea (dark blue)
with constant hybridization function. In panel (b) the energy band has been logarithmi-
cally discretized with Λ = 2 and each interval is represented by a single state (dark blue
circles) which give rise to the same hybridization function due to the altered couplings.
The final Wilson chain is depicted in panel (c) where the coupling between the impurity
and the first Wilson site is again given by V . The thinning bonds between the sites de-
pict the exponentially decreasing couplings of order Λ−
n
2 . In panel (d) we depict the shell
structure of the wave functions corresponding to the Wilson sites. For increasing Wilson
site index n the respective wave functions have support only within a spherical shell with
exponentially growing size.
solved iteratively as will be explained in the next section. For a Wilson site with index n
the typical energy resolution introduced through this site is given by 3
δn ' tn−1 = 12(1 + Λ−1)Λ−
n−1
2 ∼ Λ−n2 , (4.22)
characterizing the typical spacing between the few lowest-lying states of a Wilson chain of
finite length n with n sufficiently large.
For a non-interacting Fermi sea with M particles (and size L ∝ M) the mean single-
particle level spacing at the Fermi energy scales like 1/M . According to Fermi liquid theory
(see Sec. 2.1) this also holds for the interacting case. Thus, we may conclude that δn ∝ 1/M
and so
M ∝ Λn2 ⇔ L ∝ Λn2 , (4.23)
3For historical reasons we are using the exact formula in Eq. (4.17) which does not make any difference
as it is only an estimate anyway.
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i.e. the effective number of particles (i.e. the number of particles of the original model
represented by the Wilson chain) or rather the size of the system scales exponentially with
the Wilson site index n. In particular, this is the foundation of the shell structure of the
Wilson chain, cf. Fig. 4.1(d), and means that we have access to exponentially large system
sizes which will be of particular importance in the context of Anderson orthogonality, see
Sec. 6.1.
4.4 NRG solution of the Wilson chain
Finally, we can turn to the NRG solution of the problem. For a solution in the spirit of
RG we introduce a sequence of Hamiltonians
ĤN = δ
−1
N (Ĥimp + Ĥimp−sea +
∑
µ
N−1∑
n=0
tn(f̂
†
nµf̂n+1µ + f̂
†
n+1µf̂nµ)) , (4.24)
which approaches the Hamiltonian in Eq. (4.19) like
Ĥ = lim
N→∞
δNĤN . (4.25)
The factor of δ−1N has been chosen such that it cancels the N -dependence of tN−1. The
sequence can also be written in an iterative fashion, starting with
Ĥ0 = δ
−1
0 (Ĥimp + Ĥimp−sea) , (4.26)
and the recursion relation
ĤN+1 =
√
ΛĤN +
∑
µ
(δ−1N+1tN)(f̂
†
Nµf̂N+1µ + f̂
†
N+1µf̂Nµ) . (4.27)
Defining the RG transformation
ĤN+1 = R(ĤN) , (4.28)
we have finally arrived at a formulation which contains all characteristics of Wilson’s RG.
Our goal is to obtain the full energy eigenspectrum with corresponding eigenstates of
the Hamiltonian in Eq. (4.19), or at least a good approximation thereof. We do so by
successively diagonalizing the series of Hamiltonians ĤN given above.
Starting with the impurity, we successively consider fluctuations of energy δN or, equiv-
alently, size δ−1N (cf. Eq. (4.23)) until we reach a stable low-energy fixed point. Thus, the
energy resolution δN plays the role of the cutoff in terms of the conventional RG theory.
The presence of a stable low-energy fixed point can be anticipated - even though it is not
guaranteed - from the fact that after the energy resolution is well below any inherent (e.g.
impurity parameters) or arising (e.g. Kondo temperature) energy scales, the RG transfor-
mation tends to show self-similarity, cf. Sec. 2.3. In practice, we apply the renormalization
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Figure 4.2: Panel (a) shows the unscaled (but shifted w.r.t. energy zero point) energy level
diagram of the renormalization steps, i.e. the shifted eigenspectra of δNĤN . We see that
the states of one iteration are refined w.r.t. energy in the following iteration. As soon as the
number of states is truncated, only the low-energy states are further refined. For a better
representation the ratio between kept and truncated states is shifted in favour of the kept
states, because actually D states are kept while (d − 1)D states are discarded. In Panel
(b) the steps during one RG iteration are depicted (adopted from [23]): the many-particle
spectrum ENs of the previous iteration is rescaled by
√
Λ and subject to the perturbation
of the new site. The new system is diagonalized, yielding eigenenergies EN+1s , truncated
and the energies are shifted such that the new ground state has zero energy.
procedure for Wilson chain length up to Nmax ≈ 80− 120 depending on the desired energy
resolution, 4 ensuring that we went below all relevant energy scales and reached a stable
low-energy fixed point, see Sec. 4.4.2.
In each renormalization step, the Hamiltonian ĤN+1 is diagonalized by an unitary
transformation A[N ] (see Sec. 4.4.3 for details) and the form of the energy renormalization
is such that the eigenenergies of ĤN+1 are of order 1. Thus, having a closer look onto the
structure of ĤN+1, we see that a term with level spacing of the order
√
Λ (namely
√
ΛĤN)
is subject to a perturbation of order 1 (remember δ−1N+1tN ∼ 1), i.e. each additional site
works as an perturbation of order 1/
√
Λ, thereby lifting the degeneracy of the states of the
former system, see Fig. 4.2.
So far, we have not addressed the thinning out of degrees of freedom. If we keep all
degrees of freedom during the RG transformation, the Hilbert space of the Hamiltonian ĤN
will have the dimension dimpdN+1 (dimp being the dimension of Ĥimp), which will be beyond
a numerical treatment even for small values of N . Thus, we need to truncate parts of the
Hilbert space and we do so by keeping only the D lowest energy eigenstates of ĤN . There
is no guarantee that this ad hoc truncation works and we have to check on the validity
4A naturally arising stopping value Nmax is when δNmax reaches machine precision, which in the case
of double-precision is 10−16.
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of this approach by varying D while keeping all other parameters fixed. However, the
exponentially decreasing energy scale gives some justification to this scheme: as already
said, one may see the addition of a site as a perturbation of order 1/
√
Λ, and we know
from perturbation theory that the influence of high-energy states on the low-energy states
will be small provided that the perturbation is weak enough. Thus, for a smaller value
of Λ we need larger values of D to keep the truncation error small. Usually, D is chosen
such that the first few (. 5) Wilson sites are included without truncation. Summarizing,
this procedure results in a increasing resolution of low-energy states as smaller and smaller
energy scales are considered for those states which had small energy initially, while high-
energy states are not refined any more, Fig. 4.2(a).
4.4.1 Description of the iteration procedure
Finally, we give the full iteration procedure, starting with the Hamiltonian Ĥimp (where
the first renormalization has a slightly different form) and the transformation from a given,
diagonalized Hamiltonian ĤN to the renormalized ĤN+1. The RG transformation steps
are in detail (see Fig. 4.2(b) for a pictorial explanation):
• We start by diagonalizing δ−10 (Ĥimp + Ĥimp−sea) but without shifting its energy. We
continue with Ĥ1 which we fully consider as it is questionable for the early iterations
whether the new terms can be treated as a perturbation.
• Given ĤN with eigenstates |s〉N and their respective energies ĤN |s〉N = ENs |s〉N , we
rescale the energies ENs , initially with level spacing of order 1, by
√
Λ. Then, we
introduce the next Wilson site with basis states |σN+1〉 which act as a perturbation
of size 1/
√
Λ, thus forming the new Hamiltonian ĤN+1 with dimension a factor of
d larger than that of ĤN . Therefore, in the regime where ĤN has already been
truncated ĤN+1 has dimension dD.
• We diagonalize ĤN+1, obtaining a new set of eigenstates |s〉N+1 with energies EN+1s ,
where the typical level spacing is of order 1. The energies are shifted by E(N+1)0 such
that the ground state of ĤN+1 has zero energy.
• If the number of states |s〉N+1 is larger thanD, only those are kept with lowest energy.
It is useful to be not too strict, e.g. if the Dth and (D + 1)th states are degenerate,
keep D + 1 states in total. The states are classified as |s〉XN+1 with X either K or D
for kept and discarded, respectively.
• Finally, the renormalized Hamiltonian is given as
ĤN+1 =
K∑
s
EN+1s |s〉KN+1 KN+1〈s| , (4.29)
where s is restricted to the kept states only, indicated by the K over the sum.
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Figure 4.3: Energy flow diagram [22] for the symmetric SIAM with U = 0.6, εd = −U/2
and Γ = 0.02, where we choose D = 256 (i.e. we show dD = 1024 levels per iteration). We
show only even values of N (with a similar picture for odd N) and connect the data points
by lines to depict the flow. The energy scale δN corresponding to TK = 5.9 ·10−7 is reached
for N ≈ 41 (for Λ = 2). For the SIAM, one finds essentially three regimes, see [22] for an
extensive explanation: the free orbital regime for very small N . 5 (the impurity behaves
as if not coupled to the Fermi sea), the local moment regime for 10 . N . 30 (the impurity
has a definite spin, subject to fluctuations) and finally a crossover (characterized by TK)
to the strong coupling regime corresponding to the low-energy fixed point (the impurity
spin is completely screened by the Fermi sea). We conclude from this energy flow diagram
that we captured all relevant physics in our calculation.
• When we reach our stopping value Nmax, consistently, all states are discarded, which
thus stops the RG transformations and we have
ĤNmax =
D∑
s
ENmaxs |s〉DNmax DNmax〈s| . (4.30)
After stopping the RG transformations at Nmax, we have roughly dD energy eigenstates
for the Wilson chain of length Nmax with full Hilbert space dimension dimpdNmax+1. This is,
of course, not at all a complete basis set. However, we show in Sec. 4.5 how it is possible
to construct a complete basis by considering the discarded states of all iterations.
4.4.2 Renormalization group flow
The very first check on an actual NRG calculation is the energy flow diagram. In a standard
RG transformation, the renormalized Hamiltonians are characterized by an effective de-
scription of a Hamiltonian with a fixed set of parameters which change under the RG flow,
see Sec. 2.3. In [22] we find an extensive discussion of flowing parameters for the SIAM.
However, the sequence of Hamiltonians in Eq. (4.24) cannot, in general, be described that
way and thus, equivalently, the flow in terms of the eigenenergies ENs is taken, instead, as
these also reflect the parameter flow [22].
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Before we discuss the energy flow diagram in more detail, we need to mention a pecu-
liarity of fermionic finite-size systems: they typically show even-odd alternations, i.e. while
convergence has been reached in terms of even and odd system sizes individually, these
still differ from each other. The even-odd alternation immediately shows up in the energy
flow diagram but, of course, also affects some properties of the system, e.g. this turned
out to influence some calculations concerning Anderson orthogonality, see Sec. 6.1. So,
strictly speaking, all fixed point discussions need to be made in terms of R2 including two
iterations rather than R. In particular, Nmax introduces a source for undesired even-odd
effects as one needs to make a definite choice for it.
Investigating the energy flow diagram shows us whether the RG transformations still
change the system or whether we approached a stable fixed point. In Fig. 4.3 we show the
energy flow diagram of the symmetric SIAM. The flow reflects the fixed points of the SIAM
and we conclude that the system will not change any more well below TK . For other models
the energy flow diagram will, of course, look different in the high- and intermediate-energy
regime, but finally needs to approach a stable low-energy fixed point.
4.4.3 Matrix product state structure of the basis states
To round up the details of the RG transformations, we point out the structure of the
unitary transformations mapping the kept part of the energy eigenbasis from the previous
iteration |s〉KN−1 and the basis states of the new site |σN〉 onto the new energy eigenbasis
|s〉XN . It has been shown only recently that these transformations feature the structure
of matrix product states (MPS), a unified framework for RG methods [62]. We give an
extensive introduction about matrix product states as used in the context of DMRG in the
appendix of the publication on the CDM, see Chap. 5. However, this is only useful for a
deeper understanding of MPS and is not needed for the present discussion.
To be specific, the unitary transformation A[N ] has the following form:
|s′〉XN =
K∑
σNs
[A
[σN ]
KX ]ss′ |σN〉 ⊗ |s〉KN−1 , (4.31)
where we have introduced several new notations. By MPS convention, we split the unitary
transformation A[N ] into the d matrices A[σN ] (one per site degree of freedom; henceforth
called A-matrices), where the first notation is still used to refer to all of them at once. In
mathematical terms, the [A[σN ]KX ]ss′ are three-dimensional tensors in the space spanned by
|σN〉, |s〉KN−1, and |s′〉XN .
Furthermore, these matrices are partitioned into a part for kept and a part for discarded
states, respectively. Note that the index corresponding to the previous site only consists
of kept states as we are refining only these.
The term MPS becomes clear when we trace the iterative structure of the states |s〉XN
back to the impurity by reinserting the definition given above:
|s〉XN =
∑
σN ...σ0σimp
[A
[σ0]
KK . . . A
[σN−1]
KK A
[σN ]
KX ]σimps|σN〉 ⊗ |σN−1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |σ0〉 ⊗ |σimp〉 , (4.32)
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Figure 4.4: Graphical representation of the MPS structure of the NRG transformations.
The highlighted part depicts how in Eq. (4.31) [A[σN ]KX ]ss′ transforms the states |σN〉 and
|s〉KN−1 into |s′〉XN . The indices s, σN and s′ belong to the legs to the left, bottom and
right of A[N ]KX, respectively. In the following we will explicitly write the indices and states
only when it is instructive, but otherwise skip them when it is clear in context which leg
represents which index. Furthermore, we show in the interior of the highlighted box how
|s′〉XN is represented in Eq. (4.32) in terms of the basis states of all previous sites.
where |σimp〉 is the basis of the impurity which is included in A[0] as “previous itera-
tion” (note that A[0] has σimp as index for the previous iteration). For a single choice
of σN . . . σ0σimp its contribution to the state |s〉XN is given as a matrix-product.
The great advantage of the MPS is that we have access to a description of the state
|s〉XN in the full dimpdN+1-dimensional Hilbert space according to Eq. (4.32), but partitioned
into smaller blocks A[N ] which makes a numerical treatment possible. In particular, the
application of an operator onto the state can be performed very efficiently, see below.
MPS posses a very intuitive graphical representation (cf. page 36 of the appendix of
the publication on the CDM in Chap. 5). Each “object” is represented as a box with small
legs representing indices, where connected legs represent contractions over the respective
indices, see Fig. 4.4.
Fermion signs
Equation (4.31) reveals how another important complication in the treatment of Fermions
has been dealt with: Fermion signs. The numerical treatment of Fermions in second
quantization requires an order that defines how the creation operators constitute with
positive sign a certain state due to their anti-commutation relations. We define for a single
electron species (µ = 1, see Sec. 4.1) and a single degree of freedom on the impurity (given
by d̂†) that
f̂ †N f̂
†
N−1 . . . f̂
†
0 d̂
†|vac〉 = +|all occupied〉 . (4.33)
This choice determines how we obtain from the operators of the site Hilbert space their
dimpd
N+1 × dimpdN+1 -dimensional representation:
d̂(†) =̂ d̂
(†)
loc ⊗0≤m≤N Ẑm , (4.34)
f̂ (†)n =̂ 1imp ⊗0≤m<n 1m ⊗ f̂ (†)n,loc ⊗n<m≤N Ẑm , (4.35)
Ẑm ≡ (−1)n̂m , (4.36)
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with d̂(†)loc the dimp × dimp -dimensional representation in the impurity Hilbert space, f̂ (†)n,loc
the d × d -dimensional representation in the site Hilbert space, which is the same for all
Wilson sites, and n̂m = f̂ †m,locf̂m,loc. The operators Ẑm constitute the so-called Jordan-
Wigner string ⊗n<m≤N Ẑm, which derives from the order in Eq. (4.33). Thus, in each RG
iteration the operators of the previous sites obtain an extra factor in their Jordan-Wigner
string, but otherwise remain unchanged.
This scheme is easily generalized to several electron species:
Ẑm = ⊗µ(−1)n̂mµ , (4.37)
with n̂mµ = f̂ †mµ,locf̂mµ,loc. Moreover, we additionally need to establish an order of the
different channels on one site. For example, for the SIAM we choose
f̂ †N↑f̂
†
N↓f̂
†
N−1↑f̂
†
N−1↓ . . . f̂
†
0↑f̂
†
0↓d̂
†
↑d̂
†
↓|vac〉 = +|all occupied〉 . (4.38)
In particular, this means that f̂nσ,loc represented in the basis |0〉 = (1, 0, 0, 0), |↑〉 =
(0, 1, 0, 0), |↓〉 = (0, 0, 1, 0), and |↑↓〉 = (0, 0, 0, 1) has the following form:
f̂n↑,loc =

0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
 , f̂n↓,loc =

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 . (4.39)
Note that in this definition the “site-internal” fermionic sign has been absorbed into the
representation of f̂n↓,loc.
During the RG iterations only the hopping term between the (old) site N and the added
site N + 1 arises, cf. Eq. (4.27):
f̂ †Nµf̂N+1µ = 1imp ⊗0≤m<N 1m ⊗ f̂ †Nµ,loc ⊗ ẐN+1f̂N+1µ,loc , (4.40)
with the additional Z-operator on site N + 1 arising from our order of the fermionic
operators.
Operators
When we apply an operator onto a MPS we do not need to evaluate it globally in the
dimpd
N+1 -dimensional Hilbert space. Instead the site representation of the operator itself
and the z-operators of all later sites are applied individually on the A-matrices. This is a
great simplification even for a long Jordan-Wigner string, e.g. in case of impurity operators
(however, in this case there exists another simplification, see Sec. 4.7).
The most important task within the iterative procedure is the diagonalization of the
Hamiltonian ĤN+1 in the product space of |s〉KN and |σN+1〉. However, as can be seen from
Eq. (4.40) we only know how the hopping term acts on the site Hilbert space of site N and
N + 1, respectively. Thus, we need to transform the operator f̂ (†)Nµ,loc into the basis |s〉KN :
[f̂
(†)
Nµ,K]ss′ =
K
N〈s|f̂ (†)Nµ,K|s′〉KN =
K∑
σNσ
′
Ns
′′
[A
[σN ]
KK ]
∗
s′′s[f̂
(†)
Nµ,loc]σNσ′N [A
[σ′N ]
KK ]s′′s′ , (4.41)
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.5: Panel (a) shows the graphical representation of Eq. (4.41): the operator f̂ †Nµ,loc,
acting on the site Hilbert space of site N , is transformed into the basis |s〉KN via the unitary
transformation A[N ]KK. However, this transformation includes not only the basis |σN〉 but
also |s〉KN−1 where f̂ †Nµ,loc does not act (therefore the unit matrix in the box). Thus, we
may directly connect the legs corresponding to the |s〉KN−1 states (thick line). In panel (b)
we show how the hopping term acts on a state: based on [f̂ †Nµ,K]ss′ the application of the
hopping term on a state reduces to the manipulation of a single A-matrix
where s′′ runs over the states |s′′〉KN−1. This formula is much easier understood when
depicted in the graphical representation in Fig. 4.5(a).
In the numerical procedure of finding the eigenbasis of ĤN+1 we need to apply several
times the hopping term onto intermediate states, described by intermediate A-matrices
B
[N+1]
KX converging to A
[N+1]
KX . However, due to the structure of the MPS as presented above
we need to manipulate the A-matrix of site N + 1 only (see Fig. 4.5(b)), even though we
obtain an effective description of the states in the full many-body space.
Symmetries of the Hamiltonian
MPS can be easily adapted to properly account for conserved quantum numbers, repre-
senting the global symmetries of the Hamiltonian. We will limit ourselves to Abelian sym-
metries, meaning that the irreducible representation of the symmetry group is Abelian, as
these are easily implemented, which is not necessarily the case for non-Abelian symmetries.
However, as already in [2] the total spin as a representation of a non-Abelian symmetry
was considered, recent development allows for the implementation of arbitrary non-Abelian
symmetries [63, 64].
An Abelian symmetry allows a quantum number Q to be attached to every state. The
property that the symmetry is Abelian manifests itself in that this quantum number is
strictly additive. For two states |Q1〉 and |Q2〉, the quantum number of the direct product
of these two states is given by |Q1〉 ⊗ |Q2〉 = |Q1 + Q2〉. For example, if the Hamiltonian
commutes with the number operator for the full system, the quantum number Q could
represent particle number. Of course, the treatment of Abelian symmetries is generic and
not limited to only one symmetry. We may incorporate as many symmetries as exist for a
given Hamiltonian, by writing Q as a vector of the corresponding quantum numbers.
For the handling of MPS, quantum numbers imply a significant amount of bookkeeping,
i.e. for every coefficient block we have to store its quantum numbers. The benefit is
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that we can deal with large effective state spaces at a reasonable numerical cost. The
diagonalization of ĤN , in particular, takes advantage of the block structure.
Due to our finite description of the system we always have conservation of total particle
number
Q = Qimp +
∑
µ
N∑
n=0
(f̂ †nµf̂nµ − 12) , (4.42)
where Qimp is given relative to half-filling, similar to the Fermi sea. In many cases the
µ-summands are conserved individually. For example, for the SIAM each spin species is
conserved individually, i.e. we have two quantum numbers Q↑ and Q↓ which are usually
written in terms of conservation of total charge and the z component of the total spin:
Q = Q↑ +Q↓ =
∑
σ
((d̂†σd̂σ − 12) +
N∑
n=0
(f̂ †nσf̂nσ − 12)) , (4.43)
Sz =
1
2
(Q↑ −Q↓) = 12 [(d̂†↑d̂↑ +
N∑
n=0
f̂ †n↑f̂n↑)− (d̂†↓d̂↓ +
N∑
n=0
f̂ †n↓f̂n↓)] . (4.44)
Thus, the site basis states can be labelled as |Q, 2Sz〉 (2Sz to avoid fractions, for conve-
nience): |0〉 = | − 1, 0〉, |↑〉 = |0, 1〉, |↓〉 = |0,−1〉, and |↑↓〉 = |1, 0〉.
4.5 Anders-Schiller basis
After finishing the RG procedure we turn to the calculation of physical properties of the
system like spectral functions and expectation values. However, the MPS cover only a
limited range of energy eigenstates, that is for a given chain length we have at most dD
energy eigenstates. However, Anders and Schiller proposed a way to obtain from the
A-matrices a full but approximate energy eigenbasis [65, 66].
Henceforth, in summations over s we will usually not write explicitly whether the sum
runs over K or D as it is mostly apparent from the context.
4.5.1 Definition
As long as we do not truncate, say up to iteration n0, the states |s〉Kn with n ≤ n0 provide
a complete basis set for Ĥn, i.e. for the chain of length n. However, for later sites the
necessary thinning out of degrees of freedom inherently includes that the states |s〉XN do
not span the whole Hilbert space. Thus, to obtain a complete basis for the full chain we
need to include the discarded states |s〉Dn of previous iterations n, n0 < n < N which are,
however, too short for the full system as they are defined only for a chain of length n.
Consequently, we supplement them with a set of dN−n degenerate “environmental” states
|en〉 ≡ |σN〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |σn+1〉 , (4.45)
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Figure 4.6: Similar figure as Fig. 4.2 but here the states of interest are not the kept states
at each iteration as these are further considered in later iterations, but rather the discarded
states. These are, together with their environmental states, part of the complete basis set
for the chain of length N . Kept states are only indirectly part of the complete basis set in
that they contribute to the discarded states of later iterations.
spanning the remainder of the chain.
In general, for states (kept and discarded) of previous iterations we define their exten-
sion to the full Hilbert space as
|se〉Xn ≡ |en〉 ⊗ |s〉Xn , (4.46)
which are approximate eigenstates to the Hamiltonian ĤN of the full chain:
ĤN |se〉Xn ' Ens |se〉Xn . (4.47)
This is justified by the so called “NRG approximation”: as elucidated above, a Wilson site
corresponds to a characteristic energy scale δn (cf. Eq. (4.22)) and each following site acts
as a perturbation of order 1/
√
Λ. Thus, the states |se〉Xn are approximate eigenstates of
ĤN within an accuracy of δn while the degeneracy lifting due to the later sites is ignored.
Apparently, the discarded states of different iterations are orthogonal to each other,
D
n〈se|s′e′〉Dm = δnmδss′δene′n , (4.48)
and orthogonal to any kept states of later iterations (upper line in Eq. (4.49)) while their
overlap to kept states of earlier iterations depends on how the following A-matrices mapped
them on in later iterations (lower line in Eq. (4.49)):
D
n〈se|s′e′〉Km =
{
0 n ≤ m
δene′n [A
[σm+1]
KK . . . A
[σn]
KD ]ss′ n > m
. (4.49)
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Having defined the extension of the MPS of previous iterations onto the chain of length
N , we now show which of these form the “Anders-Schiller basis” spanning the full dimpdN+1
-dimensional Hilbert space:
1(dimpd
N+1) =
∑
se
|se〉Kn0 Kn0〈se| (4.50a)
=
N∑
n>n0
∑
se
|se〉Dn Dn〈se| (4.50b)
The first line in this equation trivially extends the complete kept basis from iteration n0
(the last iteration where we do not truncate) by the environmental states to the chain
of length N . However, usually the accuracy δn0 to which Eq. (4.47) holds in this case is
not enough to obtain meaningful results. The best accuracy achievable from a given NRG
run for an approximate eigenbasis of ĤN gives the second line of the equation, where the
eigenstates obtained in the Nth iteration are supplemented by the discarded states of the
previous iterations. For simplicity, the states of the Nth iteration are treated as discarded.
Henceforth, a sum over n will always be considered as n0 < n ≤ N unless stated otherwise.
4.5.2 Local operators
During the iteration procedure we took advantage of the fact that the action of the involved
operators could be determined locally, cf. Eq. (4.41). However, in other context we need
a description of operators in the full basis introduced above, which can be achieved in a
straightforward manner [67].
We consider an operator B̂ acting non-trivially only on sites up to n0 (i.e. a “local”
operator) which means that we may calculate exactly numerically its representation in the
basis |s〉Kn0 and thus in |se〉Kn0 :
B̂ =
∑
ss′e
|se〉Kn0 [B[n0]KK ]ss′ Kn0〈s′e| . (4.51)
(To be precise, we could allow for operators acting on sites up to n0 + 1 which becomes
apparent in the derivation below. In this case the sum in Eq. (4.51) would not only include
kept but also discarded states.) To actually calculate these matrix elements we have to
distinguish between the cases where B̂ consists of an even and odd number of fermionic
operators, respectively.
Even number
If the operator consists of an even number of fermionic creation and annihilation operators,
e.g. B̂ = d̂†µf̂0µ, the matrix elements can be easily calculated from (cf. Sec. 4.4.3):
B̂ = d̂†µ,loc ⊗ Ẑ0f̂0µ,loc ⊗1≤m≤N 1m . (4.52)
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.7: Graphical depiction of how to calculate the matrix elements [B[n0]KK ]ss′ for (a)
B̂ = d̂†µf̂0µ, an even number of fermionic operators, and (b) B̂ = d̂†µ, an odd number of
fermionic operators. In the first case the Fermion sign problem is fully taken care of by the
additional operator Ẑ0. In the second case we choose to evaluate Eq. (4.54b), i.e. we need
to additionally apply the operator Ẑimp to obtain the matrix elements [B
[n0]
KK ]ss′ . However,
the factor Ztot still needs to be attached to each basis state, but will cancel out in the end,
cf. Eq. (4.55).
The locally acting operators d̂†µ,loc and Ẑ0f̂0µ,loc need to be transformed stepwise into the
basis |s〉Kn0 (the subscripts of the operators on the left hand side indicate the iteration for
which they are calculated):
[(d̂†µ)−1]ss′ =
K
−1〈s|d̂†µ|s′〉K−1 =
K∑
σ−1σ
′
−1
[A
[σ−1]
KK ]
∗
1s[d̂
†
µ,loc]σ−1σ′−1 [A
[σ′−1]
KK ]1s′ , (4.53a)
[(d̂†µẐ0f̂0µ)0]ss′ =
K∑
σ0σ
′
0s
′′s′′′
[A
[σ0]
KK]
∗
s′′s[(d̂
†
µ)−1]s′′s′′′ [Ẑ0f̂0µ,loc]σ0σ′0 [A
[σ′0]
KK ]s′′′s′ , (4.53b)
[(d̂†µẐ0f̂0µ)n]ss′ =
K∑
σns′′s′′′
[A
[σn]
KK]
∗
s′′s[(d̂
†
µẐ0f̂0µ)n−1]s′′s′′′ [A
[σn]
KK]s′′′s′ , (4.53c)
where the last equation is valid for 1 ≤ n ≤ n0. This procedure is easier to understand
when depicted graphically, see Fig. 4.7(a). Thus, applying this transformation up to site
n0 and introducing the environmental states at that site yields Eq. (4.51).
Odd number
The situation is a bit more complicated when the operator consists of an odd number of
fermionic operators, e.g. B̂ = d̂µ:
B̂ = d̂†µ,loc ⊗0≤m≤N Ẑm (4.54a)
= (d̂†µ,locẐimp)⊗0≤m≤N 1m · Ẑtot (4.54b)
= Ẑtot · (Ẑimpd̂†µ,loc)⊗0≤m≤N 1m (4.54c)
Ẑtot ≡ (−1)N̂tot . (4.54d)
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We have taken advantage of the fact that each state in our finite size description has a
fixed total particle number N̂tot. Thus, instead of calculating the full Jordan-Wigner string
we only need to calculate the sign operator on the impurity:
∏
0≤m≤N Zm = ZimpZtot. The
generalization to operators acting on several sites 0 ≤ n ≤ n0 is straightforward.
Finally, the matrix elements of the operator B̂ in the basis |s〉Kn0 are calculated similar
to Eqs. (4.53), see Fig. 4.7(b). Moreover, we need to supply each state in Eq. (4.51) with
an additional factor Z which is (−1) to the power of the states total particle number.
However, the expectation value of operators with an odd number of fermionic operators
will always vanish due to particle conservation and thus we will only consider products of
such operators, B̂Ĉ (cf. Sec. 4.7), where the sign factors cancel:
B̂Ĉ =
(∑
ss′e
|se〉Kn0 [B[n0]KK ]ss′ Z [n0]s′e Kn0〈s′e|
)(∑
s′′′s′′e
|s′′′e〉Kn0 Z [n0]s′′′e [C [n0]KK ]s′′′s′′ Kn0〈s′′e|
)
=
∑
ss′s′′e
|se〉Kn0 [B[n0]KK ]ss′ [C [n0]KK ]s′s′′ Kn0〈s′′e| . (4.55)
In this representation we have chosen Eq. (4.54b) for B̂ and Eq. (4.54c) for Ĉ because then
the sign factors of the states appear only quadratically and thus cancel! The Fermion sign
factor is fully taken care for in the calculation of the matrix elements [B[n0]KK ]ss′ and [C
[n0]
KK ]ss′
via the operator Zimp. Therefore, in practice we do not need to consider fermionic signs
any more after having calculated Eq. (4.51).
Technical details
Having arrived at Eq. (4.51) we now want to express the operator B̂ in the full Anders-
Schiller basis. Starting with B̂[n0]KK we iteratively refine the part of the operator which solely
consists of kept states (in case of the iteration n0 this is the complete operator). According
to Eq. (4.41) we have
B̂
[n−1]
KK =
∑
XX′
∑
ss′e
|se〉Xn [B[n]XX′ ]ss′X
′
n〈s′e| =
∑
XX′
B̂
[n]
XX′ (4.56)
[B
[n]
XX′ ]ss′ = [A
[σn]†
XK B
[n−1]
KK A
[σn]
KX′ ]ss′ . (4.57)
Thus, starting at n0 we refine the complete description of the operator, Eq. (4.51), obtaining
an expression as in Eq. (4.57) for n0+1. Splitting off all terms with XX′ 6= KK, we continue
to refine the XX′ = KK terms until we reach the end of the chain, arriving at
B̂ =
∑
n>n0
6=KK′∑
XX′
B̂
[n]
XX′ , (4.58)
a description of B̂ in the full Hilbert space using an approximate energy eigenbasis. This
procedure features two important properties: (i) there is no double-counting of basis states
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Figure 4.8: (a) Graphical depiction of the refinement of the KK-part at iteration n− 1 of
the operator B̂ in MPS-notation. We see that the operator B̂[n−1]KK is mapped onto either
the kept or discarded space of iteration n resulting in DD-, DK-, KD-part which connect
states of iteration n only and an KK-part which will be further refined in later iterations.
(b) In the energy level diagram one nicely sees that this way of refining the operator B̂
does not lead to double-counting of basis states. Each of the discarded states yields exactly
one matrix element with each other state at that iteration (blue arrows with DD, DK, KD)
while the matrix elements between kept states only (blue arrow with KK) are taken care
of only in the next iteration which do not connect to the discarded states at iteration n
(yellow arrows).
as happened in previous approaches and (ii) we only consider matrix elements between
states within the same Wilson shell (i.e. of the same iteration) which are calculated with
the same level of accuracy. In particular, the latter implies that the time evolution of
the operator, B̂(t) = eiĤtB̂e−iĤt, evaluated within the NRG approximation contains only
differences of eigenenergies of the same shell:
[B̂
[n]
XX(t)]ss′ ' [B̂[n]XX]ss′eit(E
n
s −Es′n) . (4.59)
4.6 Density matrix
Having obtained an energy eigenbasis of ĤN we can finally turn towards the calculation of
physical properties of the system. The starting point is to express the full density matrix
ρ̂ = e−βĤN/Z at temperature T , β−1 = kBT , in terms of the Anders-Schiller basis:
ρ̂ '
N∑
n>n0
∑
se
e−βE
n
s
Z
|se〉Dn Dn〈se| =
N∑
n>n0
wnρ̂
[n]
DD , (4.60)
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using the NRG approximation. We have
ρ̂
[n]
DD =
1
Zn
∑
s
e−βE
n
s |s〉Dn Dn〈s| , (4.61a)
Zn =
D∑
s
e−βE
n
s → tr ρ̂[n]DD = 1 , (4.61b)
wn =
Znd
N−n
Z
→
∑
n
wn = 1 , (4.61c)
which means that the environmental states are taken care of by the degeneracy factor
dN−n in wn and otherwise do not need to be considered. To be precise, the ρ̂
[n]
DD on the
r.h.s. of Eq. (4.60) are not defined in the same Hilbert space as ρ̂ because we skipped the
environmental states, as these contribute in the form of the degeneracy factor only. Note
that here we need the physical value of the energies ENs , i.e. we need to undo the rescaling
and energy shifting from the renormalization procedure, cf. Sec. 4.4.1.
The definitions above were chosen such that the ρ̂[n]DD have the interpretation of a proper
density matrix at iteration n with typical energy scale δn which contribute to the full den-
sity matrix with weight wn. The latter consist of two competing elements: the degeneracy
factor dN−n and the sum of the Boltzmann weights Zn. The first will decrease with increas-
ing iteration number n while the latter increases as the energy scale δn approaches kBT ,
reflecting the fact that for δn . kBT the thermal fluctuations are strong enough to excite
the system. Thus we expect that the weights wn are peaked at δn ≈ kBT , see Fig. 4.9.
Even for calculations at zero temperature, it is advisable to use a finite temperature.
The reason is that for zero temperature the density matrix reduces to the ground states only
(ignoring degeneracy for the moment) which has a certain set of symmetries, in particular
some particle number Q which has an integer value due to our finite size description.
Moreover, due to the even-odd alternations (cf. Sec. 4.4.2) this value will possibly vary for
even and odd iterations as Q1 and Q2 6= Q1, respectively. Per construction, the ground
state will have zero overlap to any state with a particle number Q′ 6= Q different from its
own. In particular, it may be that the ground state at even iterations has finite overlap
to some state with particle number Q1 while the ground state at odd iterations has zero
overlap to the very same state. Being interested in thermodynamic quantities in the limit
T → 0, we choose some effective temperature T which is much smaller than any inherent or
emerging energy scales of the system to circumvent the problem above while still simulating
essentially zero temperature physics.
If one wants to stick to strictly zero temperature for finite chain length N or is interested
in the properties of the ground state at iteration N only, the density matrix acquires the
following form:
ρ̂G ≡ 1dG
∑
s∈G
|s〉DN DN 〈s| , (4.62)
where G represents the dG-fold degenerate ground state space.
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Figure 4.9: Distribution of the weights wn along the chain of length N at temperature
T for the symmetric SIAM with U = 0.6, εd = −U/2 and Γ = 0.02. We see that the
distribution has significant values only for δn . T (indicated by the red vertical solid line
with kB ≡ 1). The value for T is deliberately chosen such that the peak is close to the end
of the chain to simulate zero temperature. Indeed we have T  TK , the lowest physical
energy scale in the problem.
4.7 Spectral functions
The dynamics of the impurity in thermal equilibrium can be described well in terms of
spectral functions. These have the general form
ABC(ω) =
∫
dt
2π
eiωt〈B̂(t)Ĉ〉T , (4.63)
for two operators B̂ and Ĉ acting on the first n0 sites only. The thermal average is given
by the general Lehmann representation:
〈B̂(t)Ĉ〉T ≡ tr (ρB̂(t)Ĉ) =
∑
i,j
e−βEi
Z
〈i|B̂(t)|j〉〈j|Ĉ|i〉 . (4.64)
Plugging in the time-evolution B̂(t) = eiĤtB̂e−iĤt and Fourier transforming yields
ABC(ω) =
∑
i,j
e−βEi
Z
〈i|B̂|j〉〈j|Ĉ|i〉δ(ω − (Ej − Ei)) . (4.65)
Local density of states
Another useful quantity is the local density of states A(ω), defined as the Fourier transform
of the retarded Green’s function GR(t) = −iθ(t)〈{d̂µ(t), d̂†µ}〉T :
A(ω) ≡ − 1
π
=[GR(ω)] . (4.66)
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The details of this definition are a bit different from that of Eq. (4.63), cf. Sec. 8.3.3 in
[68]. However, its Lehmann representation is similar to that of Eq. (4.65):
A(ω) =
∑
i,j
e−βEi + e−βEj
Z
|〈i|d̂|j〉|2δ(ω − (Ej − Ei)) . (4.67)
A particularly useful property of the local density of states is that for T = 0 (or T ≈ 0,
see Sec. 4.6) its negative frequency part gives the local occupation of the dot level
〈n̂µ〉T=0 = 〈d̂†µd̂µ〉 =
∑
ω<0
A(ω) . (4.68)
Spectral functions and quantum quenches
In this thesis, we study the effect of quantum quenches, i.e. the abrupt change from an
initial Hamilton operator Ĥi to a final Hamilton operator Ĥf , see Sec. 3.5. To this end we
consider spectral functions as in Eq. (4.63), but with slightly changed definitions. First
of all, we assume that initially the system is in thermal equilibrium with respect to the
Hamilton Ĥi. Then, at t = 0 the operator Ĉ switches the system from Ĥi to Ĥf , while
at time t the operator B̂ switches the system back to Ĥi. This results in a mixed time-
evolution (see Sec. 3.5.2 for a motivation) with initial states given by the density matrix
ρ̂i:
〈B̂(t)Ĉ〉T ≡ tr (ρ̂iB̂(t)Ĉ) = tr (ρ̂ieiĤitB̂e−iĤf tĈ) , (4.69)
and a corresponding spectral function of the form
ABC(ω) =
∑
i,f
e−βE
(i)
i
Z
〈i|B̂|f〉〈f |Ĉ|i〉δ(ω − (E(f)f − E(i)i )) , (4.70)
where the states |i〉 and |f〉 are energy eigenstates of Ĥi and Ĥf , respectively. Thus, we
need two NRG calculations for the Hamilton operators Ĥi and Ĥf and in the following
derivations one uses two sets of A-matrices instead of one, e.g. in Eq. (4.72) the states
corresponding to s and s′ are (approximate) eigenstates of Ĥi and Ĥf , respectively.
Technical details
To depict the technical details of the calculation of the spectra we focus on Eq. (4.63) and
write it in terms of the density matrix in Eq. (4.60):
ABC(ω) =
∑
n
wnA(n)BC(ω) ≡ wn
∑
n
∫
dt
2π
eiωttr (B̂(t)Ĉρ̂
[n]
DD) , (4.71)
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Figure 4.10: Graphical depiction of one term of Eq. (4.74) with n = N and m = 2.
For simplicity, we consider zero temperature where only the ground state of iteration N
contributes to the (full) density matrix. A contribution to the spectral function (indicated
by the yellow arrow to the very right) of a state which originally belongs to the discarded
space of iteration m (blue level) is evaluated in that the ground state is traced back to
iteration m (light red lines), weighted by ρ̂[m<N ]KK , where finally the matrix elements of B̂
and Ĉ are evaluated (yellow arrow to the left).
i.e. we need to evaluate a series of expectation values with respect to the density matrices
ρ̂
[n]
DD. Fourier transforming and plugging in Eqs. (4.58) and (4.61a) yields [67]:
A(n)BC(ω) =
n∑
m>n0
6=KK∑
XX′
∑
s,s′
[B̂
[m]
XX′ ]ss′ [Ĉ
[m]
X′Xρ
[mn]
XX ]s′s δ(ω − (Ems′ − Ems )) , (4.72)
where the particular form of this equation is best explained when considering the iterations
m individually. For m = n we have
[ρ
[m=n]
DD ]s′s = δs′s
e−βE
n
s
Zn
, ρ
[m=n]
KK = 0 , (4.73)
which means that we simply evaluate the operators B̂ and Ĉ in the discarded state of
iteration n, weighted by the density matrix weights e−βEns /Zn of that iteration.
For m < n we trace the density matrix ρ̂[nn]DD back to the kept space of iteration m and
evaluate the operators B̂ and Ĉ within that space, see Fig. 4.10:
[ρ
[m<n]
KK ]s′s = [A
[σm+1]
KK . . . A
[σn]
KD ρ
[nn]
DD A
[σn]†
DK . . . A
[σm+1]†
KK ]s′s , ρ
[m<n]
DD = 0 . (4.74)
The weights [ρ[m<n]KK ]s′s are determined by the contribution of the states |s′e〉Km and Km〈se|
to the density matrix ρ̂[nn]DD , given by the product of all A-matrices that map the kept space
of iteration m onto the discarded space of iteration n.
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Smooth curves
A numerical calculation of a spectral function will always yield a set of discrete data points
(ωj, aj), i.e. we obtain a “raw” spectral function
Araw(ω) =
∑
j
ajδ(ω − ωj) , (4.75)
consisting of a series of delta-peaks. In order to obtain a smooth curve from this data
we broaden the raw spectral function [69] in that we convolve it with a broadening kernel
K(ω, ω′):
A(ω) ≡
∫
dω′K(ω, ω′)Araw(ω′) . (4.76)
Throughout this thesis we use the choice of [67] where for |ω′| & ω0 a log-Gaussian kernel
is applied, while in the regime around zero frequency, |ω′| . ω0, a regular Gaussian is
applied to obtain finite values for ω → 0. The threshold frequency ω0 is chosen such
that the inevitable low-frequency oscillations which come from the underlying logarithmic
discretization are smeared out. Optimal values for ω0 are around the temperature T , where
we used ω0 = T/2. However, the transition from log-Gaussian to regular Gaussian is not
abrupt but smooth in that for |ω′| < ω0 a mixture between both is applied where the
log-Gaussian fraction is suppressed exponentially with decreasing ω′ [70].
The log-Gaussian, which is a regular Gaussian with width σ on a logarithmic scale, is
defined as
L(ω, ω′) ≡ θ(ωω
′)√
πσ|ω| e
−( log |ω/ω
′|
σ
−σ
4
) (4.77)
i.e. it treats high- and low-frequency data in the same way and conserves the overall spectral
weight,
∫
dωA(ω) = ∫ dω′Araw(ω′). The influence of the broadening parameter σ is such
that larger values lead to a stronger smearing of spectral features, where it needs to be
adjusted such that it does not obscure physical details but still suppresses signatures of
the discretization. In most cases σ ≈ 0.6 produced good results, but the best choice highly
depends on Λ and the specific kind of spectral features which one physically expects (peaks
at certain frequencies, power-law behaviour for small or large frequencies, etc.).
Self-energy representation
Another improvement of the spectral data is obtained by the self-energy representation
[71]. However, as this technique was not applied throughout this thesis we will just note
that the improvement is based on an equation of motion approach. There, the correlator
constituting the spectral function is related to the self-energy which in turn is given by the
ratio of two correlators. Therefore, by calculating two correlators and dividing one by the
other a lot of unwanted dependencies on the discretization and other artificial parameters
cancel.
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4.8 Expectation values
Apart from spectral functions one might also be interested in the expectation value of some
operator, say F̂ , which necessarily consists of an even number of fermionic creation and
annihilation operators, so that we do not need to care about fermionic signs. We have two
possibilities for the calculation of such expectation values.
Via spectral functions
In Eq. (4.68) we already showed how to calculate an expectation value from a spectral
function, but only in a special case. Generally, an expectation value can be obtained from
Eq. (4.63) by setting B̂ = F̂ and Ĉ = 1 (1 being the unit operator in the space where F̂
is defined) or vice versa, where F̂ typically acts only on the first n0 sites. We have
〈F̂ 〉T =
∫
dωAF1 =
∫
dωA1F , (4.78)
which can be easily seen from Eq. (4.65). Conceptual this is an easy way to calculate an
expectation value as no new technique needs to be implemented.
Of course it is also possible to simplify the procedure from the previous section to
expectation values,
〈F̂ 〉T =
∑
n
wn〈F̂ 〉(n) ≡
∑
n
wntr (F̂ ρ̂
[n]
DD) , (4.79)
with
〈F̂ 〉(n) =
n∑
m>n0
∑
X
∑
s
[F
[m]
XXρ
[mn]
XX ]ss , (4.80)
and all other definitions as before.
Approximation for small temperatures
Consider an operator F̂ which acts in the local Hilbert space of site m0 only. If the
temperature is much smaller than the energy scale δm0 such that
ρ̂
[m≤m0]
DD ≈ 0 , (4.81)
we may neglect these parts of the density matrix and Eq. (4.79) reduces to
〈F̂ 〉T =
N∑
n>m0
∑
s
[(A
[m0]†
KK FA
[m0]
KK )ρ
[m0n]
KK ]ss , (4.82)
with definitions as in Eq. (4.74). This can be explained as follows: instead of expressing
the operator F̂ in the full AS basis, determining its action in all following iterations, we
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.11: (a) A single term of the sum in Eq. (4.82). We see how the density matrix
at iteration n is traced back into the kept space of iteration m0 and how the operator
F̂ is transformed from the local space of that iteration into the kept space. (b) At zero
temperature this reduces to only a single term with n = N where the density matrix
representing the ground state space is applied.
only express it in the kept space of iteration m0 and determine how the density matrix
acts in that space, see Fig. 4.11(a) for a pictorial explanation.
In particular, Eq. (4.82) is exact when considering zero temperature. Then the only
non-zero contribution to the density matrix comes from the ground state space of iteration
N , ρ̂G from Eq. (4.62), and the sum reduces to the n = N term, see Fig. 4.11(b).
This procedure is easily generalized to operators acting on several sites up to iteration
m0. The only difference is that one first needs to map these operators from the local spaces
of previous iterations into the kept space of iteration m0, similar to the mapping from the
local space of iteration m0 to the kept space at iteration m0 in Eq. (4.82) (the expression
in parentheses).
4.9 Overlap calculations in the context of Anderson Or-
thogonality
A major task of this work is to investigate the various manifestations of Anderson Or-
thogonality (see Sec. 3.5). In this context we need to calculate the overlap between two
ground states as a function of system size, which means as a function of iteration number,
cf. Sec. 4.3. In Sec. 6.1 we present an extensive study on how this can be achieved. Thus,
here we will show only the technical details of the final version thereof.
Consider two Hamiltonians, Ĥi and Ĥf , which we want to investigate in terms of An-
derson Orthogonality. We calculate the overlap z(n) with n < N between their respective
ground states as a function of system size like
z2(n) ≡ trFK(ρ̂IG)
= 1
dG,I
∑
s∈G
∑
s′
| K,In〈s|s′〉K,Fn |2 , (4.83)
where the superscripts I and F denote from which Hamiltonian the respective quantity is
derived from. Note that we take the ground state space for Ĥi, but the full kept space for
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Figure 4.12: Graphical depiction of the ground state overlap in Eq. (4.83). The states of
Ĥi and Ĥf are depicted in blue and red, respectively, and ρ̂
[n]
G is the density matrix of the
ground state space at iteration n.
Ĥf , for technical reasons elucidated in Sec. 6.1. The actual calculation of the overlap is
best depicted graphically, see Fig. 4.12.
4.10 Scattering phase shifts from the energy flow dia-
gram
A useful feature of the energy flow diagram is that one can easily deduce the scattering
phase shifts (see Sec. 3.5) of the problem, given the system is still a Fermi liquid. We know
that the excitation spectrum of a Fermi liquid resembles that of the free Fermi gas, cf.
Sec. 2.1. In particular, it can be described in terms of a shifted equidistant free-particle
spectrum.
When the stable low-energy fixed point is approached the spectrum of the Hamiltonian
ĤN is self-similar w.r.t. the addition of an additional site. In particular, the spectrum
is that of a system of size L ∝ Λn/2 in units of 2πvF/L. Taking insights from boundary
conformal field theory [72, 73], we find that this fixed-point spectrum is universal and, in
case of a Fermi liquid, the full many-body spectrum can be written in terms of a simple
fixed-point Hamiltonian in Fourier space [73]:
Ĥfp =
2π
L
∑
µ
∑
q
(
q − δµ
π
)
ĉ†µq ĉµq , (4.84)
where the ĉ(†)µq represent effectively free particles and q takes integer (half-integer) values for
even (odd) values of N . The shift by ∆µ ≡ δµ/π represents the influence of the impurity,
where an attractive phase shift shifts the spectrum downwards. This allows us to identify
(up to a multiplicative constant C) how a certain energy level can be constructed from the
excitation spectrum of Ĥfp, by attaching the quantum numbers to the spectrum of ĤN . To
be more precise:
lim
N→∞
ĤN = C
L
2π
Ĥfp , (4.85)
where C is some constant to be determined from the NRG spectra. Thus for sufficiently
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large N (for example in Fig. 4.3 for N & 70) we may set
ĤN = C
∑
µ
∑
q
(q −∆µ) ĉ†µq ĉµq , (4.86)
where at iteration N the system consists of N + 2 sites, cf. Fig. 4.1(c). The ground state is
|G〉 =
∏
µ
∏
q,(q−∆µ)≤0
ĉ†µq|0〉 , (4.87)
with particle number Q0. For simplicity, in the following we will consider even N and
therefore the lowest excitations are those with an extra particle in the first level above the
Fermi level (Q = Q0 + 1) or a hole at the first level below the Fermi level (Q = Q0 − 1),
having energy C(1 − ∆µ) and C∆µ, respectively. Another excitation is the particle-hole
pair, consisting of the latter, with energy C, see Fig. 4.13(a). Thus, identifying these three
excitations per electron species allows us to calculate all phase shifts δµ, see Fig. 4.13(b).
If we have as many quantum numbers as electron species this procedure is easily applied,
while for less symmetries one has to sample which excitation belongs to which electron
species [73].
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Figure 4.13: In panel (a) we consider, for simplicity, nc = 1, even N and an attractive
phase shift δ. The first level diagram shows a real free-particle spectrum, showing a level
at the Fermi energy with zero energy and thus the ground state, in this case, is degenerate.
The interaction-induced phase shift shifts the levels down by ∆ = δ/π, thereby lifting the
degeneracy. For this case, the ground state with energy E0 and particle number Q0 is given
by the second level diagram. The other three level diagrams show the first three excitations
(together with their respective particle number and energy E−E0): an additional particle
directly above the Fermi level, a hole directly below the Fermi level and a particle-hole
pair consisting of these two. In panel (b) we show how to extract the phase shifts from
the even-N fixed-point spectrum for an asymmetric SIAM (cf. Eqs. (4.3a) and (4.21)) with
parameters specified in the figure legend. The symmetries of the levels are given as (Q,Sz),
where the ground state (with energy 0) has symmetry (0, 0). The red lines have energy
(from top to bottom): C (degenerate level corresponding to spin up and down particle-
hole pair, respectively), C(1 − ∆↓) (additional spin down particle), C∆↑ (spin up hole),
C(1−∆↑) (additional spin up particle) and C∆↓ (spin down hole). The extracted values
for δ↑ and δ↓ (see figure legend) can be used to determine the energy of the other levels for
consistency, which holds with good accuracy.
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Part II
Results

Chapter 5
The correlation density matrix
In this chapter we present our results for the correlation density matrix (CDM) [3] as
already introduced in Chap. 1. As our publication in the New Journal of Physics presents
an extensive study of the CDM we will only give an outline to the paper here:
• The general motivation to establish the concept of the CDM is given in the introduc-
tory part of the paper. It outlines the usefulness of a method to find the dominant
correlations in a quantum ladder system in an unbiased way without using prior
knowledge.
• The second section becomes concrete in proposing the dominant operator basis (DOB)
method, motivated from Luttinger Liquid theory. This method extracts from the
CDM a short list of operators that carry the dominant correlations, together with
the set of their mutual correlation functions.
• In the third section we introduce our model, a class of spinless extended Hubbard
models for fermions, which contains rich physics and its treatment can readily be
generalized to other models. We shortly outline the expectations for simple limit-
ing cases and introduce the smooth boundary conditions, an adoption from open
boundary conditions to improve the numerical simulation of infinite systems.
• The fourth section deals with the technical complexities of the calculation of the
CDM using DMRG like finite size effects and numerically broken symmetries (e.g.
translational invariance).
• The fifth section shows how we decompose the CDM into the DOB and investigate
the long-range behaviour of their mutual correlation functions. Moreover, we propose
a way to further reduce the number of operators by further analysing the distance
dependence of the correlation functions.
• In sections six to eight we show how we calculate the CDM for our model and apply
the DOB method. We investigate all arising operators and compare our results to
previous results for that model.
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• Sections nine and ten give conclusions and an outlook to previous applications, fol-
lowed by an extensive appendix about the details of our implementation of DMRG.
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Abstract. A useful concept for finding numerically the dominant correlations
of a given ground state in an interacting quantum lattice system in an unbiased
way is the correlation density matrix (CDM). For two disjoint, separated clusters,
it is defined to be the density matrix of their union minus the direct product
of their individual density matrices and contains all the correlations between
the two clusters. We show how to extract from the CDM a survey of the
relative strengths of the system’s correlations in different symmetry sectors and
the nature of their decay with distance (power law or exponential), as well
as detailed information on the operators carrying long-range correlations and
the spatial dependence of their correlation functions. To achieve this goal, we
introduce a new method of analysing the CDM, termed the dominant operator
basis (DOB) method, which identifies in an unbiased fashion a small set of
operators for each cluster that serve as a basis for the dominant correlations of the
system. We illustrate this method by analysing the CDM for a spinless extended
Hubbard model that features a competition between charge density correlations
and pairing correlations, and show that the DOB method successfully identifies
their relative strengths and dominant correlators. To calculate the ground state of
3 Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed.
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this model, we use the density matrix renormalization group, formulated in terms
of a variational matrix product state (MPS) approach within which subsequent
determination of the CDM is very straightforward. In an extended appendix,
we give a detailed tutorial introduction to our variational MPS approach for
ground state calculations for one-dimensional quantum chain models. We present
in detail how MPSs overcome the problem of large Hilbert space dimensions
in these models and describe all the techniques needed for handling them in
practice.
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3
1. Introduction
In an interacting quantum lattice model, the ground state may have several kinds of correlations,
such as long-range order, power-law or exponentially decaying correlations. In the numerical
treatment of such a model, it is not clear a priori what kind of correlation will be dominant
and what kind of operators corresponds to these correlations. Before calculating correlation
functions, one typically chooses in advance which operators to consider, using prior knowledge
and making initial assumptions. The need to make such choices introduces a certain bias
into the investigation, which can be somewhat unsatisfying, especially when hidden or exotic
correlations are present.
The correlation density matrix (CDM) has been proposed by Cheong and Henley [1] as
an unbiased tool to discover the dominant kind of correlations between two separated clusters,
given the density matrix for their union (obtained by tracing out the rest of the system). For two
disjoint, separated clusters A and B the CDM is defined to be the density matrix of their union
minus the direct product of their respective density matrices to get rid of trivial correlations,
ρ̂C ≡ ρ̂ A∪B − ρ̂ A ⊗ ρ̂B, (1.1)
which is completely unbiased except for the specification of the clusters. If the two clusters were
not correlated at all, this would imply ρ̂ AB = ρ̂ A ⊗ ρ̂B and therefore ρ̂C = 0. The CDM encodes
all possible correlations between clusters A and B, as can be seen from the fact that
tr(ρ̂C Ô A ⊗ Ô ′B)= tr(ρ̂ A∪B(Ô A ⊗ Ô ′B))− tr((ρ̂ A Ô A)⊗ (ρ̂B Ô ′B))
= 〈Ô A Ô ′B〉 − 〈Ô A〉〈Ô ′B〉 ≡ CÔ Ô ′, (1.2)
where Ô A and Ô ′B are operators acting on clusters A and B, respectively.
The very fact that the CDM encodes all possible correlations between two clusters also
implies that it is a rather complex, unwieldy object. Indeed, if clusters A and B each have n
sites and the local Hilbert space per site is d, the CDM can be represented as a matrix with
d4n elements. Moreover, this matrix will typically be calculated as a function of separation
r between the clusters. Thus, even if the CDM is already known (e.g. via a highly accurate
method for calculating ground states, such as DMRG), it is a highly nontrivial challenge to
extract useful, easily digestible information from the mass of data that constitutes the CDM.
The goal of this paper is to propose a systematic method for meeting this challenge. It will
be referred to as the dominant operator basis (DOB) method below. The DOB method extracts
from the CDM only the dominant correlations of the model, does so in an unbiased fashion and
efficiently truncates all information pertaining to correlations of negligible weight. In particular,
the DOB method produces a short (!) list of operators per cluster that carry the dominant
correlations, together with the set of their mutual correlation functions. This list constitutes the
model’s DOB (hence the method’s proposed name). It turns out that it is possible to formulate
the DOB method rather succinctly in general, abstract terms: we do so in the space of just more
than three pages, in section 5, which constitutes the heart of this paper and presents its central
conceptual advances. Moreover, the general formulation of the DOB method does not depend
on cluster size; although in this paper ‘cluster’ refers to a small number of contiguous sites and
we have tried and tested the method only for small clusters, we formulate the method in full
generality for clusters of arbitrary size.
To illustrate how the DOB method works in practice, we have chosen to apply it to a
certain extended Hubbard model, due to Cheong and Henley [2], involving correlated hopping of
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spinless fermions on a two-leg chain. We have two main reasons for this particular choice: firstly,
the model shows a rather nontrivial competition between charge density (CD) correlations
and pairing correlations, providing a challenging test for a method designed to discover a
model’s dominant correlations without prior information. Secondly, exact results on this model
are available in various limiting regions of parameter space, obtained in [2] using nontrivial
mappings to hardcore bosons and free fermions. This information serves as a useful consistency
check for the results of our numerical analysis. We would like to emphasize, however that
it is not our purpose to analyse this model in comprehensive detail (indeed, we study only
one particular regime of its large parameter space), nor to calculate its dominant correlation
functions with very high accuracy (e.g. to determine the exponents characterizing power-law
decays with very small error bars). While the DOB is certainly capable of producing such
information (the only prerequisite is that the CDM that is fed into the DOB method needs to be
calculated with sufficient accuracy), such a study is beyond the scope of the present work and
is left for a separate investigation. Instead, since our interest here is primarily in methodology,
we will be content to use this model as a vehicle for illustrating the DOB method in action.
The CDM in [1] was calculated using the full ground state obtained from exact
diagonalization. This limits the system size, so that the method was appropriate mainly in cases
of rapidly decaying or non-decaying correlations—not for critical or slowly decaying ones. In
the present work, we use the density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) [3, 4] (see the
excellent review by Schollwöck [5]) to compute the ground state for a ladder system that is
known to have algebraic correlations [2]. We use the matrix product state (MPS) formulation of
DMRG [6] in which an efficient variational procedure is used to obtain the ground state.
The structure of the main body of the paper is as follows: in section 2, we outline the ideas
behind the DOB method in general terms. In section 3, we introduce the model to be considered
for explicit calculations. In section 4, we show how the CDM is defined, how to calculate it
and explain how a first survey of the relative strengths of various types of correlations can be
obtained. In section 5, we give a detailed exposition of the DOB method for constructing a
DOB. Sections 6–8 present our numerical results. Our conclusions are given in section 9 and
an outlook in section 10. In an extended appendix, we offer a tutorial introduction to the MPS
formulation of DMRG and also explain how it can be used to efficiently calculate the CDM.
2. Goals of the DOB method
To extract useful information from the CDM, it will be helpful to develop some intuition of
its general structure. To this end, let us recall some fundamental facts from one-dimensional
critical fermion systems. They are described by the Luttinger liquid theory, in which one of the
key parameters is the Fermi wave vector kF. The asymptotic behaviour of any kind of correlation
or Green’s function is typically an oscillation inside a power-law envelope,
C (r)∼ cos (mkFr +φ) /r
γ , (2.1)
for some exponent γ , where m is some integer. For the particular model to be used in this study,
a nontrivial mapping is known to a free fermion chain [2], a special case of a Luttinger liquid.
The renormalization group theory [7] quite generally implies the existence of scaling
operators in any critical system such as a Luttinger liquid. They are eigenvectors of the
renormalization transformation and, consequently, their correlations are purely of a form like
(2.1) for all r , not just asymptotically. The scaling operators usually have complicated forms.
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The correlation of a simple operator (e.g. fermion density n(x) at position x along a chain)
has overlap with various scaling operators, and correspondingly the correlation function of that
simple operator is a linear combination of contributions like (2.1) from those scaling operators.
Our aim is to discover the leading scaling operators numerically. The leading scaling
operator encodes all the local fluctuations that are correlated with faraway parts of the system.
Intuitively, for a given cluster A, that operator does not depend significantly on the exact
position of the (distant) cluster B. That is particularly obvious in a one-dimensional system:
any correlation at distances r ′ > r must be propagated through some sort of correlation at r ,
so we expect the same operators from cluster A to be involved in ρ̂C (r), irrespective of the
distance r .
This suggests an ansatz for leading contributions in the CDM:
ρ̂C (r)=
∑
s
Ô A,s ⊗ Ô B,scs
eiksr
r γs
. (2.2)
Here Ô A,s and Ô B,s are a pair of (distance-independent) scaling operators acting on clusters
A and B, respectively, ks is the characteristic wave vector for oscillations in their correlation,
and γs is the corresponding scaling exponent. When ks 6= 0, the operator pairs must themselves
come in pairs, labelled, say, by s and s + 1, with ks+1 = −ks , cs+1 = c∗s , and γs+1 = γs , so that
ρ̂C is Hermitian. The scaling operators for each cluster form an orthonormal set. We expect
that only a few terms in the sum in (2.2) capture most of the weight. Correspondingly, it may
be feasible to truncate the complete basis sets Ô A,s and Ô B,s to a smaller set of ‘dominant
operators’, whose correlators carry the dominant correlations of the system. The ansatz (2.2)
will guide our steps in the ensuing analysis; at the end, we shall check how well it is satisfied
by the actual CDMs calculated for the model studied in this paper (see section 7.1.2).
Note that although a particular correlation function may have nodes, see (2.1), for a CDM
of the form (2.2) the norm
‖ρ̂C (r) ‖2 =
∑
s
|cs|2
r 2γs
(2.3)
is monotonically decaying with r . This expresses the fact that information can only be lost with
increasing distance, never restored, in a one-dimensional system.
In [1], the operators entering the dominant correlation were found by a kind of singular
value decomposition (SVD), which was done independently for each separation. However, the
operators obtained from the SVD will in general be different for different separations r . This
does not correspond to the form (2.2), where the operators are distance independent and only
the coefficients are r dependent. Therefore, we shall explore in this paper a new scheme to
decompose the CDMs for all separations in concert, so as to obtain a small set of scaling
operators characterizing the dominant correlations at any (sufficiently large) separation. We
decompose ρ̂C in the form
ρ̂C (r)=
∑
Si
∑
µµ′
f µ,µ
′
(r)Ô A,µ ⊗ Ô B,µ
′

Si
, (2.4)
where the Si represent the symmetry sectors of the discrete, Abelian symmetries of the
Hamiltonian (see section 4.3). The subscript of the brackets indicates that the decomposition
within the brackets is done for each symmetry sector individually. This decomposition is
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possible for any two complete, r -independent operator sets Ô A,µ and Ô B,µ
′
acting on the part
of the Hilbert space of clusters A and B, respectively, which correspond to the symmetry sector
Si . The goal is to find two operator sets Ô A,µ and Ô B,µ
′
such that these operator sets may be
truncated to a small number of operators each, while still bearing the dominant correlations
of the system. These truncated sets of operators will constitute the desired DOBs for the two
clusters. The distance dependence of the CDM is then only contained in the matrix f µ,µ
′
(r).
Then, all the analysis concerning the distance-dependence of correlations can be done in terms
of this f -matrix.
3. Model
To be concrete in the following analysis of the CDM, we begin by introducing the model for
which we did our numerical calculations. This model contains rich physics and its treatment
below can readily be generalized to other models.
3.1. Definition of the model
We analyse the CDM for a class of spinless extended Hubbard models for fermions, which
was intensely studied by Cheong and Henley [2]. They computed correlation functions up to
separations of about r = 20, using nontrivial mappings to free fermions and hardcore bosons.
The correlation functions are calculated with an intervening-particle expansion [2], which
expresses the correlation functions in terms of one-dimensional Fermi-sea expectation values
(an evaluation of the CDM for that model has also been done by Cheong and Henley [1], using
exact diagonalization, but the system sizes are too short to be conclusive). For spinless fermions
on a two-leg ladder with length N , we use the following Hamiltonian:
H = − t‖
2∑
a=1
N−1∑
x=1
(ĉ†a,x ĉa,x+1 + h.c.)− t⊥
N∑
x=1
(ĉ†1,x ĉ2,x + h.c.)
− tc
N−1∑
x=2
(ĉ†1,x−1n̂2,x ĉ1,x+1 + ĉ
†
2,x−1n̂1,x ĉ2,x+1 + h.c.)
+ V
2∑
a=1
N−1∑
x=1
n̂a,x n̂a,x+1 + V
N∑
x=1
n̂1,x n̂2,x , (3.1)
where ĉa,x destroys a spinless fermion on leg a and rung x and n̂a,x = ĉ†a,x ĉa,x is the
corresponding number operator. Effectively, the model corresponds to a one-dimensional
pseudo-spin chain, where the a = 1 leg is denoted by spin ↑ and the a = 2 leg by spin ↓. Hence,
in the following sections, which generally apply to quantum chain models, we will treat this
model as a quantum chain consisting of N sites and return to view the system as a ladder model
in the sections where we discuss our results. We define the filling ν to be the average number of
particles per site (see equation (3.2) below).
We will focus on infinite nearest-neighbour repulsion V → ∞, which we implement
differently along the legs and the rungs in our numerical calculations. In the pseudo-spin
description, we can enforce the nearest-neighbour exclusion along the rungs by removing
double occupancy from the local Hilbert space of the pseudo-spin sites. The nearest-neighbour
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Figure 1. Ladder model with the terms of the Hamiltonian in (3.1). Fermions
are depicted by black circles and empty lattice positions by white circles. The
ordering used for our Jordan–Wigner transformation of fermionic creation and
annihilation operators is depicted by the red line.
exclusion along the legs cannot be implemented so easily and we mimic V → ∞ by a value of
V that is much larger than all the other energies in the Hamiltonian (typically V/t‖ = 104).
For fermionic systems, the fermionic sign due to the anti-commutation relations of the
fermionic creation and annihilation operators needs to be taken into account. Specifically, we
have to choose an order in which we pick the Fock basis, where we have to keep in mind that this
choice produces a so-called Jordan–Wigner string of the form
∑x ′−1
x ′′=x+1 e
iπ n̂x ′′ when evaluating
correlators 〈ĉx ĉ
†
x ′〉 at distance r = |x − x
′
|. In the present system, it is convenient to choose this
order such that the operators of the two sites of a rung are succeeding each other (see figure 1),
as this choice yields the shortest Jordan–Wigner strings.
3.2. Expectations for simple limiting cases
Setting t‖ ≡ 1 as a reference scale, we are left with two parameters in the Hamiltonian: the
rung hopping t⊥ and the correlated hopping tc. The physics of the system is governed by the
competition of t⊥ to localize the fermions on the rungs and tc to pair the fermions. There are
three limiting cases that have been studied in detail by Cheong and Henley [1, 2].
(i) The paired limit, tc  t‖, t⊥ (we used tc/t‖ = 102 and t⊥ = 0 for our calculations). In this
limit, the fermions form tight pairs that behave similarly to hardcore bosons [2]. For two
given rungs x and x + 1, there are two possibilities to create a pair of fermions, due to
infinite nearest-neighbour repulsion: ĉ†
↑x ĉ
†
↓x+1 and ĉ
†
↓x ĉ
†
↑x+1. It has been shown in [2] that,
based on these two bound pairs, one may classify the bound pairs in two flavours along the
ladder and that the ground state has only one definite flavour, causing a twofold symmetry
breaking in the ground state. This symmetry breaking introduces complications that will be
addressed below. The dominant correlations are expected to be charge-density correlations
at short distances and two-particle correlations at long distances. These charge-density
and two-particle correlations decay as power laws, oscillating with k = 2kF, where the
Fermi wavelength kF is related to the filling as kF = πν [2]. In this system, the one-
particle correlations are suppressed and are expected to decay exponentially, as a nonzero
expectation value depends on a local fluctuation completely filling the rungs between the
clusters (as elaborated in section 7.2).
(ii) The two-leg limit, t⊥  t‖, tc = 0. In this limit, the two legs are decoupled with respect to
hopping, but still the infinite nearest-neighbour repulsion introduces correlations between
the two legs. At large distances, power-law charge-density correlations dominate, while
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two-particle correlations show much faster power-law decay and one-particle correlations
decay exponentially.
(iii) The rung-fermion limit, t⊥  t‖, tc = 0. In this limit, the particles are delocalized along the
rungs. For fillings smaller than quarter filling, charge-density, one-particle and two-particle
correlations all decay as power laws where charge-density correlations dominate at large
distances.
Our analysis in this paper is limited to case (i), where DMRG also showed the best performance.
3.3. Smooth boundary conditions
For a ladder of length N (treated as a pseudo-spin chain), we have attempted to reduce
effects from the boundaries by implementing smooth boundary conditions, adapting a strategy
proposed in [8] for a spin chain to our present fermionic system. (Alternatively, it is possible
to use periodic boundary conditions [6]. However, this leads to some difficulties, since it is not
possible to work with orthonormal basis sets describing the left or right part of the chain with
respect to a given site.) Smooth boundary conditions are open boundary conditions together
with an artificial decay of all terms of the Hamiltonian over the last M rungs at each end of the
chain. We shall calculate expectation values only of operators located in the central part of the
system (sites x , with M < x 6 N − M); thus the system’s effective length is N ′ = N − 2M . For
the numerical results presented in this paper, we choose the following combinations of chain
length and boundary size: (N ,M)= (100, 20), (150, 30) and (200, 40).
For both smooth and open boundary conditions, the average site filling strongly decreases
near the boundaries. To determine the average filling ν, which influences the system’s
correlations in an important manner, we thus use only the central N ′ sites:
ν =
N−M∑
x=M+1
(
〈n̂↑x〉 + 〈n̂↓x〉
)
/(2N ′) . (3.2)
Due to the infinite nearest-neighbour repulsion, this implies that ν ∈ [0, 0.5].
4. Calculation of the CDM
Throughout the paper we will use the Frobenius inner product and norm for any matrices Mi j
and M ′i j of matching dimension,
〈M,M ′〉 ≡
∑
i j
M∗i j M
′
i j = tr(M
† M ′), (4.1)
‖M‖ ≡ 〈M,M〉1/2. (4.2)
4.1. Definition of the CDM
We take two disjoint, separated clusters A and B of equal size from a one-dimensional quantum
chain, i.e. two sets of adjacent sites x A1 , . . . , x
A
n and x
B
1 , . . . , x
B
n , where n is the size of the
clusters and all the indices x are distinct from each other. In the present study, both clusters
will comprise only two rungs, i.e. they support only ‘local’ operators. While the formulation of
the DOB method is independent of cluster size, the version presented here has been tailored to
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situations where the cluster used is the smallest possible one consistent with the symmetries of
the important operators. We have not tested its performance for larger clusters.
The local Hilbert spaces of clusters A and B with dimension dn are described in terms of
sets of basis states |α〉 and |β〉, which are product states of the local states of each site in the
cluster. The CDM of the two clusters, defined by (1.1), can be expanded in this basis as
ρ̂C = ρCαβα′β ′|α〉|β〉〈α
′
|〈β ′|. (4.3)
For processing the CDM we fuse the two indices of each cluster [1]:
ρ̃C
α̃β̃
≡ ρ̃C(αα′)(ββ ′)|α〉〈α
′
||β〉〈β ′| (4.4)
with α̃ = (αα′) and β̃ = (ββ ′), and denote the reshaped object ρ̃C itself by an extra tilde. This
corresponds to a partial transpose of the CDM (note that ρ̃C is no longer a symmetric tensor).
For the CDM expressed in the indices α̃ and β̃, we may use the Frobenius inner product (4.1)
and norm (4.2).
To study the distance dependence of the correlations, we vary the position of clusters A and
B, resulting in a position-dependent CDM ρ̃C(x A1 , x
B
1 ). If the system is translationally invariant,
this object depends only on the distance r = |x A1 − x
B
1 | (the minimal distance for two adjacent
clusters is equal to the cluster size n). For a finite system, however, ρ̃C will also depend on
(1/2)(x A1 + x
B
1 ), at best weakly if the system is long. Strategies for minimizing the dependence
on (1/2)(x A1 + x
B
1 ) by taking suitable averages will be discussed in section 4.4.
4.2. DMRG calculation of the CDM
The fact that the Hamiltonian in (3.1) is a one-dimensional pseudo-spin chain allows us to
calculate ground state properties with the DMRG [3, 4]. Using the variational MPS formulation
of that method (see the appendix for a detailed description), we calculated the ground state of
the Hamiltonian in (3.1) for several values of t⊥ and tc. The framework of MPS also allows the
CDM to be calculated efficiently (see section A.2.7 for details). Limiting ourselves to the case
t⊥ = 0 in this paper, we have calculated the CDM derived from the ground state for distances
up to 40 rungs, which is significantly larger than in previous approaches.
We used chain lengths of N = 100, 150 and 200 and limited the maximal Hilbert space
dimension during the DMRG sweeps to less than ∼ 200. This dimension is sufficient to retain
all contributions larger than 10−6, with respect to the singular value spectrum on each bond (see
section A.2.5), which means that the discarded part of the reduced density matrix at each step
is less than 10−12. We believe that this choice is sufficient to represent the ground state good
enough to extract power-law correlations. We can trust the CDMs calculated from these ground
states up to distances of r ≈ 37, because for larger r all correlations start to decay exponentially
(even if they showed power-law decay for r . 37). This is a well-known artefact of DMRG
(see [5], in particular section III.A and figure 12, for an example). The reason for the exponential
decay is the limited Hilbert space dimension for the effective state spaces. Even if the dimension
is large enough to represent the ground state faithfully, it still imposes an upper bound on the
entanglement entropy going through the bond between two sites. Thus, correlations between
clusters close to this bond are represented faithfully, while for larger distances the correlations
between two clusters are not well captured any more. The distance up to which correlations
are represented faithfully can be increased, if desired, by allowing for a larger Hilbert space
dimension [9], but for present purposes this was not necessary (as illustrated by figure 12 below).
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4.3. Symmetry sectors
All the symmetries of the Hamiltonian are reflected in the CDM, making the CDM block-
diagonal, where each block can be labeled uniquely by a set of quantum numbers that are
conserved by the Hamiltonian. This means, for Abelian symmetries (which are the only ones we
are considering in practice), that the CDM in the original form ρCαβ,α′β ′ fulfills Qα + Qβ = Qα′ +
Qβ ′ , where Qα corresponds to the quantum numbers of state |α〉, etc. The rearrangement of
the CDM into ρ̃C
α̃β̃
then implies 1Qα̃ = −1Qβ̃ with 1Qα̃ ≡ Qα − Qα′ and 1Qβ̃ ≡ Qβ − Qβ ′ .
Since ρ̂ AB is Hermitian, for every block of the CDM involving 1Qα̃ (1Qβ̃) there has to be
a block involving −1Qα̃ (−1Qβ̃), respectively. Therefore, it is convenient to sort the various
parts of the CDM in terms of their change in quantum numbers 1Q ≡ |1Qα̃| = |1Qβ̃ | and to
analyse each symmetry sector individually.
To obtain a general classification of the CDM, we sort the various contributions of the
CDM according to the conserved quantum number(s) Q. In the case of the Hamiltonian in
(3.1), we consider particle conservation (Q = N̂tot) which breaks the CDM into blocks with
well-defined particle transfer 1N ≡ |1Nα̃| = |1Nβ̃ | between clusters A and B. The following
rms net correlations then are a measure of the correlations with transfer of1N particles between
A and B (with 1N = 0, 1, 2):
w21N (r)=
∑
α̃β̃∈S1N
|ρ̃C
α̃β̃
(r) |2, (4.5)
where
∑2
1N=0w
2
1N (r)= ‖ρ
C(r)‖2. Here the notation α̃ ≡ (αα′) ∈ S1N indicates that only pairs
of states (αα′) are considered that differ by 1N in particle number (similarly for β̃ ≡ (ββ ′) ∈
S1N ). In the following, we will call correlations involving 1N = 0, 1, 2 particles charge-
density correlations (CD), one-particle correlations (1P) and two-particle correlations (2P),
respectively. The following analysis is done for each symmetry sector individually. Depending
on the decay of the rms net correlations (4.5), some symmetry sectors may become irrelevant
with increasing distance.
4.4. ‘Restoration’ of numerically broken symmetries
Although we have tried to minimize the effect of boundaries, our numerical methods for
calculating the ground state and CDM do not produce strictly translationally invariant results.
(In contrast, analyses based on exact diagonalization start from a ground state wave function
in which the symmetry (in a finite system) is restored even if there is a symmetry breaking in
the thermodynamic limit.) Therefore, we construct the CDM ρ̃C(r) for a given distance r from
an average over several CDMs ρ̃C(x, x ′) with constant r = |x − x ′|, where x and x ′ give the
position of the first site of clusters A and B, respectively.
Moreover, if the exact ground state is degenerate under a discrete symmetry, we expect
that DMRG breaks this symmetry unless it is implemented explicitly in the code. As mentioned
in section 3.2 for the specific models of this paper, we expect a discrete symmetry under
interchange of legs for some parameter regimes. Since we did not implement this symmetry
explicitly in our code, we also average the CDM by interchanging the legs of the ladder. Thus,
all the data analysis presented in subsequent sections will be based on using the following
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‘symmetry-restored’ form of the CDM:
ρ̃C(r)=
1
N
∑
xx ′,|x−x ′|=r
(
ρ̃C(x, x ′)+ ρ̃ ′C(x, x ′)
)
, (4.6)
where ρ̃ ′C is obtained from ρ̃C by interchanging the legs of the ladder, and N is some
normalization factor.
One might argue that it is not sufficient to average over the broken symmetry w.r.t. leg-
interchange on the level of the density matrix, but that instead the symmetry should be restored
on the level of the ground state wave function. Specifically, for a ground state |ψ1〉 (however it
is calculated) that breaks this symmetry, we could restore the symmetry in the following way:
|ψ+〉 =
1
√
2
(|ψ1〉 + |ψ2〉), (4.7)
where |ψ2〉 = Ŝ |ψ1〉 and Ŝ describes the action of interchanging the legs. This would lead to a
total density matrix
|ψ+〉〈ψ+| = 12 (|ψ1〉 〈ψ1| + |ψ2〉 〈ψ2| + |ψ1〉 〈ψ2| + |ψ2〉 〈ψ1|) . (4.8)
Now, for two clusters A and B, the first two terms on the rhs yield the CDM of (4.6),
whereas the last two terms turn out to be negligible when traced out over all sites except for
the two local clusters A and B. This follows from |ψ1〉 and |ψ2〉 being orthogonal, hence
tr(|ψ1〉〈ψ2|)= 〈ψ2|ψ1〉 = 0, implying that for a long chain with local clusters A and B, the
reduced density matrix ρ̂ AB,12 ≡ trx /∈A,B(|ψ1〉 〈ψ2|) will be very close to zero, since the wave
functions of |ψ1〉 and |ψ2〉 are essentially orthogonal on the sites outside clusters A and B.
Consequently, it is sufficient to retain only the first two terms of (4.8), i.e. to restore the broken
symmetry on the level of the density matrices only, as done in (4.6).
The preceding arguments could, in principle, be verified explicitly by implementing the
rung symmetry in the numerical DMRG code (i.e. excluding the possibility of symmetry
breaking by construction).
5. Finding a distance-independent DOB
The goal of this section is to extract a (likely) small set of operators from the CDM, which
constitute the system’s DOB and whose correlators describe the system’s dominant correlations.
We will assume in this section that the CDM does not include any broken symmetries as
indicated in section 4.4.
5.1. Need for operator bases for clusters A and B
As already mentioned, the CDM (obtained from (4.6)) may be investigated by applying a SVD
for each distance individually [1]:
ρ̃C
α̃β̃
=
∑
s
ws O A,s
α̃
⊗ O B,s
β̃
, (5.1)
or in operator notation:
ρ̂C =
∑
s
ws Ô A,s ⊗ Ô B,s, (5.2)
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where Ô A,s and Ô B,s act on clusters A and B, respectively. Here the singular values ws are
strictly positive real numbers. By construction, Ô A,s and Ô B,s form orthonormal sets in their
corresponding Hilbert spaces, i.e. O A,s
α̃
= O A,sαα′ and O
B,s
β̃
= O B,sββ ′ form a complete set in the
operator space of clusters A and B, respectively, using the inner product as in (4.1). The set
includes operators with ws = 0, such as the identity operator, since these will be produced by
the SVD. The SVD (5.2) yields for each specific distance r a set of operators Ô A,s(r) and
Ô B,s(r) acting on clusters A and B, respectively.
However, the dominant operators so obtained, i.e. the ones with large weight from the SVD
of ρ̃C(r), are likely not the same as each other for different distances and hence not convenient
for characterizing the ‘dominant correlations’ of the system. What is needed, evidently, is a
strategy for reducing the numerous sets of operators Ô A,s(r) and Ô B,s(r) to two ‘basis sets of
operators’ for clusters A and B, respectively, the DOB Ô A,µ and Ô B,µ, which are r -independent
and whose correlators yield the dominant correlations in the system in the spirit of (2.2). (For
a translationally invariant system the two sets have to be equal for both clusters A and B, but
we will treat them independently in the analysis.) Following the ansatz (2.2) from the Luttinger
liquid theory, these operators ought to be distance independent, carrying common correlation
content for all distances. Thus, we seek an expansion of ρ̃C(r) of the form (2.4), in which only
the coefficients, not the operators, are r -dependent.
5.2. Construction of the DOB
We have explored a number of different strategies for extracting operators from the CDM which
carry common information for all distances. We will discuss in detail only one of these, which is
rather simple to formulate and reliably yields operator sets with the desired properties. (Several
other strategies yielded equivalent results, but in a somewhat more cumbersome fashion.)
The simplest possible strategy one may try is to average over all the CDMs at different
distances and to singular-value decompose the resulting crude ‘average CDM’. However, since
the elements for the CDM are expected to be oscillating functions of r , such a crude average
can cancel out important contributions of the CDM. Thus we need a procedure that avoids such
possible cancellations. To this end, we construct the following operators, bi-linear in the CDM:
K̂ A(r)≡ trB(ρ̂
C†(r)ρ̂C(r))/‖ρ̂C‖2, (5.3a)
K̂ B(r)≡ trA(ρ̂
C(r)ρ̂C†(r))/‖ρ̂C‖2, (5.3b)
with matrix elements
K Aα̃α̃′(r)=
∑
β̃
ρ̃C
α̃β̃
(r)ρ̃C
α̃′β̃
∗(r)/‖ρ̃C(r)‖2, (5.4a)
K B
β̃β̃ ′
(r)=
∑
α̃
ρ̃C
α̃β̃
(r)ρ̃C
α̃β̃ ′
∗(r)/‖ρ̃C(r)‖2. (5.4b)
We normalize by ‖ρ̃C(r)‖2 in order to treat the operator correlations of ρ̃C(r) for different
distances on an equal footing. Note that the eigenvalue decomposition on the Hermitian matrices
K A(r) and K B(r) (in short K -matrices) yields the same operators Ô A(r) and Ô B(r) as the
SVD of ρ̃C(r), with eigenvalues being equal to singular values squared, up to the additional
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normalization factor ‖ρ̃C(r)‖2. (The reason is that for a matrix of the form M = usv† we have
M M† = us2u† and M† M = vs2v†.)
The object K̂ X (for X = A, B) is positive-definite, and according to ansatz (2.2), it is
expected to have the form
K̂ X(r)=N−1K
∑
s
|cs|2
r 2γs
Ô X Ô X†. (5.5)
In particular, it no longer contains any oscillating parts (in contrast to (2.2)) and, hence, is
suitable for being averaged over r .
Summing up the K X -matrices over a range R of distances (r ∈ R, where R will be specified
below) gives a mean K̄ X -matrix for cluster X (= A, B), namely K̄ X,R ≡
∑
r∈R K̂
X(r). We do
not divide the latter expression by the number of terms in the sum (as would be required for a
proper mean), as at this stage we are only interested in the operator eigendecomposition,
K̄ X,R =
∑
µ
wR,µ(Ô X,R,µ ⊗ Ô X,R,µ†), (5.6)
with the operators normalized such that ‖Ô X,R,µ‖ = 1. The operator set Ô X,R,µ gives an
orthonormal, r -independent basis for cluster X . In practice, however, many of the wR,µ (which
turn out to be the same for X = A or B) will be very small. Thus, it will be sufficient to work
with a truncated set of these operators having significant weight.
To explore the extent to which K̄ X depends on the summation range, we shall study
several such ranges: Rall includes all distances, Rshort short distances (first third of distances
analysed), Rint intermediate distances (second third) and Rlong long distances (last third).
The resulting (truncated) sets of operators can be compared via their mutual overlap matrix
O R R
′
µµ′ = tr(Ô
R,X,µÔ R
′,X,µ′), or more simply, by the single number O R R
′
=
∑
µµ′(O
R R′
µµ′ )
2, which
may be interpreted as the dimension of the common subspace of the two operator sets. The value
of O R R
′
ranges from 0 to dim(Ô R,X,µ). By comparing O R R
′
for the different distance ranges,
additional clues can be obtained about how the relative weight of correlations evolves from short
to long distances. (Such a comparison is carried out in table 1 below.)
5.3. Definition of f -matrix
Once two convenient DOBs for each cluster, the sets of operators Ô A,µ and Ô B,µ, have been
found, the CDM can be expanded in terms of these bases as in (2.4),
ρ̃C
α̃β̃
(r)=
∑
µµ′
f µ,µ
′
(r)O A,µ
α̃
O B,µ
′
β̃
, (5.7)
with matrix elements
f µ,µ
′
(r)≡
∑
α̃β̃
ρ̃C
α̃β̃
(r)O A,µ
α̃
O B,µ
′
β̃
. (5.8)
For complete operator bases Ô A,µ and Ô B,µ
′
, by definition, the set of amplitudes squared sum
up to the norm of the CDM:∑
µµ′
| f µ,µ
′
(r)|2 = ‖ρ̃C(r)‖2. (5.9)
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Table 1. Comparison of the operator sets on cluster A for a filling of ν = 0.286,
calculated for chain length N = 100. (The results for ν = 0.248 and other chain
lengths are similar, with only minor differences.) The first and second columns
of the table give the number of operators kept and the corresponding smallest
singular value of the set of operators Ô A,Rall,µ obtained from the full range of
distances Rall. The other three columns show O Rall Rshort , O Rall Rint and O Rall Rlongfor
the given number of operators.
Number of O Rall Rshort O Rall Rint O Rall Rlong
operators wRall,µ/wRall,1 (short) (intermediate) (long)
1 1 1 0.99 1
2 0.784 122 1.99 2 2
3 0.579 242 2.99 3 3
4 0.176 043 3.99 4 4
5 0.011 250 5 5 4.99
6 0.003 040 6 6 5.99
7 0.000 004 7 6 6
8 0.000 001 8 6 6
9 0.000 001 9 6 6
10 0.000 001 10 6 6
However, as alluded to above, we expect that the dominant correlators can be expressed in
terms of a truncated set of dominant operators. If the sum on the lhs of (5.9) is restricted to this
truncated set, its deviation from the rhs gives an estimate of how well ρ̃C is represented by the
DOB. It will turn out that only a handful of dominant operators (typically 4 or 6) are needed,
implying very significant simplifications in the analysis. Thus, the data analysis will be done in
terms of the matrices f µ,µ
′
(r) (in short ‘ f -matrix’) based on the DOB.
5.4. Fourier analysis and decay of f -matrix
According to the expectations expressed in (2.2), the elements of the f -matrix are expected
to be products of oscillating and decaying functions of r . The corresponding dominant
wave vectors can be identified via Fourier transform on each element of the f -matrix. For
an oscillating function times a monotonically decaying envelope, the peaks of the Fourier
spectrum of the oscillating function will be broadened by the presence of the envelope. To
minimize this unwanted broadening, we introduce a rescaled f -matrix (denoted by a tilde),
f̃ µ,µ
′
(r)= u(r) f µ,µ
′
(r), where the positive weighting-function u(r) is chosen such that all
values of | f̃ µ,µ
′
(r)| are of the same order, and we Fourier decompose the rescaled f̃ -matrix
as f̃ µ,µ
′
(k)=
∑
r e
−ikr f̃ µ,µ
′
(r). Its norm ‖ f̃ (k)‖2 =
∑
µµ′ | f̃
µ,µ′(r)|2, plotted as a function
of k, will contain distinct peaks that indicate which wave vectors characterize the dominant
correlations. Subsequently, the elements of the f -matrix can be fitted to the form
f µ,µ
′
(r)=
∑
j
A[ j]µ,µ′e
ik j r f j(r), (5.10)
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Figure 2. The symmetry sectors of an operator acting on a cluster of two rungs
in the basis |00〉, |0 ↑〉, |0 ↓〉, |↑ 0〉, |↓ 0〉, | ↑↓〉, | ↓↑〉 in pseudo-spin notation.
where A[ j]µ,µ′ are complex amplitudes, f j(r) describes the decay with distance (e.g. f j(r)= r
−γ j
or e−r/r j for power-law or exponential decay, respectively) and k j is a set of dominant wave
vectors. The latter appear pairwise in combinations (+k; −k), since f µ,µ
′
∈ R, which implies
A[i]µ,µ′ = A
[ j]∗
µ,µ′ for ki = −k j . The results of such a fit for each pair of dominant operators Ô
A,µ
and Ô B,µ
′
are the final outcome of our analysis, since it contains the information needed to
check the applicability of ansatz (2.1).
6. Numerical results: general remarks
In this section, we illustrate the analysis proposed above for the model introduced in section 3.
We will focus on the limiting case of large tc (called ‘paired limit’ in [2], see section IV.B
therein), which we expect to have the most complex behaviour among all three limiting cases
introduced in [1, 2]. After some preliminary analysis, we will discuss in section 7 each of the
three symmetry sectors (CD, 1P and 2P) characterized by the operators’ fermion number and,
in section 8, compare our present results with those found in [2] using a different method.
6.1. Specification of clusters A and B
For the following analysis, it is convenient to take the size of clusters A and B to be two
rungs, because clusters of at least that size allow for up to two particles in one cluster (due
to infinite nearest-neighbour repulsion). Thus, correlations involving1N = 0, 1, 2 are possible,
i.e CD, 1P and 2P correlations, respectively. Note that larger clusters can be studied, but that
would significantly increase numerical costs. Taking into account the infinite nearest-neighbour
repulsion, clusters of size two have a seven-dimensional Hilbert space spanned by the kets |00〉,
|0 ↑〉, |0 ↓〉, | ↑ 0〉, | ↓ 0〉, | ↑↓〉, | ↓↑〉, where the first (second) entry corresponds to the first
(second) rung, 0 represents an empty rung and ↑ and ↓ a fermion on the upper and lower
legs in pseudo-spin notation (recall that we are dealing with spinless fermions). The space of
operators acting on a cluster has dimension 72 = 49, where the subspaces for 1N = 0, 1 or 2
have dimensions 21, 24 and 4, respectively, as depicted schematically in figure 2.
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Figure 3. The average occupation along the legs of the ladder for a filling of
ν = 0.248 ((a) and (c)) and a filling of ν = 0.286 ((b) and (d)). In ((a) and (b)),
we show the average occupation n̂↑ on the upper leg (red) and n̂↓ on the lower
leg (green), with every second value being zero. The end regions i = 1, . . . , 20
and i = 81, . . . , 100 were excluded in the figures and also in the analysis, as
these are affected by the smooth open boundary condition. The leg symmetrized
occupation n̄ = 12(n̂↑ + n̂↓) (blue, the same for the upper and lower legs)
eliminates this strong even–odd alternation but still shows small modulations.
This can be seen in detail in the Fourier transform of the symmetrized occupation
in (c) and (d). There is a clear peak at k = ±2kF (dashed vertical lines).
6.2. Average site occupation
As a first check of the influence of the boundaries, we investigate the average site occupation
on the ladder. It is expected to be uniform in a translationally invariant system. However, there
are two ways in which our calculation breaks translational symmetry, which cause residual
oscillations in the density of particles along the ladders.
Firstly, there is the spontaneous breaking of the pair flavour symmetry described in
section 3.2. In the ground state produced by DMRG, all pairs have the same flavour, so only
one of the two sublattices actually has any fermions on it. Thus a strong alternation in the
density is observed between one leg for even rungs and the other leg for odd rungs; this can be
taken care of by the symmetrization with respect to legs (as in (4.6)).
Secondly, translational symmetry is broken due to finite size in the DMRG calculation. This
induces oscillations in the average occupation as a function of x (see figure 3), whose period is
clearly dependent on the filling. In fact, their period is 2kF, so they may be interpreted as Friedel-
like oscillations caused by the boundaries. Although the amplitude of density oscillation appears
rather flat in the central portion of the system, it does have a minimum there; so we expect that
the amplitude in the centre of the system would vanish in a sufficiently large system.
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Although the intent of the smooth boundary conditions is to minimize effects such as these
oscillations, in fact, their amplitude appeared to be of about the same strength independent
of whether we used smooth or plain open boundary conditions. We suspect, however, that
the amplitude could be reduced by further careful optimization (not attempted here) of the
parameters of the smooth boundary conditions.
6.3. Rms net correlations w1N (r)
The next basic step is to identify the leading correlations in terms of the rms net correlations
w1N defined in (4.5). These reveal which sectors of correlations dominate at large distances.
The results (see figure 4) show that the rms net correlations decay exponentially in the 1P sector,
whereas they decay algebraically in both the CD and 2P sectors, consistent with Cheong and
Henley’s work [2]. The latter two correlations are comparable in size over a significant range of
distances, but for the fillings that we investigated, 2P correlations ultimately dominate over CD
correlations at the largest distances.
Both the CD and 2P rms net correlations can be fitted to power laws, with the exponent
dependent on the filling. The fitting of oscillating data—even if weakly oscillating—to a
monotonic power law has to be done very carefully. As the correlations have the largest absolute
value at short distances, the fitting is sensitive to these values and thus to the precise range of
the fitting interval [r1, r2] (compare the oscillations of the rms net correlations within the first
ten sites in figure 4). Thus, we perform fits forNr1 different values of r1 between 2 and 2 +π/kF
(i.e. covering one period of the oscillation), with r2 fixed to the maximal distance available.
Denoting the fitting result for a given r1 by γ [r1], we take the mean value of the latter as our
fitting result and the variance as the error of our fitting:
γ =
1
Nr1
2+π/kF∑
r1=2
γ [r1], δγ =
[
1
Nr1
2+π/kF∑
r1=2
(γ − γ [r1])
2
]1/2
. (6.1)
The rms net correlations in each sector are monotonic and only weakly modulated, even
though the dominant correlation functions and the dominant parts of the CDM itself are
oscillating (as will be discussed in more detail in section 7.1; see e.g. figure 7). This implies
that the correlations in each sector can be represented by a linear combination of correlation
functions (associated with different operators) that oscillate out of phase, in such a way that
in the sum of their squared moduli the oscillations more or less average out, resulting in an
essentially monotonic decay with r , as expected according to (2.3).
We will next apply the analysis proposed in section 5.2 to the respective symmetry
sectors (which will provide more exact fits of the exponents of the power law decays). The
analysis in any sector consists of two stages. Firstly, following section 5.2, we try to find an
optimal truncated basis that describes best the dominant correlations. Secondly, we examine the
f -matrix of section 5.3 (i.e. represent the CDM in the truncated basis) to see the nature of its r
dependence and to fit this to an appropriate form, following section 5.4.
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Figure 4. The rms net correlations of (4.5), plotted as a function of distance for
a filling of (a) ν = 0.248 and (b) ν = 0.286, for chain lengths N = 100 (filled
symbols) and N = 150 (open symbols). The symmetry sectors are 1N = 0
(squares, no particle transfer, CD), 1N = 1 (triangles, transfer of one particle,
1P) and 1N = 2 (dots, transfer of two particles, 2P). We see that CD and
2P correlations decay as power laws (r−γ , solid lines) with small residual
oscillations at k = 2kF, while the 1P correlations show exponential decay (e−r/r1 ,
see the semi-logarithmic plot in the inset). The results for different chain lengths
differ only slightly (for most data points no open symbols are visible, because
they overlap fully with filled symbols). Consequently, the values obtained for γ0,
r1 and γ2 are the same for both chain lengths.
7. Numerical results: symmetry sectors
7.1. Charge-density correlations
7.1.1. Operator basis. The following analysis to obtain the DOB for the charge-density
correlations is independent of filling and chain length. We obtain exactly the same DOB for
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different fillings and chain lengths, but of course the coefficients of the f -matrix depend on the
filling (not on the chain length). The functional form of the f -matrix is investigated in the next
section.
First, we calculated the mean K -matrices K̄ A,R and K̄ B,R from ρ̄CR defined in (5.3a) and
(5.3b) and obtained operator sets from their eigenvalue decomposition, using various distance
ranges. In order to construct the DOB, we used the diagnostic described in section 5.2. In
presenting the results, we limit ourselves to cluster A as the results for cluster B are completely
analogous. The operator set Ô A,Rall,µ corresponding to the full range of distances Rall (specified
in section 5.2) is used as a reference set to be compared with the operator sets obtained from
Rshort, Rint and Rlong. The results are given in table 1. We see that, for intermediate or long
distances, the effective dimension (O Rall Rint and O Rall Rlong) of the common operator space shared
between the operator set Ô A,Rall,µ and the operator sets Ô A,Rint,µ and Ô A,Rlong,µ, respectively,
saturates at six even if a larger operator space is allowed. Similarly, also the short-distance
operator set Ô A,Rshort,µ agrees best with the other three operator sets at dimension six: a further
increase of the number of operators, however, adds only operators in the short-range sector of
the CDM. Hence, we construct the DOB as a six-dimensional operator set. Within this reduced
operator space, all dominant correlations are well captured, as can be seen from the relative
weights of table 1. For the resulting truncated basis set, equation (5.9) holds up to a relative
deviation of the order of O(10−5).
Investigating the DOB in more detail reveals that it can be split into two sectors, classified
by their symmetry with respect to interchanging the legs of the ladder, i.e. the operators
obey Ŝ Ô A,Rall,µ = ±Ô A,Rall,µ, with Ŝ describing the action of interchanging legs. The two
subsets contain three operators each, which have positive or negative parity with respect to Ŝ,
respectively. It turns out that all six operators are linear combinations of operators having matrix
elements on the diagonal only, in the representation of figure 2. Moreover, together with the unit
matrix they span the full space of diagonal operators (therefore the dimension of 6 = 7 − 1).
Explicitly, the symmetric operators are given by
Ô1 = 1√
12
(
−n̂0,x n̂↑,x+1 − n̂↑,x n̂0,x+1 + 2n̂↑,x n̂↓,x+1 + leg symmetrized
)
, (7.1a)
Ô2 = 12
(
n̂0,x n̂↑,x+1 − n̂↑,x n̂0,x+1 + leg symmetrized
)
, (7.1b)
Ô3 = 1√
42
[
−6n̂0,x n̂0,x+1 +
(
n̂0,x n̂↑,x+1 + n̂↑,x n̂0,x+1 + n̂↑,x n̂↓,x+1 + leg symmetrized
)]
(7.1c)
and the antisymmetric operators by
Ô4 = 1√
2
n̂0,x
(
n̂↑,x+1 − n̂↓,x+1
)
, (7.2a)
Ô5 = 1√
2
(
n̂↑,x − n̂↓,x
)
n̂0,x+1, (7.2b)
Ô6 = 1√
2
(
n̂↑,x n̂↓,x+1 − n̂↓,x n̂↑,x+1
)
, (7.2c)
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Figure 5. Fourier transform of the rescaled f -matrix f̃ for CD correlations
based on operators chosen from a reduced six-dimensional operator space, for
a filling of (a) ν = 0.248 and (b) ν = 0.286. We obtain these Fourier spectra
from the rescaled f -matrix f̃ µ,µ
′
(r)= r γ
′′
f µ,µ
′
(r), with γ ′′ extracted from a
power law fit on | f µ,µ
′
(r)|. The Fourier spectrum breaks up into a contribution
coming from the operators symmetric or antisymmetric under leg interchange,
labelled f̃ + (blue) and f̃ − (red), respectively. The spectrum of f̃ + shows strong
peaks at k = ±2kF (dashed lines) and a smaller peak at k = 0 with kF/π = ν.
The spectrum of f̃ −, having peaks at k = ±2kF +π (dashed lines) and k = π ,
is shifted w.r.t. f̃ + by π . For a filling close to 14 the dominant peaks of f̃
±, at
k = ±2kF and k = ±2kF +π , are nearly at the same position.
where n̂0 = (1 − n̂↑ − n̂↓). We use this operator basis for both cluster A and cluster B. If we
calculate the f -matrix (5.7) based on these operators, we see that it breaks into two blocks
corresponding to their symmetry with respect to leg interchange.
7.1.2. f -matrix elements: oscillations and decay. We now turn to extracting the distance
dependence of the dominant correlation in this symmetry sector, which is now visualizable since
we have drastically reduced the operator space to six dimensions. All the relevant information
is contained in the f -matrix and its Fourier transform. The first step is to identify the oscillation
wave vector(s) k to be used as initial guesses in the fit. A general method is to plot the Fourier
spectrum ‖ f̃ (k)‖ of the rescaled f -matrix (figure 5). When using a logarithmic scale for the
vertical axis, even sub-leading contributions show up clearly. We find that the spectra belonging
to the symmetric and anti-symmetric operators are shifted against each other by π . This relative
phase shift implies a trivial additional distance dependence of eiπr of f −(r) with respect to
f +(r), reflecting the different parity under leg interchange of the two operator sets. We have
found it convenient to undo this shift by redefining f −(r), the part of the f -matrix belonging
to the anti-symmetric operators, to eiπr f −(r). The resulting combined Fourier spectrum for f +
and eiπr f − has strong peaks at k = 2kF and a smaller peak at k = 0, in agreement with the result
of [2].
Based on the Fourier spectrum, we rewrite the fitting form (5.10) as
f µ,µ
′
(r)= Aµµ′r
−γ cos(kr +φµµ′)+ Bµµ′r
−γ ′, (7.3)
with real numbers Aµµ′ > 0 and Bµµ′ , where we expect γ ′ > γ , due to the relative sharpness of
the peaks in the Fourier spectrum. The nonlinear fitting is done in several steps to also include
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Figure 6. The results of the fit in (7.3) to the 18 independent elements f µ,µ
′
of the f -matrix, labelled along the horizontal axis by the index pair µµ′, for
1N = 0 at filling ν = 0.286 for chains with length N = 100 (blue circles) and
N = 150 (red triangles). The results for ν = 0.248 are qualitatively the same.
(a) γ , (b) Aµµ′ , (c) φµµ′ and (d) the overall fit error ε of (7.4). The phase φµµ′ is
defined such that it lies in the interval [−π, π]. The matrix elements have been
grouped according to their relative phases φµµ′ (separated by the vertical dashed
line), which clearly indicate cos and sin behaviour for φµµ′ = 0 and φµµ′ = ±π2 ,
respectively. The exponent γ0 = 1.277 and the amplitude A = 0.066 obtained
from the single fit (7.5) (which was averaged over fitting ranges [r1, r2] according
to (6.1)), are shown by the solid lines in (a) and (b), respectively; the small error
bars on the right of these panels show the corresponding variances δγ0 = ±0.013
and δA = ±0.003. For comparison, (a) also shows the rms exponent γ rms0 = 1.28
(dashed line) and its uncertainty ±0.05 (largest error bar on the right), as
determined in figure 4(b).
the decaying part at long distances on an equal footing. Firstly, the data are multiplied by r+γ
′′
,
where we obtained γ ′′ from a simple power-law fit, in order to be able to fit the oscillations for
all distances with comparable accuracy. Then we fit the rescaled data to (7.3), where initially
we use the information from the Fourier spectrum in keeping k fixed to k = 2kF, but finally also
release the constraint on k. As in section 6.3, we average the results of this procedure for fitting
ranges [r1, r2], with r1 ranging from 2 to 2 +π/kF, see (6.1).
The results of this fitting procedure are depicted in figure 6 for ν = 0.286, for all 18
nonzero elements of the f -matrix. Figure 6(a) shows the leading power-law exponents γ ;
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they are distributed within a window of about 5% around the corresponding rms value γ rms0 =
1.28 ± 0.05 (figure 6(a), dashed line) obtained in figure 4(b). The k-vectors from the nonlinear
fit are close to k = 2kF and deviate from this by less than 1%. The fit results for γ ′ (not shown)
always yielded γ ′ > γ (with γ ′ ranging between 2 and 10), but are less reliable than for γ ,
because the quicker decay implies a comparatively stronger influence from the small-r regime.
The relative errors ε for the individual matrix elements f µ,µ
′
, defined as
ε2 =
∑
r
( f µ,µ
′
(r)− f fit(r))2/r−2γ ", (7.4)
are depicted in figure 6(d) and are always smaller than 2%.
Since most of the exponents γ and amplitudes Aµµ′ are of comparable size, we have also
performed a fit of the f -matrix elements to a single γ0 and A (as well as a single γ ′0 and B for
the second term) for all the f -matrix elements, using the ansatz:
f (r)= Ar−γ0

cos(kr) sin(kr) cos(kr)− sin(kr) cos(kr)− sin(kr)
cos(kr) sin(kr) cos(kr)
 0
0 eiπr
cos(kr) cos(kr) sin(kr)cos(kr) cos(kr) sin(kr)
− sin(kr) − sin(kr) cos(kr)

+ Br
−γ ′0 .
(7.5)
The form of the matrices in the two blocks was obtained by inserting into (7.3) the explicit values
of the phases φµµ′ determined from the previous fit and summarized in figure 6. Fitting to (7.5)
gives an error of about 10%, with the largest errors arising for the f -matrix elements where
Aµµ′ deviates strongly from A (see figure 6). Averaging over fitting ranges [r1, r2] according
to (6.1), we find γ0 = 1.277 ± 0.013 and A = 0.066 ± 0.003 (indicated by solid lines and small
error bars in figures 6(a) and (b), respectively). The values of γ ′0 and B are unreliable in that the
results from several fittings differ by about 30%, but still it holds that γ ′0 > γ0, with γ
′
0 ranging
between 1.7 and 2.3. The overall error estimate of (7.4) yields ε ≈ 0.1, i.e. an error of order
10%, the largest contributions arising from those f -matrix elements for which Aµµ′ deviates
most strongly from the average A.
The form of (7.5) allows us to understand why the rms net correlations displayed in figure 4
show some residual oscillations, instead of decaying completely smoothly, as anticipated in
section 2. The reason is that (7.5) contains ten cos(kr) terms but only eight sin(kr) terms.
Although any two such terms oscillate out of phase, as illustrated in figure 7, the cancellation
of oscillations will thus not be complete. Instead, the rms net correlations contain a factor
[8 + 2cos2(kr)]1/2 (compare with (4.5)), which produces relative oscillations of about 10%, in
accord with figure 4. (The fact that the total numbers of cos(kr) and sin(kr) terms are not
equal is to be expected: the total operator Hilbert space per cluster is limited, and its symmetry
subspaces might have dimensions not a multiple of 4.)
For each pair of wave vectors ±k in each parity sector, the effective operator basis per
cluster can be reduced even further, from three operators to one conjugate pair of operators.
This can be seen by rewriting (7.5) as follows:
f (r)= Ar−γ0
[
eikr
(
f+ 0
0 eiπr f−
)
+ c.c.
]
+ Br−γ
′
0, (7.6)
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Figure 7. Two entries of the f -matrix for (a) ν = 0.248 and (b) ν = 0.286 fitted
to the form in (7.3). The single points (blue circles and squares) are data points
from the f -matrix and the lines (red and green) are the result of the fitting.
They evidently oscillate with a relative phase of 1φ = π/2. As a result, their
contribution to the rms net correlations, (| f 1,3|2 + | f 4,6|2)1/2, shown by the thick
orange curve, has only small oscillations at large distances.
with the matrices f+ and f− defined as
f+ =
1
2
1 −i 1i 1 i
1 −i 1
 , f− = 1
2
1 1 −i1 1 −i
i i 1
 . (7.7)
Note that both f+ and f− are matrices of rank one with eigenvalues 32 , 0 and 0. The eigenvectors
with eigenvalue 32 are
1
√
3
(1, i, 1) and 1√
3
(1, 1, i), respectively. Thus, by transforming to
an operator basis in which f± is diagonal, one finds that in both the even and the odd
sector, the dominant correlations are actually carried by only a pair of operators, namely
1
√
3
(Ô1 + iÔ2 + Ô3) and its Hermitian conjugate, and 1√
3
(Ô4 + Ô5 + iÔ6) and its Hermitian
conjugate, respectively. This result, whose precise form could hardly have been anticipated
a priori, is a pleasing illustration of the power of a CDM analysis to uncover nontrivial
correlations.
7.2. One-particle correlations
The correlations in the 1P sector are exponentially decaying, as already mentioned in section 6.3.
The reason for this was given in [1] and is the key to understanding the operators and correlations
in this sector. In the limit where the fermions are all paired, the only possible way to annihilate
one at x and create one at x ′ > x , such that the initial and final states are both paired, is that
every rung in the interval (x, x ′) has a fermion (necessarily on alternating legs). These fermions
can be grouped as pairs in two different ways: (x, x + 1), (x + 2, x + 3), . . . , (x ′ − 2, x ′ − 1) in
the initial state and (x + 1, x + 2), . . . , (x ′ − 1, x ′) in the final state. (Note that this requires that
x and x ′ have the same parity.) Cheong and Henley [1] showed that the probability of such a run
of filled sites decays exponentially with its length.
Applying the operator analysis in this sector using the eigenvalue decomposition in (5.6)
gives a series of fourfold degenerate eigenvalues for both clusters; see table 2 for cluster A. The
table for cluster B is exactly the same. For a specific eigenvalue, also the operators for cluster
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Table 2. Comparison of the 1P operator sets on cluster A for a filling of
ν = 0.286, using the same conventions as for table 1.
Number of O Rall Rshort O Rall Rint O Rall Rlong
operators wRall,µ/wRall,1 (short) (intermediate) (long)
4 1 4 4 4
8 0.297 162 8 8 8
12 0.014 661 12 12 12
16 0.000 402 16 16 16
20 0.000 001 19.97 19.95 19.31
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 8. Three configurations of bound pairs contributing to 1P correlations
for a distance (a) r = 2 and ((b) and (c)) r = 3. Clusters A and B are depicted
by the green and red squares, respectively. Fermions are depicted by black
circles, empty lattice positions by white circles and the position where a
fermion will be created is depicted by concentric circles. The crosses show the
centre of mass of the bound pairs. In configuration (a), we have a correlation
between an operator corresponding to the first four eigenvalues and an operator
corresponding to the second four eigenvalues in clusters A and B, respectively.
In contrast, configuration (b) shows a correlation between operators
corresponding to the largest eigenvalue only and configuration (c) shows a
correlation between operators corresponding to the second eigenvalue only.
B (residing at rungs (x ′, x ′ + 1)) are the same as for cluster A (residing at rungs (x, x + 1)), but
with mirrored rungs, i.e. an operator acting on rungs (x, x + 1) acts in the same fashion on rungs
(x ′ + 1, x ′).
Looking more closely, the first four operators annihilate or create a particle on rungs x + 1
or x ′, respectively, thereby breaking or regrouping bound pairs residing on (x + 1, x + 2) or
(x ′ − 1, x ′), respectively. The second set of four operators annihilates or creates a particle on
rungs x or x ′ + 1, thereby breaking or regrouping bound pairs residing on rungs (x, x + 1) or
(x ′, x ′ + 1). For a given odd separation x ′ − x , the combination of x + 1 with x ′ requires the
smallest number of pairs to be present in between the two clusters. The alternative combination
is x with x ′ + 1, which requires an additional pair in between (see figure 8). We could estimate
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Figure 9. Fourier transform of the f -matrix obtained similarly to figure 5, for 1P
correlations based on the four operators per cluster for a filling of (a) ν = 0.248
and (b) ν = 0.286. We find peaks at about k = ±kF and k = ±kF +π (dashed
black lines).
their weights since the relative probability of an extra pair is the factor associated with increasing
the separation by two. Since the correlations decay roughly as ∼10−r (see figure 10), we predict
two orders of magnitude. Similarly, when x ′ − x is even, we get a mixture of the first four and
the second four operators (see figure 8). This explains the difference in the weights of the two
operator sets.
Thus, it turns out that for the 1P correlations, a cluster size of one rung would have already
been large enough to reveal the dominant correlations. We will hence use as DOB:
Ô A,± = 1x ⊗
1
√
2
(
ĉ↑,x+1 ± ĉ↓,x+1
)
, (7.8a)
Ô B,± =
1
√
2
(
ĉ↑,x ± ĉ↓,x
)
⊗ 1x+1 , (7.8b)
together with their Hermitian conjugates. (The fact that our operator basis consists only of
operators acting on a single rung implies that it would have been sufficient to use single-rung
clusters. However, for the sake of consistency with the rest of our analysis, we retain two-rung
clusters here, too.)
The f -matrix based on these four operators (per cluster) is diagonal with equal entries for
a given distance r . Its Fourier transform (see figure 9) gives a result distinct from the Fourier
transform for CD and 2P correlations. The dominant wave vectors are k = ±kF and k = π ± kF,
where the latter is the product of an oscillation with k = π and an oscillation with k = ±kF.
In total, we have an oscillation in the correlations of the form (1 + (−1)r)e±ikFr , i.e. an oscillation
with k = ±kF, and every second term being close to zero. The dominant wave vector k = ±kF
is consistent with the usual behaviour of 1P Green’s functions.
The reason for every second term being essentially zero is that the dominant hopping in the
system, the correlated hopping, always changes the position of a particle by two rungs, so every
second position is omitted. The small but finite value for hopping onto intermediate rungs is
related to the finite t‖/tc = 10−2 that we use. It results in a second oscillation at k = ±kF located
at intermediate rungs, whose relative strength compared with the dominant one is about 10−2,
which is consistent with the ratio t‖/tc that we used (see figure 10).
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Figure 10. The 1P correlations for a filling of ((a) and (c)) ν = 0.248 and ((b)
and (d)) ν = 0.286. ((a) and (b)) The 1P correlations (blue symbols) together
with a fit of the form Ae−r/r1 (red line). (b) and (d) The rescaled correlator
f µ,µ(r)/Ae−r/r1 (blue symbols) for distances up to r = 20. (Larger distances
are omitted, because for them f µ,µ(r) < 10−16, which is the maximal computer
precision.) One can see a strong oscillation (green curve) and a weak oscillation
(red curve).
We fit the one independent f -matrix element f µ,µ to an exponential decay of the form
Ae−r/r1 (see figure 10), but apart from this we were not able to fit the exact functional
dependence on r , especially the oscillations with k = ±kF. The reason for this is the existence
of two oscillations where one is zero on every second rung, and that the data range for
which reasonable 1P correlations are still present is too small and thus makes it susceptible
to numerical noise. This can be seen already in the Fourier spectrum, where we find relatively
broad peaks, as a result of the influence of the exponential envelope and the relatively short
distance range available.
7.3. Two-particle correlations
The operator subspace for 2P (1N = 2), in a cluster including two rungs, has the comparatively
small dimension of four due to the infinite nearest-neighbour repulsion (see figure 2).
These are ĉ↑,x ĉ↓,x+1, ĉ↓,x ĉ↑,x+1 and their Hermitian conjugates. In the present case of
dominating tc, these operators represent the creation and annihilation operators of bound
pairs [2]. The operator analysis yields exactly the same four operators with degenerate weight
for all distance regimes for both clusters A and B. The four operators are 1/
√
2(ĉ↑,x ĉ↓,x+1 ±
ĉ↓,x ĉ↑,x+1) together with their Hermitian conjugates, and they already represent the symmetric
and antisymmetric combinations of the operators mentioned above.
The f -matrix (5.7) is diagonal in the basis of the four operators, with equal strength of
correlations for a fixed distance apart from a possible sign. This may be expected, given the
similar structure of the operators.
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Figure 11. Fourier transform of the f -matrix for 2P correlations based on
the operators chosen from the four-dimensional operator space for a filling of
(a) ν = 0.248 and (b) ν = 0.286. For a detailed description see figure 5.
As for the CD correlations (1N = 0), we apply a Fourier transform on the f -matrix (see
figure 11) to identify the dominant wave vectors. Again, we find two spectra of similar form but
shifted by π with respect to each other. Consequently, we redefine f + to eiπr f +, the part of the
f -matrix belonging to the symmetric operators. Thus, we obtain one leading peak at k = 0 and
sub-leading peaks at k = 2kF. Given the similarity of the structure of the Fourier spectrum to that
of the CD correlations, we fit the elements of the f -matrix to the form (7.3), but now expect
γ ′2 < γ2, since in the Fourier spectrum the peaks at k = 0 are sharper than those at k = 2kF.
Already at the level of the f -matrix elements, we find an overall leading decay with residual
oscillations, whose relative magnitude becomes smaller at large distances (since γ ′2 < γ2). Since
all matrix elements are the same after redefining f +, it is sufficient to fit | f µ,µ| for a given µ,
which will have dominant k-vectors k = 0 and k = ±2kF. The fit has errors of less than 5%
throughout, with results as shown in figure 12. The overall behaviour is very similar to the one
already found from the rms net correlations of this sector (see figure 4), up to the oscillatory
part from the second term in (7.3). We see that the oscillations clearly decay more strongly than
the actual strength | f µ,µ|, in accord with γ ′2 < γ2.
In contrast to the CD correlations (see section 7.1.2), for the 2P correlations we do not find
correlations that oscillate with phases shifted by1φ = ±π/2 . This may come from the fact that
clusters with the size of two rungs have the minimal possible size to capture 2P correlations.
The corresponding operator space has dimension four and the four possible operators are very
similar in structure. We expect that for larger clusters and hence a larger operator space, we
would find correlations, which also oscillate out of phase such that their oscillations cancel in
the rms net correlations, in accord with (2.2).
8. Comparison to previous results
We are now ready to compare our CDM-based results with those obtained in [2] (see
section IV.B therein) by Cheong and Henley (CH) from fitting simple correlation functions.
The latter were computed exactly in [2] for accessible separations (up to 18 lattice sites)
after mapping the large tc model onto a hard-core bosonic system, evaluating the correlators
numerically using a so-called interparticle expansion, and fitting the numerical results to simple
functional forms in order to determine their leading and sub-leading r -dependences.
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Figure 12. Fitting the 2P correlations to the form in (7.3) for a filling of
ν = 0.248 and 0.286 for a chain length of (a) N = 100 and (b) N = 150. The
single points (blue circles and squares) are data points from the f -matrix and the
lines (red and green) are the result of the fitting. The error of the exponents is
calculated according to (6.1). Results in panels (a) and (b) were obtained from
ground states calculated by retaining all contributions to bond singular spectra
larger than 10−6 and 10−8, respectively, which required maximal Hilbert space
dimensions of D . 200 or D . 500, respectively. The increase in accuracy for
(b) was needed to obtain good power-law behaviour out to distances about twice
as large in (a). (The power laws turn to exponential decays beyond r ' 37 or
67 in (a) and (b), respectively, for reasons explained in section 4.2.) Since the
exponents determined from (a) and (b) agree within the stated error margins, we
conclude that the exponents for the power-law decay are converged with respect
to the thermodynamic limit. Hence we used and deemed sufficient the accuracy
chosen in (a) for all other results reported in this paper.
Overall, our results for the Hamiltonian (3.1) in the strongly correlated hopping regime
agree qualitatively with [2], in that (i) 2P correlations and CD correlations show power-law
behaviour, (ii) for the fillings we investigated, 2P correlations dominate at large distances,
(iii) 1P correlations decay exponentially and are negligible over all distances except very short
distances and (iv) the dominant and sub-dominant wave vectors are, respectively, 2kF and 0 for
the CD sector and 0 and 2kF for the 2P sector.
However, our results for the power-law exponents γ0 and γ2 characterizing the decay of the
dominant correlations in the CD and 2P sectors, respectively, are not in quantitative agreement
with the exponents found by CH in [2] for CD and 2P correlators. Figure 13 compares the
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Figure 13. The power-law exponents for CD correlations (γ0, filled symbols) and
2P correlations (γ2, open symbols) obtained from the fitting in (7.3) for several
fillings ν. We used chain lengths of N = 100 (circles), N = 150 (triangles) and
N = 200 (squares). The errors of the exponents are defined as in (6.1) and are
smallest for fillings around quarter filling. The reason for the somewhat larger
errors in the CD exponent at small fillings is that there the wave length of Friedel-
like oscillations caused by the boundaries (see section 6.2) becomes significant
in comparison to the system sizes we are considering. The thick and thin dashed
lines are linear fits to our numerical data for γ0 and γ2, respectively. The thick
and thin solid lines show the corresponding predictions of CH [2].
filling-dependence of our exponents γ0 and γ2 obtained from (7.3) with that predicted by
CH [2]. Such a direct comparison is justified, since in both symmetry sectors, CD and 2P, the
correlation functions considered by CH can be written as linear combinations of the f -matrix
elements studied by us (for which equation (7.5) yields a good simultaneous fit, as shown in
figure 6). Indeed, for the 2P sector, the linear combination is trivial, since the pair operator
1 j,g = 1/
√
2(ĉ↑x ĉ↓x+1 + ĉ↓x ĉ↑x+1) appearing in CH’s (4.4) is one of the basis elements of our
DOB. For the CD sector, the number operator N̂x occurring in 〈N̂x N̂x+r〉 of CH’s (4.7) can be
expressed as a linear combination of the DOB elements given in our (7.1) and (7.2):
N̂ x = n̂↑x n̂↓x+1 =
1
√
3
Ô1 + 1√
42
Ô3 + 1√
2
Ô6 + 1√
7
1x ⊗ 1x+1. (8.1)
(The cluster identity operator 1x ⊗ 1x+1 does not contribute to the CDM, due to the subtractions
in (1.1) and (1.2).)
Consider first the exponent γ0 for the CD correlations. CH [2] suggested it to depend on
filling ν according to γ CH0 = (1/2)+ (5/2)((1/2)− ν) (figure 13, thick solid line). While our
result for γ0 (figure 13, thick dashed line) likewise decreases linearly with ν, the magnitude of
its slope and its offset are larger than those of CH (slope: −2.72 versus −2.5; offset: 2.06 versus
1.75, respectively).
For the dominant 2P correlations, CH predicted a constant power-law exponent of γ CH2 =
1/2 independent of filling (figure 13, thin solid line), coming from a universal correlation
exponent for a chain of tightly bound spinless fermion pairs [10]. In contrast, our data imply a
linear ν-dependence (figure 13, thin dashed line), going from 1/2 at ν = 0 to 3/2 at ν = (1/2).
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(Such a crossover was asserted by CH for a sub-leading contribution, without giving an explicit
functional dependence on ν.)
In light of the discrepancies between our results and those of CH [2], two comments are in
order. Firstly, we do not believe that they stem from finite-size or boundary effects, since these
hardly affect our results; this is illustrated, for example, by the fact that the exponents extracted
for N = 100 and 150 (figures 6 and 12) or for N = 100, 150 and 200 (figure 13) are essentially
independent of N (they differ by at most a few per cent, which is within the margin of error of
our fitting procedure).
Secondly, we note that the maximum distance studied by CH in [2], namely rmax = 18, is
significantly smaller than in our case, where rmax = 40 for N ranging over 100, 150 and 200. We
speculate that this is the main reason for the discrepancies—it is rather difficult to extract from
numerical data an accurate power law for distances ranging only up to 18, in particular in the
presence of superimposed oscillations, such as those depicted in figures 7 and 12. In figure 12,
for example, the difference in the power-law decays depicted for two different fillings (circles
and squares) becomes unambiguously evident only in the regime of largest distances shown, say
between 25 and 37.
We conclude with some comments about the exponents in the limit of large fillings
(ν → 0.5). By linear extrapolation of the behaviour shown in figure 13 for smaller fillings,
we conjecture that for fillings larger than ∼0.35, eventually the CD correlations dominate over
2P correlations (see figure 13). This conclusion has also been found in [11], which similarly
addresses diatomic real space pairing in the context of superconductivity. Their discussion,
however, is not specifically constrained to one-dimensional systems, and one may wonder how
the specific choice of parameters compares.
As the filling approaches 0.5 in an excluded-fermion chain, it is appropriate to think of the
degrees of freedom as impurity states or holes in the crystalline matrix of pairs [11]. Then the
natural length scale is the spacing between holes. The longer that spacing gets (it diverges as
ν → 0.5), the larger also the system under investigation must be in order to reach the asymptotic
limit. In other words, to see proper scaling behaviour in a uniform way, the system size should
increase proportional to 1/(0.5 − ν). In our case, the data became unreliable for ν & 0.4 (see
figure 13); hence we cannot make definite statements about that regime. (For ν < 0.4 however,
we are confident that the data in figure 13 are essentially independent of system size, as
emphasized above.)
9. Conclusions
In summary, we demonstrated that the DOB method for analysing the CDM is a useful tool to
detect dominant correlations in a quantum lattice system. Starting from a ground state calculated
with DMRG, we extracted all the important correlations present in our model system. Our
proposed DOB method, firstly, determines a distance-independent basis of dominant operators
on each cluster that carry the dominant correlations of the system, and secondly, encodes the
distance dependence of the correlations in the f -matrix, the correlation matrix of the DOB
operators. The f -matrix is then analysed in terms of decaying and oscillatory terms to extract
the long-range behaviour of the correlations.
Overall, DMRG is a suitable method to calculate the CDM. The latter is easily and
efficiently calculated within the framework of the MPS. The explicit breaking of (i) translational
invariance by using finite system DMRG and (ii) a discrete symmetry of the model lead us to
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develop certain strategies to restore these broken symmetries. The smoothing of the boundaries
can still be further optimized or be replaced by periodic boundary conditions. However, we do
not expect that this will have a significant influence on the conclusions drawn.
10. Outlook: larger cluster sizes
The size of clusters A and B is a limitation of the present implementation of the DOB method, as
it constrains the analysis towards local operators. For some kinds of correlations however, larger
clusters may be needed to capture the relevant physics [12]. Even for correlations approximately
captured by a certain cluster size, the results may still show some dependence on the actual
cluster size. For this purpose, an alternative strategy, which we leave as an outlook, appears
viable: instead of the pair of local clusters used in the present work, one could use two
‘super clusters’ representing large contiguous parts of the system, including the left and right
boundaries respectively.
Since MPS technology can be used to construct orthonormal effective basis sets to
describe the left and right parts of the chain with respect to any specified site (as described in
section A.2), it should also be possible to use these basis sets to obtain an efficient description
of both super clusters (this is illustrated in figure A.9(c)). To be specific, let cluster A be
the set of sites 1, . . . , x (‘left’ cluster), while cluster B is the set of sites x ′, . . . , N (‘right’
cluster) with x ′ − x = r > 0. (The cluster sizes, x and N − x ′ + 1, should be similar; they
should also be chosen rather large, to ensure that boundary effects at the very ends of the
chains do not contaminate the analysis.) The MPS formulation of DMRG provides an effective
set of basis states, |lx+1〉 and |rx ′−1〉 (see section A.2 for details, in particular figure A.1),
that can be used to construct an economical description of the left and right super clusters,
respectively (as illustrated in figure A.9(c)). The CDM can then be defined with respect to
these effective MPS basis states. A DOB analysis of such a CDM would then yield operator
sets Ô A,µ and Ô B,µ acting on the system to the left of site x + 1 and to the right of site
x ′ − 1, respectively (i.e. each Ô A,µ or Ô B,µ is a linear operator on the set of basis states |lx+1〉
or |rx ′−1〉, respectively). Using the MPS in these parts as maps to the local Hilbert spaces,
the action of these operators can be investigated on individual sites, thus determining the
actual range of the dominant operator correlations without bias to some predetermined cluster
size.
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Appendix. The variational MPS approach
This appendix offers a tutorial introduction to the variational formulation of DMRG for finding
the ground state of a one-dimensional quantum lattice model, based on MPS. It also explains
how this approach can be used to efficiently calculate the CDM. We point out all the important
properties of the MPS and explain how to perform basic quantum calculations such as evaluating
scalar products and expectation values, as well as determining the action of local operators
on the MPS and constructing a reduced density matrix. We explain how a given MPS can be
optimized in an iterative fashion to find an excellent approximation for the global ground state.
We also indicate briefly how the efficiency of the method can be enhanced by using Abelian
symmetries.
We would like to emphasize that we make no attempt below at a complete historical
overview of the DMRG approach or at a complete set of references, since numerous detailed
expositions of this approach already exist in the literature (see the excellent review by
Schollwöck [5]). Our aim is much more modest, namely to describe the strategy implemented
in our code in enough detail to be understandable for interested non-experts.
A.1. Introduction
Quantum many-body systems deal with very large Hilbert spaces even for relatively small
system sizes. For example, a one-dimensional quantum chain of N spin-12 particles forms a
Hilbert space of dimension 2N , which is exponential in system size. For quantum lattice models
in 1D a very efficient numerical method is the DMRG, introduced by Steven R White [3, 4]. The
problem of large Hilbert space dimension is avoided by an efficient description of the ground
state, which discards those parts of the Hilbert space that have negligible weight in the ground
state. In this manner, the state space dimension of the effective description becomes tractable,
and it has been shown that this produces excellent results in many quasi one-dimensional
systems. In the meantime, the method has been extended to time dependence, and various time-
dependent Hamiltonians have been studied [13]–[16].
The original DMRG formulation did not rely on MPS but used ‘block states’ to represent
the effective Hilbert spaces of one or more targeted states. The notion of MPS was introduced
independently of DMRG [17]–[21] before it was realized that the algebraic structure of the
ground state for one-dimensional systems calculated with DMRG can be described in terms of
position-dependent MPS [6, 19], [22]–[27]. The MPS-based formulation of DMRG has proven
to be very enlightening and fruitful, in particular the observation that DMRG is in essence a
variational method [6] opened up rich connections to quantum information theory. A firmer
theoretical grounding was based on the observation that the numerical effort depends strongly
on the entanglement of the wavefunction [28]–[31]. Also some new fields of application arose
like periodic systems [6] and finite temperature calculations through purification of the density
operator [32, 33].
The origin of the MPS structure underlying the DMRG approach can be understood as
follows (a detailed description will follow later): pick any specific site of the quantum lattice
model, say site k, representing a local degree of freedom whose possible values are labelled
by an index σk (e.g. for a chain of spinless fermions, σk = 0 or 1 would represent an empty or
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occupied site). Any many-body state |ψ〉 of the full chain can be expressed in the form
|ψ〉 =
∑
lkrkσk
A[σk ]lkrk |lk〉 |σk〉 |rk〉, (A.1)
where |lk〉 and |rk〉 are sets of states (say Nl and Nr in number) describing the parts of the
chain to the left and right of the current site k, respectively, and for each σk , A[σ k ] is a matrix
with matrix elements A[σ k ]lkr k and dimension Nl × Nr . Since such a description is possible for any
site k, the state |ψ〉 can be specified in terms of the set of all matrices A[σ k ], resulting in an MPS
of the form
|ψ〉 =
∑
σ1...σN
(
A[σ1] . . . A[σN ]
)
l1rN
|σ1〉 . . . |σN 〉. (A.2)
One may now seek to minimize the ground state energy within the space of all MPS, treating
the matrix elements of the A-matrices as variational parameters to minimize the expectation
value 〈ψ |H |ψ〉. If this is done by sequentially stepping through all matrices in the MPS and
optimizing one matrix at a time (while keeping the other matrices fixed), the resulting procedure
is equivalent to a strictly variational minimization of the ground state energy within the space
of all MPS of the form (A.2) [6, 19, 23, 25, 26]. If instead the optimization is performed for two
adjacent matrices at a time, the resulting (quasi-variational) procedure is equivalent to White’s
original formulation of DMRG [6, 19, 23, 25, 26].
In general, such an approach works for both bosonic and fermionic systems. However, to
be efficient the method needs a local Hilbert space with finite and small dimension, limiting
its applicability to cases where the local Hilbert space is finite dimensional a priori (e.g.
fermions or hard-core bosons) or effectively reduced to a finite dimension, e.g. by interactions.
For example, such a reduction is possible if there is a large repulsion between bosons on the
same site such that only a few states with small occupation number will actually take part in
the ground state. For fermions, on the other hand, the fermionic sign must be properly taken
care of. The anti-commutation rules of fermionic creation and annihilation operators cause
the action of an operator on a single site to be non-local because the occupations of the other
sites have to be accounted for. To simplify the problem, a Jordan–Wigner transformation [34]
can be used to transform fermionic creation and annihilation operators to new operators that
obey bosonic commutation relations for any two operators referring to different sites. This
greatly simplifies the numerical treatment of these operators as fermionic signs can be (almost)
ignored.
Before outlining in more detail the above-mentioned optimization scheme for determining
the ground state (see section A.3), we present in section A.2 various technical ingredients needed
when working with MPS.
A.2. MPSs
A.2.1. Construction of MPSs. We consider a chain with open boundary conditions consisting
of N equal sites with a local Hilbert space dimension of d . A state |ψ〉 is described by
|ψ〉 =
∑
σ1...σN
ψσ1,...,σN |σ1〉 . . . |σN 〉, (A.3)
where σi = 1, . . . , d labels the local basis states of site i . In general, the size of the coefficient
space ψ scales with O(d N ). This can be rewritten in a matrix decomposition of the form
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Figure A.1. The current site with effective basis sets.
(A.2) with a set of N times d matrices A[σ k ] (see section A.2.3 for details). Formally, this
decomposition has two open indices, namely the first index of A[σ 1] and the second index of
A[σ N ], as A[σ 1] and A[σ N ] are not multiplied onto a matrix to the left and the right, respectively.
For periodic boundary conditions these two indices would be connected by a trace over the
matrix decomposition, giving a scalar. In the case of open boundary conditions, the two indices
range only over one value (see section A.2.3), i.e. the matrix decomposition is a 1 × 1 matrix,
which is a scalar.
If these A-matrices are sufficiently large this decomposition is formally exact, but since
that would require A-matrices of exponentially large size, such an exact description is only
of academic interest. The reason why the A-matrices are introduced is that they offer a very
intuitive strategy for reducing the numerical resources needed to describe a given quantum state.
This strategy involves limiting the dimensions of these matrices by systematically using SVD
and retaining only the set of largest singular values. The A-matrices can be chosen much smaller
while still giving a very good approximation of the state |ψ〉.
Selecting a certain site k, the state can be rewritten in the form (A.1). The effective
‘left’ basis |lk〉 =
∑
σ1...σk−1
A[σ1] . . . A[σk−1] |σ1〉 . . . |σk−1〉 describes the sites j = 1, . . . , k − 1;
the effective ‘right’ basis |rk〉 similarly describes the sites j = k + 1, . . . , N . Site k is called
the current site, as the description of the state makes explicit only the A-matrix of this site (see
figure A.1).
So far (A.3) and (A.1) are equivalent, but now we have a representation of the state that
allows a convenient truncation of the total Hilbert space, used for the description of an MPS. For
example, if we introduce a parameter D and truncate all effective Hilbert spaces of all sites to the
dimension D, each A[σ k ]-matrix has at most the dimension D × D. This reduces the resources
used to describe a state from O(d N ) for the full many-body Hilbert space down to O(ND2d).
This is linear in the system size, assuming that the size required for D to accurately describe
the state grows significantly slower than linearly in N . This, in fact, turns out to be the case for
ground state calculations [35]. Details of this truncation procedure and estimates of the resulting
error are described in section A.2.5.
A.2.2. Global view and local view. MPSs can be viewed in two alternative ways: a global view
and a local view. Both views are equivalent and both have their applications. In the global view
the state is expressed as in (A.2), i.e. the effective Hilbert spaces have been used ‘only’ to reduce
resources. The state is stored in the A-matrices, but the effective basis sets will be contracted
out. This perception has to be handled very carefully, because contracting out the effective basis
sets leads to higher costs in resources! In the local view the state is expressed as in (A.1). It is
called local because there is one special site, the current site, and all other sites are combined
in effective orthonormalized basis sets. Usually, the local view is used iteratively for every site.
In this perception, we need effective descriptions of operators contributing to the Hamiltonian
acting on other sites than the current site (see section A.2.8).
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A.2.3. Details of the A-matrices. The A-matrices have some useful properties that hold
independently of the truncation scheme used to limit the effective Hilbert spaces. First of all, we
note that by construction dim(Hrk−1)≡ dim(Hlk ); otherwise the matrix products in (A.2) would
be ill-defined. Based on this, we can find another interpretation of the A-matrices in the local
view. The part of the chain to the left of site k (where k is far from the ends for simplicity) is
described by the effective basis |lk〉, which is built of truncated A-matrices:
|lk〉 =
∑
σ1,...,σk−1
(
A[σ1] . . . A[σk−1]
)
1lk
|σ1〉 . . . |σk−1〉
=
∑
σk−1
∑
lk−1
∑
σ1,...,σk−2
(
A[σ1] . . . A[σk−2]
)
1lk−1
|σ1〉 . . . |σk−2〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
|lk−1〉
A[σk−1]lk−1,lk |σk−1〉
=
∑
σk−1,lk−1
A[σk−1]lk−1lk |lk−1〉 |σk−1〉. (A.4)
The A[σ k−1]-matrix maps the effective left basis |lk−1〉 together with the local |σk−1〉 basis onto
the effective left basis |lk〉! The same argument applied on the effective right basis of site k leads
to the transformation of |rk+1〉 and |σk+1〉 into |rk〉 via the A[σ k+1]-matrix:
|rk〉 =
∑
σk+1,rk+1
A[σk+1]rkrk+1 |σk+1〉 |rk+1〉. (A.5)
So far, this may be any transformation, but in order to deal with properly orthonormal basis sets,
we may impose unitarity on the transformation (see below).
The A-matrices towards the ends of the chain have to be discussed separately. The use of
open boundary conditions implies that we have a one-dimensional effective state space to the
left of site 1 and the right of site N , respectively, both representing the empty state. This implies
that dim(Hl1)= 1 = dim(HrN ). Moving inwards from the ends of the chain, the effective Hilbert
spaces acquire dimension d1, d2, . . . until they become larger than D and need to be truncated.
Correspondingly, the dimension of matrix A[σ k ] is Dk−1 × Dk , where Dk = min(dk, d N−k, D).
There is no truncation needed if dim(Hlk ) ∗ d = dim(Hrk ) or dim(Hrk ) ∗ d = dim(Hlk ). In these
cases we simply choose A(lkσk)rk = 1 and Alk(rkσk) = 1, respectively.
Summarizing, the A-matrices have two functions. If site i is the current site in (A.1), the
A[σ i ]-matrices represent the state, i.e. its coefficients specify the linear combination of basis
states |lk〉, |σk〉 and |rk〉. On the other hand, if not the current site, the A-matrices are used as a
mapping to build the effective orthonormal basis for the current site, as we describe next:
Orthonormal basis sets. In the local view, the whole system is described by the A-matrices of
the current site k in the effective left basis, the effective right basis and the local basis of site k.
A priori, the basis states form an orthonormal set only for the local basis set, but we may ask
for the effective basis sets |l〉 and |r〉4 to be orthonormal, too, i.e. require them to obey:〈
l ′
∣∣l〉 = δl ′l,
(A.6)〈
r ′
∣∣r 〉 = δr ′r .
4 From now on, the index k is only displayed when several sites are involved. For the current site or in the case
when only one A-matrix is considered, the index will be dropped.
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(a)
(b)
Figure A.2. Graphical representation of an MPS in (a) the global view and
(b) the local view.
This immediately implies the following condition on the A[σ j ]-matrices, using (A.4) and (A.5)
(for a derivation, see section A.5.1):∑
σ j
A[σ j ]
†
A[σ j ] = 1 for j < k,
(A.7)∑
σ j
A[σ j ] A[σ j ]
†
= 1 for j > k.
The orthonormality (A.6) for both the left and right basis states holds only for the current site.
For the other sites there is always only one orthonormal effective basis.
Graphical representation. MPSs can be depicted in a convenient graphical representation (see
figure A.2). In this representation, A-matrices are displayed as boxes and A[σ k ] is replaced by
Ak for brevity. Indices correspond to links from the boxes. The left link connects to the effective
left basis, the right link to the right one, and the link at the bottom to the local basis. Sometimes
indices are explicitly written on the links to emphasize the structure of the sketch. Connected
links denote a summation over the indices (also called contraction) of the corresponding A[σ ]-
matrices. At the boundaries of the chain, a cross is used to indicate the vacuum state.
A.2.4. Orthonormalization of effective basis states. We now describe how an arbitrary MPS
state can be rewritten into a form where its local view with respect to a given site has
orthonormal left and right basis states. It should be emphasized that this really just amounts
to a reshuffling of information among the state’s A-matrices without changing the state itself,
by exploiting the freedom that we can always insert any X−1 X = 1 at any position in the MPS
without altering it.
Assume site k to be the current site and assume that it has an orthonormal left basis (the
latter is automatically fulfilled for k = 1). We need a procedure to ensure that when the current
site is switched to site k + 1, this site, too, will have an orthonormal left basis. (This is required
for the orthonormality properties used in the proof in section A.5.1. A similar procedure can be
used to ensure that site k − 1 has an orthonormal right basis provided k has such a basis.) For
this purpose we use the singular value decomposition (SVD; see section A.5.2) for which we
have to rewrite A[σ k ]lkr k by fusing the indices lk and σk:
A[σk ]lkrk =̂A(lkσk)rk =
∑
m,n
u(lkσk)msmn(v
†)nrk=̂
∑
m
u[σk ]lkm (sv
†)mrk , (A.8)
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SVD
Figure A.3. SVD of the A-matrices.
SVD
Figure A.4. Rearrangement of the A-matrices to switch the current site from site
k to k + 1.
Figure A.5. Orthonormal effective right basis for site k − 1.
where m, n and rk have the same index range (see figure A.3). Specifically, u fulfills
1 = u†u =
∑
(lkσk)
u∗(lkσk),m′u(lkσk),m , (A.9)
which is equivalent to the orthonormality condition (A.7) for the A[σ k ]-matrices.
As u replaces A[σ k ] and sv† is contracted onto A[σ k+1], this leaves the overall state unchanged
(for a graphical depiction see figure A.4):
A[σk ] A[σk+1] =
∑
(rk=lk+1)
A[σk ]lkrk A
[σk+1]
lk+1rk+1 =
∑
(rk=lk+1)
∑
m
u[σk ]lkm (sv
†)mrk A
[σk+1]
lk+1rk+1
= u[σk ](sv† Ak+1)
[σk+1] ≡ Ã[σk ] Ã[σk+1]. (A.10)
Site k + 1 now has an orthonormal effective left basis. A similar procedure works for the
effective right basis, see figure A.5. To obtain an orthonormal effective left basis for the current
site k, we start with the first site, update A[σ 1] and A[σ 2], move to the next site, update A[σ 2] and
A[σ 3], and so on until site k − 1. For an orthonormal effective right basis, we start from site N
and apply an analogous procedure in the other direction.
If the state |ψ〉 is in the local description of site k with orthonormal basis sets |lk〉, |σk〉
and |rk〉, it is now very easy to change the current site to site k ± 1, with corresponding new
orthonormal basis sets |lk±1〉, |σk±1〉 and |rk±1〉. Suppose we want to change the current site
from site k to site k + 1. Following the procedure described above, site k + 1 already has an
orthonormal right basis and all the sites left of site k fulfill the orthonormality condition. All
that is left to do is to update sites k and k + 1 to obtain an orthonormal left basis for site k + 1.
This is called a switch of the current site from site k to site k + 1. The switch from site k to site
k − 1 is done analogously.
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SVD
Figure A.6. Procedure for site update within two-site DMRG. The grey line
through the s indicates that s is the diagonal matrix of singular values.
A.2.5. Hilbert space truncation. A central ingredient in the variational optimization of the
ground state (see section A.3.1 below) is the truncation of the effective Hilbert spaces associated
with a given A-matrix. The strategy for truncating the effective Hilbert spaces is completely
analogous to the original DMRG formulation [25]. The DMRG truncation scheme is based
on discarding that part of the Hilbert space on which a certain density matrix has sufficiently
small weight. There are two ways to obtain an appropriate reduced density matrix: two-site
DMRG [3]–[5] and one-site DMRG [5]. The crucial difference between the two is that one-site
DMRG is strictly variational in the sense that the energy is monotonically decreasing with each
step, whereas in two-site DMRG the energy may (slightly) increase in some steps, but with the
advantage that the cutoff dimension can be chosen dynamically in each step.
Two-site DMRG. Two-site DMRG arises when variationally optimizing two sites at a time.
We consider two current sites, say k and k + 1, and we may choose the cutoff dimension
site-dependent: D → Dk ≡ dim(Hlk ). Following section A.2.4, we assume site k to have an
orthonormal left basis and site k + 1 to have an orthonormal right basis. After contracting the
indices connecting A[σ k ] and A[σ k+1] (see figure A.6), the state is described by A[σ kσ k+1]lkr k+1 . In this
description, we may optimize the ground state locally by variationally minimizing the ground
state energy with respect to A[σ kσ k+1]lkr k+1 (see section A.3.1). Afterwards, we need to decompose
A[σ kσ k+1]lkr k+1 into A
[σ k ] and A[σ k+1] again. This can be accomplished via SVD (see section A.5.2)
by fusing the indices lk, σk → (lkσk) and rk+1, σk+1 → (rk+1σk+1) (see figure A.6) to obtain
A[σkσk+1]lkrk+1 =
∑
i u
[σk ]
lk i si(v
†)
[σk+1]
irk+1 , where i = 1 . . .min(d Dk, d Dk+2). Using the column unitarity of
u and the row unitarity of v† (see section A.5.2), we rewrite the state as
|ψ〉 =
∑
lkrk+1σkσk+1
(∑
i
u[σk ]lk i si(v
†)
[σk+1]
irk+1
)
|lk〉 |σk〉 |σk+1〉 |rk+1〉
=
∑
i
si
(∑
lkσk
u[σk ]lk i |lk〉 |σk〉
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
|l̃i 〉
( ∑
rk+1σk+1
(v†)
[σk+1]
irk+1
|σk+1〉 |rk+1〉
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
|r̃i 〉
=
∑
i
si |l̃i〉 |r̃i〉 , (A.11)
where the new set of basis states |l̃i〉 and |r̃i〉 is orthonormal with 〈l̃i ′|l̃i〉 = δi ′i and 〈r̃i ′|r̃i〉 = δi ′i .
This representation of the state may be seen as residing on the bond between k and k + 1, with
effective orthonormal basis sets for the parts of the system to the left and right of the bond.
Reduced density matrices for these parts of the system, obtained by tracing out the respective
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complementary part, have the form:
ρ[L] =
∑
i
s2i |l̃i〉〈l̃i | , ρ
[R]
=
∑
i
s2i |r̃i〉 〈r̃i | . (A.12)
The standard DMRG truncation scheme amounts to truncating ρ[L] and ρ[R] according to their
singular values si . We could either keep all singular values greater than a certain cutoff, thereby
specifying a value for Dk+1 between 1 and min(dDk, dDk+2), or alternatively choose Dk = D
to be site independent for simplicity. This step makes the method not strictly variational,
since we discard some part of the Hilbert space, which could increase the energy. It turns
out that this potential increase of energy is negligible in practice. We can obtain a measure
for the information lost due to truncation by using the von Neumann entropy S = −tr(ρ ln ρ),
given by
ε ≡ −
∑
i>D
s2i ln(s
2
i ), (A.13)
where
∑
s2i = 1 due to the normalization of |ψ〉.
One-site DMRG. One-site DMRG arises when variationally optimizing one site at a time. In
contrast to two-site DMRG, one-site DMRG does not easily allow for dynamical truncation
during the calculation. (It is possible in principle to implement the latter, but if one decides to
use dynamical truncation, it would be advisable to do so using two-site DMRG.) The truncation
is fixed by the initial choice of D, but it is still possible to determine an estimate on the error of
this truncation by analysing the reduced density matrix. Starting from an expression for the full
density matrix in the local view (the current site k with orthonormal effective basis sets)
ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ | =
(∑
lrσ
A[σ ]lr |l〉|σ 〉|r〉
)(∑
l ′r ′σ ′
A[σ
′]
l ′r ′
∗
〈l ′|〈σ ′|〈r ′|
)
=
∑
lrσ l ′r ′σ ′
A[σ ]lr A
[σ ′]
l ′r ′
∗
|l〉〈l ′||σ 〉〈σ ′||r〉〈r ′|, (A.14)
we trace out the effective right basis and obtain a reduced density matrix for the current site and
the left part of the system:
ρ[lk+1] =
∑
lrσ l ′σ ′
A[σ ]lr A
[σ ′]
l ′r
∗
|l〉〈l ′||σ 〉〈σ ′|. (A.15)
This reduced density matrix carries the label lk+1 because it corresponds precisely to the density
matrix |lk+1〉〈l ′k+1|. So if we switch the current site from site k to site k + 1, we can check the
error of the truncation of Hlk+1 . Fusing the indices l and σ , we obtain
ρ[lk+1] =
∑
lrσ l ′σ ′
A(lσ)r A
∗
(l ′σ ′)r |(lσ)〉〈(l
′σ ′)|
=
∑
lrσ l ′σ ′
A(lσ)r(A
†)r(l ′σ ′)|(lσ)〉〈(l
′σ ′)|
=
∑
lσ l ′σ ′
(AA†)(lσ)(l ′σ ′)|(lσ)〉〈(l
′σ ′)|. (A.16)
We do not need to diagonalize the coefficient matrix AA† to obtain the largest weights in the
density matrix, because we obtain its eigenvalues as a byproduct of the following manipulations
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(a) (b)
Figure A.7. Scalar product, computed in two different orders. (a) First, all
A-matrices of |ψ〉 and |ψ ′〉 are contracted and then contraction over the local
indices is carried out. (b) First, for site 1, we contract over the local indices of
A1 and A′1. Then we contract over the effective index between A1 and A2 and
afterwards over the indices between the resulting object and (A′2)
∗. Proceeding
over the whole chain yields the scalar product.
anyway [5]. To switch the current site we need to apply a SVD (see section A.2.4) and
obtain A = usv† (this is not the usual A-matrix, but the index-fused form). This directly yields
AA† = usv†vsu† = us2u†, which corresponds to the diagonalization of ρ[lk+1], implying that the
weights of the density matrix are equal to s2. Of course this works also for the right effective
basis. With such an expression, we can check whether the effective Hilbert space dimension D
of Hlk+1 is too small or not. For example, we could ask for the smallest singular value sD to be
at least n orders of magnitude smaller than the largest one s1, i.e. the respective weights in the
density matrix would be 2n orders of magnitude apart. If the singular values do not decrease
that rapidly, we have to choose a greater D.
A.2.6. Scalar product. The scalar product of two states |ψ〉 and |ψ ′〉 is one of the simplest
operations we can perform with MPSs. It is calculated most conveniently in the global view
because then we do not need to care about orthonormalization of the A-matrices:
〈ψ ′|ψ〉 =
〈
σ ′1
∣∣ . . . 〈σ ′N ∣∣ ∑
σ ′1...σ
′
N
(A′[σ
′
1] . . . A′[σ
′
N ])∗
∑
σ1...σN
(A[σ1] . . . A[σN ]) |σ1〉 . . . |σN 〉
=
∑
σ1...σN
(A′[σ1] . . . A′[σN ])∗(A[σ1] . . . A[σN ]), (A.17)
using the orthonormality of the local basis 〈σ ′k|σl〉 = δklδσ ′kσk . In principle, the order in which
these contractions are carried out is irrelevant, but in practice it is possible to choose an
order in which this summation over the full Hilbert space is carried out very efficiently by
exploiting the one-dimensional structure of the matrix product state (see figure A.7 for a
graphical explanation). For details of the numerical costs, see section A.5.3. In method (a),
after contracting all A-matrices of |ψ〉 and |ψ ′〉, we have to perform a contraction over the full
Hilbert space, i.e. a 1 × d N matrix is multiplied with a d N × 1 matrix. This contraction is of
order O(d N ), which is completely unfeasible for practical purposes. In method (b), the most
‘expensive’ contraction is in the middle of the chain, say at site k, and it is of order O(d D3).
Here the A-matrices are viewed as three-index objects Alkr kσ k with dimension D × D × d. All
sites left of site k are represented by a D × D matrix, say L lkl ′k . Contracting this with the matrix
at site k yields the object
∑
lk
L lkl ′k Alkrkσk , which has dimensions D × D × d, and since the sum
contains D terms, the overall cost is O(d D3). Thus, in practice, method (b) is rather efficient
and renders such calculations feasible in practice.
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Figure A.8. Partial products associated with site k.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure A.9. Reduced density matrix (a) ρ{k} for site k, (b) ρ{kk′} for sites k and k ′,
where k < l < k ′, and (c) for two superclusters to the left of site k and the right
of site k ′, respectively, which are described in terms of MPS basis states |lk〉 and
|rk′〉, respectively, where k < l < k ′.
Partial product. Sometimes it is required to calculate a product over only a part of the MPS.
This is done the same way as the scalar product
(P [Lk ])lk l ′k ≡
∑
σ1...σk−1
(
A[σ1] . . . A[σk−1]
)∗
l ′k
(
A[σ1] . . . A[σk−1]
)
lk
, (A.18)
(P [Rk ])rkr ′k ≡
∑
σk+1...σN
(
A[σk+1] . . . A[σN ]
)∗
r ′k
(
A[σk+1] . . . A[σN ]
)
rk
, (A.19)
(P [kk
′])rkr
′
k ,lk′ l
′
k′
≡
∑
σk+1...σk′−1
(
A[σk+1] . . . A[σk′−1]
)∗
r ′k l
′
k′
(
A[σk+1] . . . A[σk′−1]
)
rk lk′
. (A.20)
Note that P [Lk ] and P [Rk ] are matrices in the indices lk and rk , respectively (see figure A.8). In
fact, they correspond to the overlap matrices 〈l ′k|lk〉 and 〈r
′
k|rk〉, respectively.
A.2.7. Reduced density matrix. The pure density matrix given by the MPS |ψ〉 is defined as
ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ |. To describe only a part of the system, we need to calculate the reduced density
matrix. Let I be a set of sites and σs = {σk∈I } a fused index for their local states. Tracing out all
other sites with combined index σb = {σk 6∈I }, we obtain
ρI =
∑
σ1...σNσ
′
1...σ
′
N
δσbσ
′
b
(A[σ
′
1] . . . A[σ
′
N ])∗(A[σ1] . . . A[σN ])|σs〉〈σ
′
s |. (A.21)
This is a completely general expression, but in the cases where I = {k} or I = {k, k ′} it reduces
to (see figure A.9)
ρ{k} = P
[Lk ](A[σk ] ⊗ A[σ
′
k ]
∗
)P [Rk ]|σk〉〈σ
′
k|, (A.22)
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(a) (b)
Figure A.10. The k-left representation of (a) the operator B, obtained from its
(k − 1)-local-representation, and (b) the operator C , obtained from its (k − 1)-
left-representation.
Figure A.11. Iterative calculation of the k-left-description of an operator B, given
in the i-local-description, by (A.24) and (A.25) for any k > i .
ρ{kk′} = P
[Lk ](A[σk ] ⊗ A[σ
′
k ]
∗
)P [kk
′](A[σk′ ] ⊗ A[σ
′
k′
]∗)P [Rk′ ]|σk〉|σk′〉〈σ
′
k|〈σ
′
k′|. (A.23)
A similar strategy can be used to calculate the density matrices needed for the main text,
by contracting out the σk’s for all sites except those involved in the clusters A, B or A ∪ B. In
fact, (A.23) gives ρ̂ A∪B for two clusters of size 1 at sites k and k ′.
A.2.8. Operators in an effective basis. Let k be the current site with orthonormal effective
basis sets |lk〉 and |rk〉. Consider an operator B, which acts on the local basis of site k − 1 only,
with matrix elements Bσ ′k−1σ k−1 = 〈σ
′
k−1|B|σk−1〉. We call this the (k − 1)-local-representation
of B. To represent B in the effective left basis of site k, called the k-left-representation of B, we
use the transformation properties of A[σ k−1] (see figure A.10),
〈l ′k|B|lk〉 =
〈l ′k−1|〈σ ′k−1| ∑
l ′k−1σ
′
k−1
A
[σ ′k−1]
l ′k−1l
′
k
∗
 Bσ ′k−1σk−1
 ∑
lk−1σk−1
A[σk−1]lk−1lk |lk−1〉|σk−1〉

=
∑
lk−1σ ′k−1σk−1
A
[σ ′k−1]
lk−1l ′k
∗
A[σk−1]lk−1lk Bσ ′k−1σk−1, (A.24)
where the only condition to derive these results was that site k − 1 has an orthonormal effective
left basis. Similarly, if the (k − 1)-left-representation of an operator C is known, its k-left-
representation can be obtained via (see figure A.10)〈
l ′k
∣∣C |lk〉 = ∑
lk−1l ′k−1σk−1
A[σk−1]l ′k−1l ′k
∗
A[σk−1]lk−1lk Cl ′k−1lk−1 . (A.25)
Equations (A.24) and (A.25) can be used iteratively to transcribe the i-local-representation
of B into its k-left-representation for any k > i (see figure A.11). This reasoning also applies to
the right site of site k and hence it is possible to obtain a description of any local operator on
any site.
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Figure A.12. The ( j + 1)-left-representation of the operators C , given in the
j-local-representation, and B, given in the j-left-representation.
(a) (b)
Figure A.13. The nearest-neighbour hopping term c†kck+1 acting on |ψ〉 in (a) the
global view and (b) the local view.
To obtain a description of a pair of local operators acting on different sites, we have to
transcribe them step by step. Let site k be the current site with orthonormal effective basis sets
and B and C two operators acting locally on sites i and j , respectively (i < j < k). Firstly, we
obtain the j-left-representation of B, namely Bl ′ j l j , as described above. Then both operators are
transformed together into the ( j + 1)-left-representation (see figure A.12),〈
l ′j+1
∣∣ (BC) ∣∣l j+1〉= ∑
l j l ′jσ jσ
′
j
A
[σ ′j ]
l ′j l
′
j+1
∗
A
[σ j ]
l j l j+1 Bl ′j l j Cσ ′jσ j , (A.26)
which in turn can be transformed iteratively into the desired k-left-representation of the
operators B and C .
A.2.9. Local operators acting on |ψ〉. Any combination of operators can be calculated directly
in the global view or in the local view via the effective descriptions introduced in the previous
section.
Global view. The operators, known in the local basis of the site they are acting on, are
contracted directly with the corresponding A-matrix. For example, the formula for a nearest-
neighbour hopping term c†kck+1 (see figure A.13) reads as
c†kck+1|ψ〉 =
∑
σ1...σN
∑
σ ′k
(c†k)σ ′kσk
∑
σ ′k+1
(ck+1)σ ′k+1σk+1
 (A[σ1] . . . A[σN ])
× |σ1〉 . . . |σk−1〉|σ
′
k〉|σ
′
k+1〉|σk+2〉 . . . |σN 〉. (A.27)
Local view. Let k be the current site with orthonormal effective basis sets. If we want to
evaluate operators acting on other sites than the current site k, we need an effective description
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(a) (b)
Figure A.14. The expectation value of the nearest-neighbour hopping c†kck+1 in
(a) the global view and (b) the local view.
Figure A.15. One complete sweep.
of these operators in one of the effective basis sets of site k to contract these operators with the
A-matrix of the current site. For example, to calculate the action of the nearest-neighbour
hopping term c†kck+1 on |ψ〉 = A
[σ k ]
lr |l〉|σk〉|r〉, we need (c
†
k)σ ′kσ k and (ck+1)r ′r to obtain (see
figure A.13)
c†kck+1|ψ〉 =
∑
rσk
∑
σ ′k
(
c†k
)
σ ′kσk
(∑
r ′
(ck+1)r ′r
)
A[σk ]lr |l〉|σ
′
k〉|r
′
〉. (A.28)
A.2.10. Expectation values. Expectation values are merely the scalar product between the state
with itself including the action of an operator and can be easily worked out in both the global
view and the local view (see figure A.14). Since both methods are equivalent, the local variant
is much more efficient as it involves many fewer matrix multiplications. However, it requires
careful orthonormalization of the remainder of the A-matrices. The iterative scheme, introduced
in section A.3, allows for that and works in the local picture.
A.3. Variational optimization scheme
The basic techniques introduced in the previous sections are the building blocks for DMRG
sweeps, an iterative scheme to determine the ground state in the usual DMRG sense. This
scheme starts at some site as current site, for example the first site where truncation occurs,
and minimizes the energy of |ψ〉 with respect to that site. Afterwards the current site is shifted
to the next site, and the energy of |ψ〉 with respect to that site is minimized. This is repeated
until the last site where truncation occurs is reached and the direction of the switches is reversed.
When the starting site is reached again, one sweep has been finished (see figure A.15). These
sweeps are repeated until |ψ〉 converges.
A.3.1. Energy minimization of the current site. In order to find the ground state of the system
we have to minimize the energy E = 〈ψ |H |ψ〉 of the matrix product state |ψ〉 with the
constraint that the norm of |ψ〉 must not change. Introducing λ as Lagrange multiplier to ensure
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Figure A.16. The minimization problem expressed in the current site.
proper normalization, we arrive at the problem of determining
min
|ψ〉
(〈ψ | H |ψ〉 − λ 〈ψ |ψ〉) . (A.29)
In the sweeping procedure introduced above, the current site is changed from one site to the
next and the energy is minimized in each local description. Thus, we need (A.29) in terms of
the parameters of the current site. Let us describe how to do this for the case of one-site DMRG,
where the A-matrices are optimized one site at a time. (The procedure for two-site DMRG is
entirely analogous, except that it involves combining A-matrices of two neighbouring sites by
fusing their indices to obtain a combined two-site A-matrix; see section A.2.5.) Inserting (A.1)
into (A.29) yields (see figure A.16)
min
A[σ ]
( ∑
lrσ l ′r ′σ ′
A[σ
′]
l ′r ′
∗
Hl ′r ′σ ′lrσ A
[σ ]
lr − λ
∑
lrσ
A[σ ]lr
∗
A[σ ]lr
)
, (A.30)
where Hl ′r ′σ ′lrσ = 〈l ′|〈σ ′|〈r ′|H |l〉|σ 〉|r〉 is the Hamiltonian expressed in the two orthonormal
effective basis sets and the local basis of the current site.
The multidimensional minimization problem (A.29) has been transformed to a local
minimization problem where one A-matrix (or two) is optimized at a time and all others are
kept constant. Such a procedure could, in principle, cause the system to get stuck in a local
minimum in energy, but experience shows that the procedure works well [5], especially in the
presence of a gap.
To obtain a solution for (A.30), we differentiate the equation with respect to A[σ
′]∗
l ′r ′ (this is
possible because the Hilbert space has a Hermitian scalar product) and obtain
0 =
∑
l ′r ′σ ′
Hl ′r ′σ ′lrσ A
[σ ]
lr − λA
[σ ′]
l ′r ′ . (A.31)
The matrix elements Hl ′r ′σ ′lrσ may be calculated easily using the techniques introduced in
section A.2 (see section A.3.2 for details). Changing to matrix notation and replacing λ with
E0 in anticipation of its interpretation as an energy, we obtain an eigenvalue equation:
H A[σ ]lr |l〉 |σ 〉 |r〉 = E0 A
[σ ]
lr |l〉 |σ 〉 |r〉 . (A.32)
The minimization problem reduces to a local eigenvalue problem, which can be solved by
standard techniques. The full Hilbert space of the current site has dimension d D2 and may
become large, but it is not necessary to determine the full spectrum of H , since we are interested
only in the ground state. The Lanczos algorithm is an effective algorithm to achieve exactly
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Figure A.17. Iterative calculation of the operator H (k+1)L . The sum over i indicates
that H (k)L• has the form
∑
i H
(k)
L ,i ⊗ H
(k)
•,i , where H
(k)
L ,i acts only on sites k
′ < k and
H (k)i,• acts only on site k. The calculation of H
(k−1)
R works analogously.
that. The advantage of this algorithm is that we only have to compute H |ψ〉, which saves much
effort. The Lanczos algorithm produces as output the ground state eigenvalue and eigenvector.
The latter gives the desired optimized version of the matrix Aσlr , which then has to be rewritten
(with or without Hilbert space truncation, as needed) into a form that satisfies the orthonormality
requirements of the left and right basis sets, as described in section A.2.4.
A.3.2. Sweeping details. Before the actual sweeping may be started we have to set up an
initial state, prepare a current site with orthonormal effective basis sets and calculate effective
descriptions of operators that are part of the Hamiltonian. After this initialization we may
determine the ground state with respect to this current site and shift the current site to the next
site. That current site again has orthonormal effective basis sets due to the switching procedure
introduced in section A.2.4, but we also need effective representations of the operators acting in
the Hamiltonian. At this step the structure of the MPS saves much effort, as most of the needed
representations are already calculated.
Structure of the Hamiltonian terms. The Hamiltonian Hl ′r ′σ ′lrσ , acting in the space spanned by
the states |l〉, |σ 〉 and |r〉, breaks up into several terms:
Hl ′r ′σ ′lrσ = 1l ′l ⊗ (H•)σ ′σ ⊗ 1r ′r + (HL)l ′l ⊗ 1σ ′σ ⊗ 1r ′r + 1l ′l ⊗ 1σ ′σ ⊗ (HR)r ′r
+ (HL•)l ′lσ ′σ ⊗ 1r ′r + 1l ′l ⊗ (H•R)r ′rσ ′σ + (HL•R)l ′lr ′rσ ′σ , (A.33)
where the indices denote on which parts of the system the respective term acts on (L and R
indicate left and right of the current site, respectively, and • indicates action on the current site).
Of course, the six terms of (A.33) depend on the current site k: H (k)
•
, H (k)L , H
(k)
R , H
(k)
L• , H
(k)
•R and
H (k)L•R. The terms (HL)l ′l and (HR)r ′r contain all terms that involve only sites k
′ < k and k ′ > k,
respectively. The iterative structure of the method directly yields the following equalities:
H (k+1)L = H
(k)
L + H
(k)
L• + H
(k)
•
, (A.34)
H (k−1)R = H
(k)
•
+ H (k)
•R + H
(k)
R , (A.35)
where the terms on the rhs are meant to be expressed in the effective basis of the operator on the
lhs (see figure A.17).
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Initialization. First of all we need an initial MPS, which is most conveniently chosen to consist
of identity transformations at the ends of the chain (see section A.2.3) and random A-matrices
for the rest of the chain. We take the first site where Hilbert space truncation is applied as
current site k and obtain an orthonormal effective right basis (the effective left basis is already
orthonormal) using the orthonormalization procedure introduced in section A.2.4 starting from
site N . Additionally, it is convenient, while dealing with site N , to calculate and store the
operator H (N−1)R (see equation (A.35)) and the effective description of all operators of site N
that contribute to H (k)
•R and H
(k)
L•R in the effective right basis of site N − 1 (see section A.2.8).
This ensures, when the sweeping procedure reaches site N − 1, that all necessary operators
are already calculated. This is repeated from site N down to site k + 1 and similarly for the
sites k ′ < k in the other direction. The result of these initialization steps is that we have a
current site k with orthonormal effective basis sets, effective descriptions of the Hamiltonian
terms H (k)L and H
(k)
R and effective descriptions of all operators contributing to H
(k)
L• , H
(k)
•R and
H (k)L•R. Moreover, with an appropriate extension to the switching procedure of section A.2.4, all
effective descriptions for other current sites are available for use when needed in future sweeping
steps.
Extended switching procedure. The switching procedure of section A.2.4 is applied as before.
Additionally, depending on the direction of the switch, H (k+1)L or H
(k−1)
R are calculated and stored
as well as the operators needed for the Hamiltonian (A.33). This extended switching ensures that
for the new current site all required operators are calculated if they had been for the old current
site.
Complete ground state calculation. The methods introduced above make the procedure for
determining the ground state very efficient as the global problem is mapped onto many local
problems involving only a few terms to calculate. The iterative structure of the MPSs and the
effective Hamiltonian terms strongly increase the efficiency. A full ground state calculation
consists of:
(i) Initialization as described above.
(ii) Full sweeps from site K to site K ′ and back to site K , with sites K and K ′ being the first
and last sites where the effective Hilbert spaces are truncated.
(iii) After each sweep i the overlap 〈ψi−1|ψi〉 between the state before and after the sweep
is calculated. If the MPS does not change any more, stop the sweeping. A criterion, for
example, for when to stop would be to require that
|〈ψi−1|ψi〉 − 〈ψi−2|ψi−1〉|
|〈ψi−1|ψi〉|
6 ε, (A.36)
where ε is a small control parameter, typically of order 10−10.
Numerical costs. The step with the most impact on the numerical costs of the algorithm is the
calculation of H |ψ〉 in the Lanczos method. This method is an iterative scheme using several
Lanczos steps, of which usually less than 100 are needed for one ground state calculation. Each
Lanczos step calculates H |ψ〉 exactly once. This calculation basically consists of elementary
matrix multiplications, see section A.5.3 for details of the numerical costs of such calculations.
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All of the six terms introduced in (A.33) are not equally time consuming. Most of them contain
identity maps that do not need to be carried out and thus the term HL•R is the most time
consuming, requiring operations of order O(d D2(2D + d)). The total numerical cost for the
minimization process is
C = NSweep × 2N × NLanczos × (d D
2(2D + d)), (A.37)
where NSweep is the number of sweeps, N the chain length and NLanczos the number of Lanczos
steps. In practice the cutoff dimension is significantly higher than the local Hilbert space
dimension d and thus (A.37) is nearly linear in d .
A.4. Abelian symmetries
MPSs can be easily adapted to properly account for conserved quantum numbers, representing
the global symmetries of the Hamiltonian. We will limit ourselves to Abelian symmetries,
meaning that the irreducible representation of the symmetry group is Abelian, as these are easily
implemented, which is not necessarily the case for non-Abelian symmetries [36].
An Abelian symmetry allows a quantum number Q to be attached to every state. The
property that the symmetry is Abelian manifests itself in that this quantum number is strictly
additive. For two states |Q1〉 and |Q2〉, the quantum number of the direct product of these two
states is given by |Q1〉 ⊗ |Q2〉 = |Q1 + Q2〉. For example, if the Hamiltonian commutes with the
number operator for the full system, the quantum number Q could represent particle number.
For MPSs, the introduction of Abelian symmetries has the consequence that the A-matrix
A[σ ]lr may be written as (A
Qσ
Ql Qr )
γ σ
αlβr
. Here Qσ , Ql and Qr are the quantum numbers attached to the
local, left effective and right effective basis, respectively. The index αl distinguishes different
states |Ql, αl〉 characterized by the same quantum number Ql , and similarly for |Qr , βr〉 and
|Qσ , γσ 〉. If A describes, for example, the mapping of the |l〉-basis of the left block together
with the local basis to a combined (truncated) |r〉-basis, then the only nonzero blocks of the
A-matrix are those for which Qσ + Ql = Qr . For the current site, the total symmetry Qtot of
the full quantum many-body state manifests itself in that the corresponding A-matrix fulfills
Ql + Qr + Qσ = Qtot.
For the handling of MPSs, quantum numbers imply a significant amount of bookkeeping,
i.e. for every coefficient block we have to store its quantum number. The benefit is that we can
deal with large effective state spaces at a reasonable numerical cost. The Lanczos algorithm, in
particular, takes advantage of the block structure.
Of course, the treatment of Abelian symmetries is generic and not limited to only one
symmetry. We may incorporate as many symmetries as exist for a given Hamiltonian, by writing
Q as a vector of the corresponding quantum numbers.
A.5. Additional details
A.5.1. Derivation of the orthonormality condition. The orthonormality condition (A.7) is
easily derived by induction. The starting point is condition (A.6) and we confine ourselves to
the derivation for the left basis. The derivation for the right basis is analogous.
The induction argument can be initialized with site k = 1 because its effective left basis
is already orthonormal as it consists only of the vacuum state. Now, consider the case that site
k has an orthonormal effective left basis and construct the condition for site k + 1 to have an
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orthonormal effective left basis:〈
l ′k+1
∣∣lk+1〉 =
∑
l ′kσ
′
k
〈
l ′k
∣∣ 〈σ ′k∣∣ A[σ ′k]l ′k l ′k+1∗
(∑
lkσk
A[σk ]lk lk+1 |lk〉 |σk〉
)
=
∑
l ′k lkσ
′
kσk
A[
σ ′k]
l ′k l
′
k+1
∗
A[σk ]lk lk+1
〈
l ′k
∣∣lk 〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
δl′k lk
〈
σ ′k
∣∣σk 〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
δσ ′kσk
=
∑
lkσk
A[σk ]lk l ′k+1
∗
A[σk ]lk lk+1
=
(∑
σk
A[σk ]
†
A[σk ]
)
l ′k+1lk+1
. (A.38)
Condition (A.7) follows with 〈l ′k+1|lk+1〉
!
= δl ′k+1lk+1 .
A.5.2. SVD. The SVD can be seen as a generalization of the spectral theorem, i.e. of the
eigenvalue decomposition. It is valid for any real or complex m × n rectangular matrix. Let
M be such a matrix; then it can be written in an SVD
M = USV †, (A.39)
where U is an m × m unitary matrix, S is an m × n matrix with real, non-negative entries on
the diagonal and with zeros off the diagonal and V is an n × n unitary matrix. The numbers on
the diagonal of S are called singular values, and there are p = min(n,m) of them. The singular
values are unique, but U and V are not, in general. It is convenient to truncate and reorder these
matrices in such a fashion that their dimensions are m × p for U , p × p for S (with the singular
values ordered in a non-increasing fashion) and n × p for V (i.e. p × n for V †). A consequence
of this truncation is that U or V is no longer quadratic and unitarity is not defined for such
matrices. This property is replaced by column unitarity (orthonormal columns) of U and row
unitarity (orthonormal rows) for V †—no matter which one is no longer quadratic. In this paper,
all SVDs are understood to be ordered in this fashion.
A.5.3. Numerical costs of index contractions. The numerical costs of matrix multiplications
and index contractions of multi-index objects depend on the dimension of both the resulting
object and of the contracted indices. In the case of matrix multiplications this is quite simple.
Consider an n × m matrix M1 multiplied by an m × p matrix M2. The result is an n × p
matrix M :
Mi j =
m∑
k=1
(M1)ik (M2)k j . (A.40)
Evidently, each of the n ∗ p matrix elements Mi j requires a sum over m products of the form
(M1)ik(M2)k j . Thus the process for calculating M1 M2 is of order O (nmp).
The numerical costs of multi-index objects are obtained analogously. Consider two multi-
index objects, M1 with indices i1, . . . , in and dimensions p1 × · · · × pn and M2 with indices
j1, . . . , jm and dimensions q1 × · · · × qm . If we contract the indices i1 and i2 of M1 with
the indices j1 and j2 of M2 (assuming that p1 = q1 and p2 = q2), we obtain the multi-index
object M :
Mi3...in j3... jm =
p1∑
k=1
p2∑
l=1
(M1)kli3...in (M2)kl j3... jm . (A.41)
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Thus, for every entry of M , p1 times p2 multiplications have to be done, so that the process is
of order O ((p3 . . . pn) (p1 p2) (q3 . . . qm)).
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Chapter 6
Anderson orthogonality
In this section we present our results about Anderson orthogonality, as introduced in
Sec. 3.5. Our first publication Anderson Orthogonality and the Numerical Renormalization
Group deals with static quantities related to AO (see Sec. 3.5.1) that is we show (i) how to
extract the AO factor ∆AO from decaying overlaps between two separate NRG calculations,
(ii) how to calculate the displaced charge ∆ch for a single state calculated with NRG, and
(iii) that all consistency checks between ∆AO, ∆ch, and ∆ph (the calculation of the latter
is known for a long time) hold with great accuracy even for complex models.
Our second publication concerning AO, Anderson Orthogonality in the Dynamics After
a Local Quantum Quench, deals with dynamical quantities related to AO (see Sec. 3.5.2).
We establish a formalism of how AO leaves its imprints in optical absorption spectra and
apply it to a simple model to illustrate some effects which will be of more importance in a
more complex context like population switching in quantum dots. For the latter, we apply
an extensive study to clarify the influence of AO.
6.1 Anderson Orthogonality and the Numerical Renor-
malization Group
PHYSICAL REVIEW B 84, 075137 (2011)
Anderson orthogonality and the numerical renormalization group
Andreas Weichselbaum, Wolfgang Münder, and Jan von Delft
Physics Department, Arnold Sommerfeld Center for Theoretical Physics, and Center for NanoScience, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität,
DE-80333 Munich, Germany
(Received 20 April 2011; published 10 August 2011)
Anderson orthogonality (AO) refers to the fact that the ground states of two Fermi seas that experience different
local scattering potentials, say |GI〉 and |GF〉, become orthogonal in the thermodynamic limit of large particle
number N , in that |〈GI|GF〉| ∼ N− 12 2AO for N → ∞. We show that the numerical renormalization group offers
a simple and precise way to calculate the exponent AO: the overlap, calculated as a function of Wilson chain
length k, decays exponentially ∼e−kα , and AO can be extracted directly from the exponent α. The results for
AO so obtained are consistent (with relative errors typically smaller than 1%) with two other related quantities
that compare how ground-state properties change upon switching from |GI〉 to |GF〉: the difference in scattering
phase shifts at the Fermi energy, and the displaced charge flowing in from infinity. We illustrate this for several
nontrivial interacting models, including systems that exhibit population switching.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.84.075137 PACS number(s): 02.70.−c, 05.10.Cc, 75.20.Hr, 78.20.Bh
I. INTRODUCTION
In 1967, Anderson considered the response of a Fermi
sea to a change in local scattering potential and made the
following observation1: The ground states |GI〉 and |GF〉 of
the Hamiltonians ĤI and ĤF describing the system before
and after the change, respectively, become orthogonal in the
thermodynamic limit, decaying with total particle number N
as
|〈GI|GF〉| ∼ N− 12 2AO , (1)
because the single-particle states comprising the two Fermi
seas are characterized by different phase shifts.
Whenever the Anderson orthogonality (AO) exponent AO
is finite, the overlap of the two ground-state wave functions
goes to zero as the system size becomes macroscopic. As a
consequence, matrix elements of the form |〈GI|Ô|GF〉|, where
Ô is a local operator acting at the site of the localized potential,
necessarily also vanish in the thermodynamic limit. This
fact has far-reaching consequences, underlying several fun-
damental phenomena in condensed matter physics involving
quantum impurity models, i.e., models describing a Fermi sea
coupled to localized quantum degrees of freedom. Examples
are the Mahan exciton (ME) and the Fermi-edge singularity2–5
(FES) in absorption spectra, and the Kondo effect6 arising
in magnetic alloys7 or in transport through quantum dots.8
For all of these, the low-temperature dynamics is governed
by the response of the Fermi sea to a sudden switch of a
local scattering potential. More recently, there has also been
growing interest in inducing such a sudden switch, or quantum
quench, by optical excitations of a quantum dot tunnel-coupled
to a Fermi sea, in which case the post-quench dynamics leaves
fingerprints, characteristic of AO, in the optical absorption or
emission line shape.9–11
The intrinsic connection of local quantum quenches to the
scaling of the Anderson orthogonality with system size can be
intuitively understood as follows. Consider an instantaneous
event at the location of the impurity at time t = 0 in a system
initially in equilibrium. This local perturbation will spread
out spatially, such that for t > 0, the initial wave function is
affected only within a radius L  vf t of the impurity, with
vf the Fermi velocity. The AO finite-size scaling in Eq. (1)
therefore directly resembles the actual experimental situation
and, in particular, allows the exponent AO to be directly
related to the exponents seen in experimental observables
at long-time scales, or at the threshold frequency in Fourier
space.12
A powerful numerical tool for studying quantum impurity
models is the numerical renormalization group (NRG),13,14
which allows numerous static and dynamical quantities to
be calculated explicitly, also in the thermodynamic limit of
infinite bath size. The purpose of this paper is to point out
that NRG also offers a completely straightforward way to
calculate the overlap |〈GI|GF〉| and hence to extract AO. The
advantage of using NRG for this purpose is that NRG is able to
deal with quantum impurity models that in general also involve
local interactions, which are usually not tractable analytically.
Although Anderson himself did not include local interactions
in his considerations,1 his prediction (1) still applies, provided
the ground states |GI,F〉 describe Fermi liquids. This is the
case for most impurity models (but not all; the two-channel
Kondo model is a notable exception). Another useful feature
of NRG is that it allows consistency checks on its results for
overlap decays since AO is known to be related to a change of
scattering phase shifts at the Fermi surface. These phase shifts
can be calculated independently, either from NRG energy flow
diagrams, or via Friedel’s sum rule from the displaced charge,
as will be elaborated below.
A further concrete motivation for the present study is
to develop a convenient tool for calculating AO exponents
for quantum dot models that display the phenomenon of
population switching.15–19 In such models, a quantum dot
tunnel-coupled to leads contains levels of different widths, and
is capacitively coupled to a gate voltage that shifts the levels
energy relative to the Fermi level of the leads. Under suitable
conditions, an (adiabatic) sweep of the gate voltage induces
an inversion in the population of these levels (a so-called
population switch), implying a change in the local potential
seen by the Fermi seas in the leads. In this paper, we verify
that the method of extracting AO from 〈GI|GF〉 works reliably
also for such models. In a separate publication,12 we will use
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this method to analyze whether AO can lead to a quantum
phase transition in such models, as suggested in Ref. 19.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In
Sec. II, we define the AO exponent AO in general terms,
and explain in Sec. III how NRG can be used to calculate it.
Section IV presents numerical results for several interacting
quantum dot models of increasing complexity: first the spinless
interacting resonant level model (IRLM), then the single-
impurity Anderson model (SIAM), followed by two models
exhibiting population switching, one for spinless and the other
for spinful electrons. In all cases, our results for AO satisfy
all consistency checks to within less than 1%.
II. DEFINITION OF ANDERSON ORTHOGONALITY
A. AO for a single channel
To set the stage, let us review AO in the context of
a free Fermi sea involving a single species or channel
of noninteracting electrons experiencing two different local
scattering potentials. The initial and final systems are described
in full by the Hamiltonians ĤI and ĤF, respectively. Let ĉ
†
ε,X|0〉
be the single-particle eigenstates of ĤX characterized by the
scattering phase shifts δX(ε), where X ∈ {I,F} and ĉ†ε,X are
fermion creation operators, and let εf be the same Fermi
energy for both Fermi seas |GX〉. Anderson showed that in
the thermodynamic limit of large particle number N → ∞,
the overlap
〈GI|GF〉 = 〈0|
∏
ε < εf
ĉε,I
∏
ε < εf
ĉ
†
ε,F|0〉 (2)
decays as in Eq. (1),1,4 where AO is equal to the difference in
single-particle phase shifts at the Fermi level
AO = ph ≡ [δF(εf ) − δI(εf )]/π . (3)
The relative sign between AO and ph (+, not −) does not
affect the orthogonality exponent 2AO, but follows standard
convention [Ref. 20, Eq. (7), or Ref. 21, Eq. (21)].
In this paper, we will compare three independent ways of
calculating AO. (i) The first approach calculates the overlap
|〈GI|GF〉| of Eq. (1) explicitly as a function of (effective)
system size. The main novelty of this paper is to point out that
this can easily be done in the framework of NRG, as will be
explained in detail in Sec. III.
(ii) The second approach is to directly calculate ph via
Eq. (3), since the extraction of phase shifts δX(εf ) from NRG
finite-size spectra is well known13: Provided that ĤX describes
a Fermi liquid, the (suitably normalized) fixed point spectrum
of NRG can be reconstructed in terms of equidistant free-
particle levels shifted by an amount determined by δX(εf ).
The many-body excitation energy of an additional particle, a
hole and a particle-hole pair, thus allow the phase shift δX(εf )
to be determined unambiguously.
(iii) The third approach exploits Friedel’s sum rule,20 which
relates the difference in phase shifts to the so-called displaced
charge ch via ch = ph. Here the displaced charge ch is
defined as the charge in units of e (i.e., the number of electrons)
flowing inward from infinity into a region of large but finite
volume, say Vlarge, surrounding the scattering location, upon
switching from ĤI to ĤF:
ch ≡ 〈GF|n̂tot|GF〉 − 〈GI|n̂tot|GI〉
≡ sea + dot . (4)
Here, n̂tot ≡ n̂sea + n̂dot, where n̂sea is the total number of
Fermi-sea electrons within Vlarge, whereas n̂dot is the local
charge of the scattering site, henceforth called “dot.”
To summarize, we have the equalities
2AO = 2ph = 2ch , (5)
where all three quantities can be calculated independently and
straightforwardly within the NRG. Thus, Eq. (5) constitutes
a strong consistency check. We will demonstrate below that
NRG results satisfy this check with good accuracy (deviations
are typically below 1%).
B. AO for multiple channels
We will also consider models involving several independent
and conserved channels (e.g., spin in spin-conserving models).
In the absence of interactions, the overall ground-state wave
function is the product of those of the individual channels.
With respect to AO, this trivially implies that each channel
adds independently to the AO exponent in Eq. (1),
2AO =
Nc∑
μ=1
2AO,μ, (6)
where μ = 1, . . . ,Nc labels the Nc different channels. We
will demonstrate below that the additive character in Eq. (6)
generalizes to systems with local interactions, provided that
the particle number in each channel remains conserved. This is
remarkable since interactions may cause the ground-state wave
function to involve entanglement between local and Fermi-sea
degrees of freedom from different channels. However, our
results imply that the asymptotic tails of the ground-state wave
function far from the dot still factorize into a product of factors
from individual channels. In particular, we will calculate the
displaced charge for each individual channel [cf. Eq. (4)]
ch,μ ≡ 〈GF|n̂tot,μ|GF〉 − 〈GI|n̂tot,μ|GI〉
≡ sea,μ + dot,μ , (7)
where n̂tot,μ = n̂sea,μ + n̂dot,μ. Assuming no interactions in the
respective Fermi seas, it follows from Friedel’s sum rule that
2AO,μ = 2ch,μ, and therefore
2AO =
Nc∑
μ=1
2ch,μ ≡ 2ch , (8)
where 2ch is the total sum of the squares of the displaced
charges of the separate channels. Equation (8) holds with great
numerical accuracy, too, as will be shown below.
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III. TREATING ANDERSON ORTHOGONALITY
USING NRG
A. General impurity models
The problem of a noninteracting Fermi sea in the presence
of a local scatterer belongs to the general class of quantum
impurity models treatable by Wilson’s NRG.13 Our proposed
approach for calculating AO applies to any impurity model
treatable by NRG. To be specific, however, we will focus here
on generalized Anderson impurity type models. They describe
Nc different (and conserved) species or channels of fermions
that hybridize with local degrees of freedom at the dot, while
all interaction terms are local.
We take both the initial and final (X ∈ {I,F}) Hamiltonians
to have the generic form ĤX = Ĥb + Ĥd,X + Ĥint. The first
term
Ĥb =
Nc∑
μ=1
∑
ε
ε ĉ†εμĉεμ (9)
describes a noninteracting Fermi sea involving Nc channels.
(Nc includes the spin index, if present.) For simplicity, we
assume a constant density of states ρμ(ε) = ρ0,μθ (D − |ε|)
for each channel with half-bandwidth D. Moreover, when
representing numerical results, energies will be measured in
units of half-bandwidth, hence D := 1. The Fermi sea is
assumed to couple to the dot only via the local operators
f̂0μ = 1√Nb
∑
ε ĉεμ and f̂
†
0μ, that, respectively, annihilate or
create a Fermi-sea electron of channel μ at the position of the
dot r = 0, with a proper normalization constant Nb to ensure
[f0μ,f
†
0μ′ ] = δμμ′ .
The second term Ĥd,X contains the noninteracting local part
of the Hamiltonian, including the dot-lead hybridization
Ĥd,X =
Nc∑
μ=1
εdμ,Xn̂dμ +
Nc∑
μ=1
√
2
μ
π
[d̂†μf̂0μ + H.c.]. (10)
Here, εdμ,X is the energy of dot level μ in the initial or
final configuration, and n̂dμ = d̂†μd̂μ is its electron number.

μ ≡ πρμV 2μ is the effective width of level μ induced by its
hybridization with channel μ of the Fermi sea, with Vμ the
μ-conserving matrix element connecting the d-level with the
bath states ĉεμ, taken independent of energy, for simplicity.
Finally, the interacting third term is given in the case of
the single-impurity Anderson model (SIAM) by the uniform
Coulomb interaction U at the impurity
Ĥ SIAMint = 12Un̂d(n̂d − 1), (11)
with n̂d =
∑
μ n̂dμ, while in the case of the interacting
resonant-level model (IRLM), the interacting part is given by
Ĥ IRLMint = U ′n̂dn̂0, (12)
with n̂0 =
∑
μ f
†
0,μf0,μ ≡
∑
μ n̂0,μ. In particular, most of our
results are for the one- or two-lead versions of the SIAM for
spinful or spinless electrons
Ĥ SIAMX = Ĥb + Ĥd,X + Ĥ SIAMint . (13)
We consider either a single dot level coupled to a single
lead (spinful, Nc = 2 : μ ∈ {↑ , ↓}), or a dot with two levels
coupled separately to two leads (spinless, Nc = 2 : μ ∈ {1,2};
spinful, Nc = 4 : μ ∈ {1↑ ,1↓ ,2↑ ,2↓}). A splitting of the
energies εdμ,X in the spin label (if any) will be referred to as
magnetic field B. We also present some results for the IRLM,
for a single channel of spinless electrons (Nc = 1):
Ĥ IRLMX = Ĥb + Ĥd,X + Ĥ IRLMint . (14)
In this paper, we focus on the case that ĤI and ĤF
differ only in the local level positions (εdμ,I = εdμ,F). It is
emphasized, however, that our methods are equally applicable
for differences between initial and final values of any other
parameters, including the case that the interactions are channel
specific, e.g.,
∑
μμ′ Uμμ′ n̂dμn̂dμ′ or
∑
μμ′ U
′
μμ′ n̂dμn̂0μ′ .
B. AO on Wilson chains
Wilson discretized the spectrum of Ĥb on a logarithmic
grid of energies ±D−k (with  > 1, k = 0,1,2, . . .), thereby
obtaining exponentially high resolution of low-energy excita-
tions. He then mapped the impurity model onto a semi-infinite
“Wilson tight-binding chain” of sites k = 0 to ∞, with the
impurity degrees of freedom coupled only to site 0. To this end,
he made a basis transformation from the set of sea operators
{ĉεμ} to a new set {f̂kμ}, chosen such that they bring Ĥb into
the tridiagonal form
Ĥb 
Nc∑
μ=1
∞∑
k=1
tk(f̂
†
kμf̂k−1,μ + H.c.) . (15)
The hopping matrix elements tk ∝ D−k/2 decrease expo-
nentially with site index k along the chain. Because of this
separation of energy scales for sufficiently large , typically
  1.7, the Hamiltonian can be diagonalized iteratively by
solving a Wilson chain of length k [restricting the sum in
Eq. (15) to the first k terms] and increasing k one site at
a time: Starting with a short Wilson chain, a new shell of
many-body eigenstates for a Wilson chain of length k, say |s〉k ,
is constructed from the states of site k and the MK lowest-lying
eigenstates of shell k − 1. The latter are the so-called kept
states |s〉Kk−1 of shell k − 1, while the remaining higher-lying
states |s〉Dk−1 from that shell are discarded.
The typical spacing between the few lowest-lying states of
shell k, i.e., the energy scale dEk , is set by the hopping matrix
element tk to the previous site, hence,
dEk  tk ∝ D−k/2. (16)
Now, for a noninteracting Fermi sea with N particles, the
mean single-particle level spacing at the Fermi energy scales
as dE ∝ D/N . This also sets the energy scale for the mean
level spacing of the few lowest-lying many-body excitations
of the Fermi sea. Equating this to Eq. (16), we conclude that
a Wilson chain of length k represents a Fermi sea with an
actual size L ∝ N , i.e., an effective number of electrons N ,
that grows exponentially with k,
N ∝ k/2 . (17)
Now consider two impurity models that differ only in
their local terms Ĥd,X, and let |GX〉k be the ground states
of their respective Wilson chains of length k, obtained via
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two separate NRG runs.9 Combining Anderson’s prediction
(1) and Eq. (17), the ground-state overlap is expected to decay
exponentially with k as
|k〈GI|GF〉k| ∝ −k2AO/4 ≡ e−αk (18)
with
2AO =
4α
log 
. (19)
Thus, the AO exponent can be determined by using NRG to
directly calculate the left-hand side of Eq. (18) as a function
of chain length k, and extracting AO from the exponent α
characterizing its exponential decay with k.
For noninteracting impurity models (U = U ′ = 0), a finite
Wilson chain represents a single-particle Hamiltonian for
a finite number of degrees of freedom that can readily be
diagonalized numerically, without the need for implementing
NRG truncation. The ground state is a Slater determinant
of those single-particle eigenstates that are occupied in the
Fermi sea. The overlap 〈GI|GF〉 is then given simply by
the determinant of a matrix whose elements are overlaps
between the I and F versions of the occupied single-particle
states. It is easy to confirm numerically in this manner that
〈GI|GF〉 ∼ e−αk , leading to the expected AO in the limit
k → ∞. We will thus focus on interacting models henceforth,
which require the use of NRG.
In the following three sections, we discuss several technical
aspects needed for calculating AO with NRG on Wilson chains.
C. Ground-state overlaps
The calculation of state space overlaps within the NRG
is straightforward, in principle,9,22 especially considering
its underlying matrix product state structure.23–25 Now, the
overlap in Eq. (18), which needs to be calculated in this
paper, is with respect to ground states as a function of Wilson
chain length k. As such, two complications can arise. (i) For a
given k, the system can have several degenerate ground states
{|s〉Xk : s ∈ G}, with the degeneracy dX,k typically different for
even and odd k. (ii) The symmetry of the ground-state space
may actually differ with alternating k between certain initial
and final configurations X ∈ {I,F}, leading to strictly zero
overlap there. A natural way to deal with (i) is to essentially
average over the degenerate ground-state spaces, while (ii) can
be ameliorated by partially extending the ground-state space
to the full kept space {|s〉Xk : s ∈ K}, as will be outlined in the
following.
The dX,k-fold degenerate ground-state subspace is de-
scribed by its projector, written in terms of the fully mixed
density matrix
ρ̂XG,k ≡
1
dX,k
dX,k∑
s∈G
|s〉Xk Xk 〈s|. (20)
It is then convenient to calculate the overlap of the ground-state
space as
z2GK (k) ≡ trFK,k
(
ρ̂IG,k
)
= 1
dI,k
∑
s∈G
∑
s ′∈K
∣∣I
k〈s|s ′〉Fk
∣∣2, (21)
where trFK,k(·) refers to the trace over the kept space at iteration
k of the final system. The final expression can be interpreted,
up to the prefactor, as the square of the Frobenius norm of
the overlap matrix Ik〈s|s ′〉Fk between the NRG states s ∈ G and
s ′ ∈ K at iteration k for the initial and final Hamiltonians,
respectively.
Note that the specific overlap in Eq. (21), as used throughout
later in this paper, not only includes the ground space of the
final system at iteration k, but rather includes the full kept
space of that system. Yet, each such overlap scales as e−αk ,
with the same exponent α for all combinations of s and s ′,
because (i) the states |s〉Ik with s ∈ G are taken from the initial
ground-state space, and (ii) the states |s ′〉Fk with s ′ ∈ K from
the final kept shell differ from a final ground state only by a
small number of excitations. Therefore, Eq. (21) is essentially
equivalent, up to an irrelevant prefactor, to strictly taking the
overlap of ground-state spaces as in z2GG(k) ≡ trFG,k(ρ̂IG,k). This
will be shown in more detail in the following. In particular, the
overlap in Eq. (21) can be easily generalized to
z2PP ′(k) ≡ trFP ′,k
(
ρ̂IP,k
)
, 0  z2PP ′(k)  1 (22)
where P (′) ∈ {G,K,∞} represents the ground-state space, the
full kept space, or the ground state taken at k → ∞ with
respect to either the initial or final system, respectively. The
overlap z2PP ′(k) in Eq. (22) then represents the fully mixed
density matrix in space P of the initial system traced over
space P ′ of the final system, all evaluated at iteration k.
A detailed comparison for several different choices of
z2PP ′(k), including z
2
GG(k), is provided in Fig. 1 for the standard
SIAM with μ ∈ {↑ , ↓}). The topmost line (identified with
legend by heavy round dot) shows the overlap Eq. (2) used as
default for calculating the overlap in the rest of the paper.
This measure is most convenient, as it reliably provides
data with a smooth k-dependence for large k, insensitive to
alternating k-dependent changes of the symmetry sector and
degeneracy of the ground-state sector of ĤX,k (note that the
exact ground-state symmetry is somewhat relative within the
NRG framework, given an essentially gapless continuum of
states of the full system). The overlap zGG (data marked by
triangle) gives the overlap of the initial and final ground-state
spaces, but is sensitive to changes in symmetry sector; in
particular, for k  28, it is nonzero for odd iterations only.
The reason as to why it can be vanishingly small for certain
iterations is, in the present case, that the initial and final
occupancies of the local level differ significantly, as seen from
the values for 〈nIdot〉 and 〈nFdot〉 specified in the panel. Therefore,
initial and final ground states can be essentially orthogonal, in
the worst case throughout the entire NRG run. Nonetheless,
the AO exponent is expected to be well defined and finite, as
reflected in zGK .
The AO measure zKK (data marked by star) is smooth
throughout, and although it is not strictly constrained to the
ground-state space at a given iteration, in either the initial or
final system, it gives the correct AO exponent, the reason being
the underlying energy scale separation of the NRG. Finally,
z∞,K = TrKF,k{ρ̂GI,∞} (data marked by squares) refers to an AO
measure that calculates the overlap of the ground-state space
of an essentially infinite initial system (i.e., k → ∞, or in
practice, the last site of the Wilson chain), with the kept space
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Anderson orthogonality for the spin-
degenerate standard SIAM for a single lead [Eq. (10), μ ∈ {↑ , ↓}],
with μ-independent parameters εd and 
 for ĤI and ĤF as specified
in the panel (the full εFd dependence of AO for fixed ε
I
d is analyzed
in more detail in Fig. 5). Several alternative measures for calculating
the AO overlap are shown, using zPP ′ (k) in Eq. (22) with P (′) ∈
{G,K,∞}, as defined in the text. All overlaps are plotted for even and
odd iterations separately to account for possible even-odd behavior
within the Wilson chain (thin solid lines with dots, and dashed lines,
respectively, while heavy symbols identify lines with corresponding
legends). If even and odd data from the same zPP ′ (k) do not lie
on the same smooth line, the combined data are also plotted (light
zigzag lines) as guides to the eye. For large k, all AO overlaps exhibit
exponential decay of equal strength. Separate fits of eλ−αk to even
and odd sectors are shown as thick solid lines, the lengths of which
indicate the fitting range used. The values for 2AO extracted from
these fits using Eq. (19) are in excellent agreement with the displaced
charge 2ch, as expected from Eq. (8). The relative error is less than
1% throughout, with the detailed values specified in the legend, and
〈4α/ ln 〉 representing the averaged value with regard to the four
measures considered.
at iteration k of the final system. Since the latter experiences
k-dependent even-odd differences, whereas the initial density
matrix ρ̂GI,∞ is independent of k, z∞,K exhibits rather strong k-
dependent oscillations. Nevertheless, their envelopes for even
and odd iterations separately decay with the same exponent α
as the other AO measures.
In summary, Fig. 1 demonstrates that all AO measures
decay asymptotically as eλ−αk , as expected from Eq. (18),
with the same exponent α, independent of the details of the
construction. These details only affect the constant prefactor λ,
which is irrelevant for the determination of AO.
D. Channel-specific exponents from chains of different lengths
Equation (6) expresses the exponent AO of the full system
in terms of the AO exponents AO,μ of the individual channels.
This equation is based on the assumption (the validity of
which, for the models studied here, is borne out by the
results presented below) that for distances sufficiently far
from the dot, the asymptotic tail of the ground-state wave
function factorizes, in effect, into independent products, one
for each channel μ. This can be exploited to calculate, in a
straightforward fashion, the individual exponent AO,μ for a
given channel μ: one simply constructs a modified Wilson
chain, which, in effect, is much longer for channel μ than for
all others. The overlap decay for large k is then dominated by
that channel.
To be explicit, the strategy is as follows. First we need
to determine when a Wilson chain is “sufficiently long” to
capture the aforementioned factorization of ground-state tails.
This will be the case beyond that chain length, say k0, for
which the NRG energy flow diagrams for the kept space
excitation spectra of the original Hamiltonians ĤI and ĤF are
well converged to their T = 0 fixed point values. To calculate
AO,μ, the AO exponent of channel μ, we then add an artificial
term to the Hamiltonian that in effect depletes the Wilson chain
beyond site k0 for all other channels ν = μ by drastically
raising the energy cost for occupying these sites. This term
has the form
H
μ
art = C
∑
ν =μ
∑
k>k0
tkf̂
†
kν f̂kν, (23)
with C  1. It ensures that occupied sites in the channels
ν = μ have much larger energy than the original energy scale
tk , so that they do not contribute to the low-energy states of
the Hamiltonian. We then calculate a suitable AO measure
(such as zGK ) using only k values in the range k > k0. From
the exponential decay found in this range, say ∼ e−αμk , the
channel-specific AO exponent can be extracted [cf. Eq. (19)]:
2AO,μ =
4αμ
log 
. (24)
This procedure works remarkably well, as illustrated in Fig. 2,
for the spin-asymmetric single-lead SIAM of Eq. (13) (with
Nc = 2, μ ∈ {↑ , ↓}). Indeed, the values for AO,μ and AO
displayed in Fig. 2 fulfill the addition rule for squared
exponents [Eq. (6)] with a relative error of less than 1%.
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U = 0.2 εd, I /U = − 0. 5
Γ↑/U = 0. 02 Γ↓/U = 0. 1
FIG. 2. (Color online) AO exponents for the standard spin-
degenerate SIAM with spin-asymmetric hybridization [Eq. (13),
with μ ∈ {↑ , ↓}] as functions of εd,F (all other parameters are
fixed as specified in the panel). The vertical dashed line indicates
εd,I/U = −0.5; at this line, the initial and final Hamiltonians are
identical, hence all exponents vanish. The squared AO exponents
for the individual channels 2AO,↑ (squares) and 
2
AO,↓ (dots) were
calculated from Eq. (24). Their sum agrees (with a relative error of
less than 1%) with 2AO calculated from Eq. (19) (downward- and
upward-pointing triangles coincide), confirming the validity of the
addition rule for squared exponents in Eq. (6).
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E. Displaced charge
The displaced charge ch,μ defined in Eq. (7) can be
calculated directly within NRG. However, to properly account
for the contribution from the Fermi sea sea,μ, a technical
difficulty has to be overcome: the Hamiltonians considered
usually obey particle conservation and thus every eigenstate
of Ĥ is an eigenstate of the total number operator, with an
integer eigenvalue. Consequently, evaluating Eq. (4) over the
full Wilson chain always yields an integer value for the total
ch,μ. This integer, however, does not correspond to the charge
within the large but finite volume Vlarge that is evoked in the
definition of the displaced charge.
To obtain the latter, we must consider subchains of shorter
length. Let
n̂(k)sea,μ =
k∑
k′=0
f̂
†
k′μf̂k′μ (25)
count the charge from channel μ sitting on sites 0 to k. These
sites represent, loosely speaking, a volume V (k)large centered on
the dot, the size of which grows exponentially with increasing
k. The contribution from channel μ of the Fermi sea to the
displaced charge within V (k)large is
(k)sea,μ ≡ 〈GF|n̂(k)sea,μ|GF〉 − 〈GI|n̂(k)sea,μ|GI〉, (26)
where |GI〉 and |GF〉 are the initial and final ground states of
the full-length Wilson chain of length N ( k).
Figure 3 shows (k)sea for the spinless IRLM of Eq. (14),
where we dropped the index μ, since Nc = 1. (k)sea exhibits
even-odd oscillations between two values, say evensea and 
odd
sea ,
but these quickly assume essentially constant values over a
large intermediate range of k values. Near the very end of
the chain, they change again rather rapidly, in such a way
that the total displaced charge associated with the full Wilson
chain of length N , (N)ch = (N)sea + dot, is an integer (see
Fig. 3) because the overall ground state has well-defined
particle number. Averaging the even-odd oscillations in the
intermediate regime yields the desired contribution of the
Fermi sea to the displaced charge sea = 12 (evensea + oddsea ).
The corresponding result for ch = sea + dot is illustrated
by the black dashed line in Fig. 3.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Determination of ch, for the interacting
resonant-level model of Eq. (14), for a single specific set of parameters
for ĤI and ĤF, specified in the figure legend (the εd,F dependence of
AO for fixed εd,I is analyzed in more detail in Fig. 4). We obtain ch
(dashed line) by calculating (k)sea + dot and averaging the results for
even and odd k. To reduce the influence of chain’s boundary regions,
we take the average over the region between the vertical dashed lines.
IV. RESULTS
In this section, we present results for the single-channel
interacting resonant-level model [Eq. (14)], and for single-lead
and two-lead Anderson impurity models [Eq. (13)]. These
examples were chosen to illustrate that the various ways of
calculating AO exponents by NRG, via AO, ph, or ch,
are mutually consistent with high accuracy, even for rather
complex (multilevel, multilead) models with local interactions.
In all cases, the initial and final Hamiltonians ĤI and ĤF differ
only in the level position: εd,I is kept fixed, while εd,F is swept
over a range of values. This implies different initial and final
dot occupations ndμ,X = 〈GX|n̂dμ|GX〉, and hence different
local scattering potentials, causing AO.
AO exponents are obtained as described in the previous
sections: We calculate the AO measure zGK (k) using Eq. (2),
obtaining exponentially decaying behavior (as in Fig. 1). We
then extract α by fitting to e−αk and determine AO via
Eq. (19). In the figures below, the resulting 2AO is shown
as function of εdμ,F, together with 2ch, and also 
2
ph in Fig. 4.
The initial dot level position εdμ,I is indicated by a vertical
dashed line. When εdμ,F crosses this line, the initial and final
Hamiltonians are identical, so that all AO exponents vanish.
To illustrate how the changes in εdμ,F affect the dot, we also
plot the occupancies ndμ,F of the dot levels.
A. Interacting resonant-level model
We begin with a model for which the contribution of
the Fermi sea to the displaced charge is rather important,
namely, the spinless fermionic interacting resonant-level
model [Eq. (14), Nc = 1]. The initial and final Hamiltonians
Ĥ IRLMI and Ĥ
IRLM
F differ only in the level position: the
initial one is kept fixed at εd,I = 0, while the final one is
swept over a range of values, εd,F ∈ [−1,1]. The results
−5 −2.5 0 2.5 5
−0.5
0
0.5
1
εd,F /U
nd,F
ΔAO
Δph
Δch
Δdot
Δ sea
U = 0. 2
Γ/U = 0. 5
εd, I /U = 0
FIG. 4. (Color online) Verification that AO = ph = ch
[Eq. (5)] for the spinless fermionic interacting resonant-level model
[Eq. (14)]. All quantities are plotted as functions of εd,F, with all other
parameters fixed (as specified in the panel). The vertical dashed line
indicates εd,I/U ′ = 0. Heavy dots indicate the final occupation of the
dot nd. The exponent AO (light solid line) agrees well with ph
and ch (triangles), with relative errors of less than 1%. The local
and Fermi-sea contributions to the displaced charge ch are plotted
separately, namely, dot (dashed line) and sea (dashed-dotted line).
The latter is determined according to the procedure illustrated, for
εd,F/U
′ = −1.75, in Fig. 3.
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are shown in Fig. 4. The final dot occupancy nd,F (heavy
dots) varies from  1 to 0, and dot = nd,F − nd,I (dashed
line) decreases accordingly, too. The total displaced charge
ch = dot + sea (downward-pointing triangles) decreases
by a smaller amount since the depletion of the dot implies a
reduction in the strength of the local Coulomb repulsion felt
by the Fermi sea, and hence an increase in sea (dashed-dotted
line). Throughout these changes, AO, ph, and ch mutually
agree with errors of less than 1%, confirming that NRG results
comply with Eq. (5) to high accuracy.
B. Single-impurity Anderson model
Next we consider the standard spin-degenerate SIAM for a
single lead [Eq. (13), μ ∈ {↑ , ↓}] with εd,μ = εd and 
μ = 
.
This model exhibits well-known Kondo physics, with a
strongly correlated many-body ground state.
In this model, the dot and Fermi sea affect each other only by
hopping, and there is no direct Coulomb interaction between
them (U ′ = 0). Hence, the contribution of the Fermi sea to
the displaced charge is nearly zero, sea  0. Apart from
very small even-odd variations for the first ∼35 bath sites
corresponding to the Kondo scale, the sites of the Wilson
chain are half-filled on average to a good approximation.
Therefore, sea  dot (explicit numbers are specified in the
figure panels; see also Fig. 1), so that ch,μ in Eq. (7) is
dominated by the change of dot occupation only,21
2ch  2dot ≡
∑
μ
(ndμ,F − ndμ,I)2. (27)
As a consequence, despite the neglect of sea in some previous
works involving Anderson impurity models, the Friedel sum
rule (ph = ch) was nevertheless satisfied with rather good
accuracy (typically with errors of a few percent). However,
despite being small, sea in practice is on the order of |sea| 

/D and thus finite. Therefore, the contribution of sea to
ch will be included throughout, while also indicating the
overall smallness of sea. In general, this clearly improves
the accuracy of the consistency checks in Eq. (5), reducing
the relative errors to well below 1%.
The Anderson orthogonality is analyzed for the SIAM
in detail in Fig. 5. The initial system is kept fixed at
the particle-hole symmetric point εd,I = −U/2 [indicated
also by vertical dashed line in Fig. 5(a)], where the initial
ground state is a Kondo singlet. The final system is swept
from double to zero occupancy by varying εd,F/U from −2
to 1. The final ground state is a Kondo singlet in the regime
ndμ,F  1/2, corresponding to the intermediate shoulder in
Fig. 5(a). Figure 5(b) shows the AO measure zGK (k) as
function of k, for a range of different values of εd,F. Each
curve exhibits clear exponential decay for large k (as in Fig. 1)
of the form eλ−αk . The prefactor, parametrized by λ, carries
little physical significance, as it also depends on the specific
choice of zPP ′ ; its dependence on εd,F is shown as a thick
gray dashed line in Fig. 5(a), but it will not be discussed any
further. In contrast, the decay exponent α directly yields the
quantity of physical interest, namely, the AO exponent 2AO
via Eq. (19). Figure 5(a) compares the dependence on εd,F of
2AO (dashed line) with that of the displaced charge 
2
ch (light
thick line), that was calculated independently from Eqs. (7)
FIG. 5. (Color online) Anderson orthogonality for the single-
lead, spin-symmetric SIAM [Eq. (13), with parameters as specified in
the legend]. The energy of the d-level of the final system εd,F is swept
past the Fermi energy of the bath, while that of the initial reference
system is kept fixed in the Kondo regime at εd,I = −U/2, indicated
by vertical dashed line in panel (a) and in the inset to panel (b). Panel
(a) shows, as function of εd,F, the dot occupation per spin ndμ (dotted
solid line), the contribution to the displaced charge by the Fermi sea
seaμ (thin black line), the displaced charge 2ch (light solid line), and
the parameters of the large-k exponential decay eλ−αk of zGK (k) as
extracted from panel (b), namely, λ (thick dashed line) and AO (dark
dashed line), derived from α via Eq. (19). Panel (b) shows the AO
measure zGK (k) in Eq. (2) (light lines) for the range of εd,F values used
in panel (a). The heavy lines shown on top for k  64 are exponential
fits, the results of which are summarized in panel (a). The inset shows
the relative error in the AO exponents δ2 ≡ (2AO − 2ch)/2ch, i.e.,
the deviation between the light solid and dark dashed curves in panel
(a); this error is clearly less than 1% over the full range of εd analyzed.
and (8). As expected from Eq. (5), they agree very well: the
relative difference between the two exponents 2AO and 
2
ch is
clearly below 1% throughout the entire parameter sweep, as
shown in the inset of Fig. 5(b).
The contribution of the Fermi sea to the displaced charge
is close to negligible, yet finite throughout [black line in
Fig. 5(a)]. Overall, sea  0.0037, as indicated in Eq. (27).
Nevertheless, by including it when calculating ch, the relative
error δ2 is systematically reduced from a few percent to well
below 1% throughout, thus underlining its importance.
C. Multiple channels and population switching
Figure 6 analyzes AO for lead-asymmetric two-level,
two-lead SIAM models, with Hamiltonians of the form
Eq. (13) (explicit model parameters are specified in the
panels). Figure 6(a) considers a spinless case (Nc = 2, μ =
j ∈ {1,2}), the dot levels of which have mean energy εd at fixed
splitting δ,
εd1 = εd − δ/2, εd2 = εd + δ/2. (28a)
Figure 6(b) considers a spinful case [Nc = 4, μ = (jσ ) with
j ∈ {1,2}, σ ∈ {↑ , ↓}], where both the lower and upper levels
have an additional (small) spin splitting B  δ,
εdj↑ = εdj + B/2, εdj↓ = εdj − B/2 . (28b)
Charge is conserved in each of the Nc channels since these
only interact through the interaction on the dot. In both models,
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Anderson orthogonality for a spinless
(a) and spinful (b) two-lead SIAM, with dot levels of unequal width
and a split level structure as defined in Eq. (28) (all relevant model
parameters are specified in the legends). In both cases, the higher level
2 is broader than the lower level 1 (
2 > 
1), leading to population
switching as function of the average final level energy εd,F. The fixed
value of εd,I is indicated by the vertical dashed line. The inset to panel
(a) shows a zoom into the switching region, clearly demonstrating
that population switching occurs smoothly. For panel (b), a finite
magnetic field B causes a splitting between spin-up and spin-down
levels, resulting in a more complex switching pattern. In both panels,
2AO and ch agree very well throughout the sweep, with a relative
error δ2 well below 1%.
the upper level 2 is taken to be broader than the lower level
1, 
2 > 
1 (for detailed parameters, see figure legends). As a
consequence,15–19 these models exhibit population switching:
When εd,F is lowered (while all other parameters are kept
fixed), the final state occupancies of upper and lower levels
cross, as seen in both panels of Fig. 6.
Consider first the spinless case in Figure 6(a). The broader
level 2 shows larger occupancy for large positive εd,F.
However, once the narrower level 1 drops sufficiently far
below the Fermi energy of the bath as εd,F is lowered, it
becomes energetically favorable to fill level 1, while the
Coulomb interaction will cause the level 2 to be emptied. At
the switching point, occupations can change extremely fast,
yet they do so smoothly, as shown in the zoom in the inset to
Fig. 6(a).
Similar behavior is seen for the spinful case in Fig. 6(b),
although the filling pattern is more complex, due to the nonzero
applied finite magnetic field B (parameters are listed in the
legend). The occupations nd1σ of the narrower level 1 show a
strong spin asymmetry since the magnetic field is comparable,
in order of magnitude, to the level width (B = 
1/2). This
asymmetry affects the broader level 2, which fills more slowly
as εd is lowered. Due to the larger width of level 2, the
asymmetry in its spin-dependent occupancies is significantly
weaker. As in Fig. 6(a), population switching between the
two levels occurs: as the narrower level 1 becomes filled, the
broader level 2 gets depleted.
The details of population switching, complicated as they
are [extremely rapid in Fig. 6(a) and involving four channels
in Fig. 6(b)] are not the main point of Fig. 6. Instead, its
central message is that despite the complexity of the switching
pattern, the relation 2AO = 2ch is satisfied with great accuracy
throughout the sweep (compare light thick and dark dashed
lines). Moreover, since ch was calculated by adding the
contributions from separate channels according to Eq. (8),
this also confirms the additive character of AO exponents for
separate channels.
As was the case for the single-channel SIAM discussed in
Sec. IV B above, a direct interaction between dot and Fermi sea
is not present in either of the models considered here (U ′ = 0).
Consequently, the displaced charge ch is again dominated by
dot, with sea  dot [cf. Eq. (27)]. Specifically, for the
spinless or spinful models, we find sea < 0.019 or 0.011,
respectively, for the entire sweep.
V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In summary, we have shown that NRG offers a straightfor-
ward, systematic, and self-contained way for studying Ander-
son orthogonality, and illustrated this for several interacting
quantum impurity models. The central idea of our work is to
exploit the fact that NRG allows the size dependence of an
impurity model to be studied, in the thermodynamic limit of
N → ∞, by simply studying the dependence on Wilson chain
length k. Three different ways of calculating AO exponents
have been explored, using wave-function overlaps (AO),
changes in phase shift at the Fermi surface (ph), and changes
in displaced charge (ch). The main novelty in this paper
lies in the first of these, involving a direct calculation of the
overlap of the initial and final ground states themselves. This
offers a straightforward and convenient way for extracting
the overall exponent AO. Moreover, if desired, it can also
be used to calculate the exponents AO,μ associated with
individual channels, by constructing a Wilson chain that is
longer for channel μ than for the others. We have also refined
the calculation of ch by showing how the contribution sea of
the Fermi sea to the displaced charge can be taken into account
in a systematic fashion.
The resulting exponents AO, ph, and ch agree extraordi-
narily well, with relative errors of less than 1% for a wide range
of . In particular, we have checked in the context of Fig. 1
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that the resulting relative errors remain this small for a range
of  values between 1.7 and 8.0. Moreover, this accuracy can
be achieved using a remarkably small number of kept states
MK . For example, for the spinful SIAM analyzed above, for
 = 2, a better than 5% agreement can be obtained already for
MK  32. (For comparison, typically MK = 250 is required
to obtain an accurate description of the Kondo resonance of
the d-level spectral function in the local moment regime of
this model.)
Our analysis has been performed on models exhibiting
Fermi liquid statistics at low temperatures. As an outlook,
it would be interesting to explore to what extent the non-Fermi
liquid nature of a model would change AO scaling properties,
an example being the symmetric spinful two-channel Kondo
model.
Finally, we note that nonequilibrium simulations of quan-
tum impurity models in the time domain in response to
quantum quenches are a highly interesting topic for studying
AO physics in the time domain. The tools to do so using
NRG have become accessible only rather recently.10,22,23,26
One considers a sudden change in some local term in
the Hamiltonian and studies the subsequent time evolution,
characterized, for example, by the quantity 〈GI|e−iĤFt |GI〉.
Its numerical evaluation requires the calculation of overlaps
of eigenstates of ĤI and ĤF. The quantity of present interest
|〈GI|GF〉| is simply a particular example of such an overlap. As
a consequence, the long-time decay of 〈GI|e−iĤFt |GI〉 is often
governed by AO, too,3,5 showing power-law decay in time
with an exponent depending on AO. This will be elaborated
in a separate publication.12
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We present a systematic study of the role of Anderson orthogonality for the dynamics after a
quantum quench in quantum impurity models, using the numerical renormalization group. As shown
by Anderson in 1967, the scattering phase shifts of the single-particle wave functions constituting the
Fermi sea have to adjust in response to the sudden change in the local parameters of the Hamiltonian,
causing the initial and final ground states to be orthogonal. This so-called Anderson orthogonality
catastrophe also influences dynamical properties, such as spectral functions. Their low-frequency
behaviour shows nontrivial power laws, with exponents that can be understood using a generalization
of simple arguments introduced by Hopfield and others for the X-ray edge singularity problem. The
goal of this work is to formulate these generalized rules, as well as to numerically illustrate them
for quantum quenches in impurity models involving local interactions. As a simple yet instructive
example, we use the interacting resonant level model as testing ground for our generalized Hopfield
rule. We then analyse a model exhibiting population switching between two dot levels as a function
of gate voltage, probed by a local Coulomb interaction with an additional lead serving as charge
sensor. We confirm a recent prediction that charge sensing can induce a quantum phase transition
for this system, causing the population switch to become abrupt. We elucidate the role of Anderson
orthogonality for this effect by explicitly calculating the relevant orthogonality exponents.
PACS numbers: 02.70.-c, 05.10.Cc, 71.27.+a, 72.10.Fk, 73.21.La, 75.20.Hr, 78.20.Bh
I. INTRODUCTION
The Anderson orthogonality (AO) catastrophe1 refers
to the response of a Fermi sea to a change in a local scat-
tering potential, described, say, by a change in Hamil-
tonian from Ĥi to Ĥf . Such a change induces changes
in the scattering phase shifts of all single-particle wave
functions. This causes the initial ground state |Gi￿ of Ĥi
and the final ground state |Gf￿ of Ĥf , both describing a
filled Fermi sea but w.r.t. different single-particle wave
functions, to be orthogonal in the thermodynamic limit,
even if the changes in the single-particle wave functions
are minute. The overlap of the respective ground states
scales as1,2
|￿Gi|Gf￿| ∼ N− 12∆2AO , (1)
where N is the number of particles in the system, and the
exponent ∆AO characterizes the degree of orthogonality.
AO underlies the physics of numerous dynamical
phenomena such as the Fermi edge singularity,2–5 the
Altshuler-Aronov zero bias anomaly6 in disordered con-
ductors, tunnelling into strongly interacting Luttinger
liquids,7–11 and optical absorption involving a Kondo
exciton,12–14 where photon absorption induces a local
quantum quench, to name but a few. Recently, AO
has also been evoked15,16 in an analysis of population
switching (PS) in quantum dots (the fact that the pop-
ulation of individual levels of a quantum dot may vary
non-monotonically with the gate voltage), and was ar-
gued to lead, under certain conditions involving a local
Coulomb interaction with a nearby charge sensor, to a
quantum phase transition.
One of the goals of the present work is to analyse the
latter prediction in quantitative detail. Another is to
generalize arguments that were given in Refs. 12–14, for
the role of AO for spectral functions of the excitonic An-
derson model, to related models with a similar struc-
ture. Thus, we present a systematic study of the role of
Anderson orthogonality for the dynamics after a quan-
tum quench in quantum impurity models involving local
interactions, using the numerical renormalization group
(NRG).17,18 We thereby extend a recent study,19 which
showed how ∆AO can be calculated very accurately (with
errors below 1%) by using NRG to directly evaluate over-
laps such as ￿Gi|Gf￿, to the domain of dynamical quan-
tities.
The spectral functions that characterize a local
quantum quench typically show power-law behaviour,
∼ ω−1+2η, in the limit of small frequencies, where η typ-
ically depends on ∆AO.2–5 For the case of the X-ray edge
singularity, Hopfield4 gave a simple argument to explain
the relation between ∆AO and η. We frame Hopfield’s
argument in a more general setting and numerically il-
lustrate the validity of the resulting generalized Hop-
field rule (Eq. (25) below) for several nontrivial models.
In particular, we also analyse how this power-law be-
haviour is modified at low frequencies when one adds to
the Hamiltonian an extra tunnelling term, that describes
transitions between the Hilbert spaces characterizing the
“initial” and “final” configurations. This effect plays a
crucial role in understanding the abovementioned quan-
tum phase transition for population switching.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we review
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various consequences of AO in different but related set-
tings, and formulate the abovementioned generalization
of Hopfield’s rule. In Sec. III we illustrate this rule for the
spinless interacting resonant level model (IRLM), involv-
ing a single localized level interacting with the Fermi sea
of a single lead. We consider this model without and with
tunnelling, and study a quantum quench of the energy
of its local level, focussing on signatures of AO in each
case. Finally, in Sec. IV and Sec. V we discuss population
switching without and with a charge sensor, respectively,
confirming that if the sensor is sufficiently strongly cou-
pled, AO indeed does cause population switching to be-
come a sharp quantum phase transition. Section VI offers
concluding remarks and outlines prospective applications
of the present analysis.
II. VARIOUS CONSEQUENCES OF
ANDERSON ORTHOGONALITY
In this section we review various consequences of AO,
in different but related settings. We begin by recalling
two well-known facts: first, the relation between the ex-
ponent ∆AO and the charge that is displaced due to the
quantum quench, ∆ch; and second, the role of ∆AO in
determining the asymptotic long-time power-law decay
of correlation functions GX(t) involving an operator X̂†
that connects the initial and final ground state.
Then we consider the spectral function AX(ω) asso-
ciated with GX(t), which correspondingly shows asymp-
totic power-law behaviour, ∼ ω−1+2η, for small frequen-
cies, where the exponent η depends on ∆AO. We recall
and generalize an argument due to Hopfield, that extends
the relation between η and ∆AO to composite local op-
erators. Finally, we recapitulate how all these quantities
can be calculated using NRG.
For simplicity, we assume in most of this section that
the Fermi sea consists only of a single species of (spinless)
electrons.The generalization to several channels needed
in subsequent sections (in particular for discussing PS),
is straightforward and will be introduced later as needed.
Although the concepts summarized in subsections II B
to II E below apply quite generically to a wide range of
impurity models, for definiteness we will illustrate them
by referring to a particularly simple example, to be called
the “local charge model” (LCM), which we define next.
A. Local charge model
The LCM describes a single spinless localized level,
to be called dot level (alluding to a localized level in
a quantum dot), interacting with a single Fermi sea of
spinless electrons [see Fig. 1(a)]:
ĤLCM(n̂d) = U n̂d ĉ†ĉ +
￿
ε
ε ĉ†εĉε . (2)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
Figure 1: (a) Cartoon of the Hamiltonian (2) for the LCM.
(b) to (g) Cartoons of the occupation of the dot and a half-
filled lead, for U > 0, for several states discussed in the text.
(b) and (c) give two equivalent depictions of the ground state
|G0￿ of Ĥ0. (c) depicts the fact that |g0￿ can be written as
a superposition of the form |0￿c|Q￿rest + |1￿c|Q − 1￿rest, in-
dicating complementary occupations of the first site and the
rest of a half-filled Wilson chain (defined in Sec. II E below).
Here |0￿c (which obeys ĉ|0￿c = 0) and |1￿c = ĉ†|0￿c describe
the first site of the Wilson chain being empty or filled, re-
spectively; the charge in the rest of the Wilson chain is corre-
spondingly distributed in such a way that both components of
the superposition have the same total charge, Q. (d) depicts
the ground state |G1￿ of Ĥ1, indicating that charge on the dot
pushes charge in the lead away from the dot site. (e) shows
the effect of applying d̂† to |G0￿, the latter depicted according
to (b). Similarly, (f) and (g) show the effect of applying ĉ†d̂†
or ĉd̂† to |G0￿, the latter depicted according to (c). The dis-
placed charge flowing inwards from infinity towards the dot
as each of the states (e) to (g) evolves to the final ground
state |G1￿ of (d) is ∆d < 0, ∆d − 1 < 0 or ∆d + 1 > 0, re-
spectively. Comparison of (f) and (g) with (e) shows average
charge differences of +1 and −1, respectively, in accord with
the Hopfield-type argument summarized by Eq. (15).
Here ĉε and d̂ are annihilation operators for Fermi sea
states and the dot state, respectively, n̂d = d̂†d̂ counts the
number of dot electrons, and ĉ ≡ ψ̂(0) ≡￿ε ĉε destroys
a Fermi sea electron at the position of the dot. The
interaction is taken to be repulsive, U > 0. There is no
tunnelling between dot and sea. Therefore, the Hilbert
space separates into two distinct sectors, in which the
local charge operator n̂d has eigenvalues nd = 0 and nd =
1, respectively. The Hamiltonians describing the Fermi
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sea in the two distinct sectors are
Ĥ0 = ĤLCM(nd = 0) =
￿
ε
ε ĉ†εĉε , (3a)
Ĥ1(U) = ĤLCM(nd = 1) =
￿
ε
ε ĉ†εĉε + Uĉ
†ĉ . (3b)
We will denote their respective ground states [illustrated
in Figs. 1(b,c) and 1(d), respectively] by
|G0￿ = |0￿|g0￿ , |G1￿ = |1￿|g1￿ , (4)
where |0￿ and |1￿ = d̂†|0￿ describe the dot state with
charge 0 or 1, respectively, and |g0￿ and |g1￿ the corre-
sponding Fermi sea ground states.
The LCM contains all ingredients needed for AO, hence
we will repeatedly refer to it below as an explicit example
of the general arguments to be presented. [Corresponding
LCM passages will sometimes appear in square brackets,
so as not to disrupt the general flow of the discussion.]
Explicit numerical results for the LCM will be presented
in Sec. III A below.
B. AO and the displaced charge
For the ensuing discussions, it will be useful to distin-
guish between two types of quenches, to be called type 1
and 2, which we now discuss in turn.
Type 1 quench: For a type 1 quench, some parameter
of the Hamiltonian is changed abruptly (e.g. by a sudden
change of gate voltage for one of the gates defining a
quantum dot). Taking the LCM as an example, suppose
that the value of the interaction in the LCM is changed
suddenly from U to U ￿ for a fixed local charge of nd = 1.
This corresponds to a type 1 quench with
Ĥi = Ĥ1(U) , Ĥf = Ĥ1(U ￿) , (5a)
|Gi￿ = |1￿|g1,i￿ , |Gf￿ = |1￿|g1,f￿ . (5b)
The overlap of initial and final ground states,
|￿Gi|Gf￿| = |￿g1,i|g1,f￿| ∼ N− 12∆2AO , (6)
will vanish in the thermodynamic limit due to AO, since
the two Fermi sea states |g1,i￿ and |g1,f￿ feel scattering
potentials of different strengths.
In his classic 1967 paper, Anderson showed that for this
type of situation the exponent ∆AO in Eq. (6) is equal to
the change in scattering phase shifts at the Fermi surface
divided by π, in reaction to the change in the strength
of the scattering potential. According to the Friedel sum
rule,20–23 the change in phase shifts divided by π, in turn,
is equal to the displaced charge ∆ch (in units of e) that
flows inward from infinity into a large but finite volume
(say Vlarge) surrounding the scattering site, in reaction to
the change in scattering potential, so that ∆AO = ∆ch.
To be explicit,
∆ch ≡ ￿Gf |n̂tot|Gf￿ − ￿Gi|n̂tot|Gi￿ , (7)
where n̂tot ≡ n̂sea +ndot counts the total number of elec-
trons within Vlarge, with n̂sea counting the Fermi sea elec-
trons and n̂dot counting the electrons on the dot. [For the
LCM, n̂dot = n̂d.]
The relative sign between ∆AO and ∆ch (+ not −) is
a matter of convention, which does not affect the orthog-
onality exponent ∆2AO. Our convention,
19 which agrees
with standard usage,24 is such that ∆AO > 0 (or < 0)
if the change in local potential induces electrons to flow
inward toward (outward away from) the scattering site.
For the LCM quench of Eq. (5) above, the initial and
final states have the same dot charge, nd = 1, hence
the displaced charge reduces to ∆ch ≡ ￿g1,f |n̂sea|g1,f￿ −
￿g1,i|n̂sea|g1,i￿. However, such a simplification will not
occur for more complex impurity models involving tun-
neling between dot and lead [of the form (d̂†ĉ + ĉ†d̂)], so
that the local charge is not conserved. Examples are the
interacting resonant level model [Eq. (36) below], or the
single-impurity Anderson model [Eq. (47) below].
For such a model, consider a type 1 quench from Ĥi
to Ĥf , implemented by a sudden change in one or several
model parameters, in analogy to Eq. (5a). Although the
corresponding ground states |Gi￿ and |Gf￿ will no longer
have the simple factorized form of Eq. (5b), they will still
exhibit AO as in Eq. (1). Moreover, the decay exponent is
still equal to the displaced charge, ∆AO = ∆ch, given by
Eq. (7). (For a NRG verification of this fact, see Ref. 19.)
Type 2 quench: For a type 2 quench, all model param-
eters are kept constant, but the system is switched sud-
denly between two dynamically disconnected sectors of
Hilbert space characterized by different conserved quan-
tum numbers. Taking again the LCM of Eq. (2) as an ex-
ample, suppose that the local charge is suddenly changed,
say from nd = 0 to 1, while all model parameters are kept
constant. This corresponds to a type 2 quench with
Ĥi = Ĥ0 Ĥf = Ĥ1 , (8a)
|Gi￿ = |0￿|g0￿, |Gf￿ = |1￿|g1￿. (8b)
A physical example of such a quench would be core level
X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS), where an inci-
dent X-ray photon is absorbed by an atom in a crystal,
accompanied by the ejection of a core electron from the
material.25 This amounts to the sudden creation of a core
hole, which subsequently interacts with the Fermi sea of
mobile conduction electrons (but does not hybridize with
them). Thus, in this example n̂d would represent the hole
number operator n̂h = ĥ†ĥ.
More generally, a type 2 quench presupposes a Hamil-
tonian Ĥ(n̂x) that depends on a conserved charge, say n̂x
[such as n̂d for the LCM], with eigenvalues nx [such as
nd = 0 or 1]. The Hilbert space can then be decom-
posed into distinct, dynamically disconnected sectors,
labelled by nx and governed by effective Hamiltonians
Ĥ(nx), whose ground states have the form |G(nx)￿ =
|nx￿|g(nx)￿. A type 2 quench is induced by an operator,
say X̂† [such as d̂† for the LCM], whose action changes
the conserved charge, thereby connecting two distinct
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sectors, say ￿n￿x|X̂†|nx￿ = 1, with n￿x ￿= nx. For such
a quench we make the identifications
Ĥi = Ĥ(nx) Ĥf = Ĥ(n￿x) , (9a)
|Gi￿ = |nx￿|g(nx)￿, |Gf￿ = |n￿x￿|g(n￿x)￿. (9b)
The overlap ￿Gi|Gf￿ = 0 vanishes trivially, because
￿nx|n￿x￿ = 0. However, define
|ψi￿ ≡ X̂†|Gi￿ (10)
to be the “initial post-quench state” obtained by the ac-
tion of the charge switching operator X̂† on the initial
ground state. [Fig. 1(e) illustrates this state for the LCM
with X̂† = d̂†.] Then the overlap
OX ≡ |￿ψi|Gf￿| = |￿g(nx)|g(n￿x)￿| ∼ N−
1
2∆
2
X (11)
again shows AO, since it is equal to the overlap of two
Fermi sea ground states corresponding to different local
charges. The corresponding exponent in Eq. (11) can
again be related to a displaced charge, ∆X = ∆chX , but
now the latter should compare the total charge within
Vlarge described by the states |Gf￿ and |ψi￿:
∆chX ≡ ￿Gf |n̂tot|Gf￿ − ￿ψi|n̂tot|ψi￿ . (12)
∆chX can be interpreted as the charge (in units of e) that
flows into Vlarge during the post-quench time evolution
from |ψi￿ to |Gf￿ subsequent to the action of X̂†. To
simplify notation, we will often omit the superscript ch
distinguishing the displaced charge ∆chX from the AO ex-
ponent ∆X , since the two are equal in any case.
Composite type 2 quench: Let us now consider a more
complicated version of a type 2 quench, induced by a
composite operator of the form Ŷ † = Ĉ†X̂†. Here X̂†
switches between disconnected sectors of Hilbert space
as above, while Ĉ† does not; instead, Ĉ† is assumed to
be a local operator which acts on the dot or in the Fermi
sea at the location of the dot, but commutes with n̂x.
For the LCM, an example would be Ĉ† = ĉ†, so that Ŷ †
creates two electrons, one on the dot, one in the Fermi
sea at the site of the dot.
A physical realization hereof is furnished by the edge-
ray edge effect occurring in X-ray absorption spec-
troscopy (XAS), where an incident X-ray photon is ab-
sorbed by an atom in a crystal, accompanied by the
creation of a core hole (X̂† = ĥ†) and the transfer of
a core electron into the conduction band of the metal
(Ĉ† = ĉ†).25 Another example is the Kondo exciton dis-
cussed in Refs. 13,14, where the absorption of a photon
by a quantum dot is accompanied by the creation of an
electron-hole pair on the dot, described by Ĉ† = ê† and
X̂† = ĥ†, respectively. In this example, the hole num-
ber n̂h = ĥ†ĥ is conserved, but the dot electron number
n̂e = ê†ê is not, since the Hamiltonian contains dot-lead
hybridization terms of the form (ê†ĉ+ĉ†ê) (see Refs. 13,14
for details).
For a composite type 2 quench, the initial and fi-
nal Hamiltonians and ground states are defined as in
Eqs. (9), but the post-quench initial state is given by
|ψ￿i￿ ≡ Ŷ †|Gi￿ = Ĉ†|ψi￿ . (13)
Its overlap with the final ground state |G￿f￿ to which it
evolves in the long time limit has the form
OY ≡ |￿ψ￿i |G￿f￿| = |￿g(nx)|Ĉ|g￿(n￿x)￿| ∼ N−
1
2∆
2
Y . (14)
The exponent ∆Y arising here is related to ∆X and can
be found using the following argument, due to Hopfield.4
Due to the action of Ĉ†, the states |ψ￿i￿ and |ψi￿ describe
different amounts of initial post-quench charge within the
volume Vlarge. We will denote the difference by
∆C ≡ ￿ψ￿i |n̂tot|ψ￿i￿ − ￿ψi|n̂tot|ψi￿ . (15)
For example, if Ĉ† is a local electron creation or an-
nihilation operator, then ∆C = 1 or −1, respectively [as
illustrated in Figs. 1(f) and (g)]. However, since an initial
charge surplus or deficit at the scattering site is compen-
sated, in the long-time limit, by charges flowing to or
from infinity, the ground states |G￿f￿ and |Gf￿ towards
which |ψ￿i￿ and |ψi￿ evolve, respectively, will differ only
by one Fermi sea electron at infinity, and hence for prac-
tical purposes describe the same local physics. In par-
ticular, the charge within Vlarge is the same for both,
￿G￿f |n̂tot|G￿f￿ = ￿Gf |n̂tot|Gf￿. Therefore, the total dis-
placed charge associated with the action of Ŷ † is
∆Y ≡ ￿G￿f |n̂tot|G￿f￿ − ￿ψ￿i |n̂tot|ψ￿i￿ = ∆X −∆C , (16)
where the second equality follows from Eqs. (15) and
(12). The exponent governing the AO decay in Eq. (14)
is thus given by Eq. (16). Since ∆C is a trivally known
integer, knowledge of ∆X for a type 2 quench suffices to
determine the AO exponents ∆Y for an entire family of
related composite quenches.
To conclude this section, we note that a type 1 quench
can always be formulated as a type 2 quench, by intro-
ducing an auxiliary conserved degree of freedom (say n̂h),
whose only purpose is to divide the Hilbert space into two
sectors (labelled by nh = 0 or 1), within which some pa-
rameters of the Hamiltonian take two different values.
For example, if the quench involves changing U to U ￿,
this can be modelled by replacing U by U + n̂h(U ￿ − U)
in the Hamiltonian. For an example, see Sec. III C.
C. AO and post-quench time evolution
After a sudden change in the local Hamiltonian, AO
also affects the long-time limit of the subsequent time
evolution, and hence the low-frequency behaviour of cor-
responding spectral functions. A prominent example is
optical absorption,2–5,12–14 for which AO leaves its im-
print in the shape of the absorption spectrum, by re-
ducing the probability for absorption. This is familiar
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from the x-ray edge problem.3 In particular, in the limit
of absorption frequency ω very close to (but above) the
threshold for absorption, the zero-temperature absorp-
tion spectrum has a power-law form, with an exponent
that is influenced by AO. Recent demonstrations of this
fact can be found in studies, both theoretical12,13 and
experimental,14 of exciton creation in quantum dots via
optical absorption, whereby an electron is excited from a
valence-band level to a conduction band level.
In this subsection, we will analyse the role of AO for
the time evolution after a type 2 quench of the form (8).
We consider the following generic situation: For t < 0,
a system is in the ground state |Gi￿ of the initial Hamil-
tonian Ĥi (with ground state energy Ei), describing a
Fermi sea under the influence of a local scattering poten-
tial. At t = 0, a sudden change in the local potential
occurs, described by the action the local operator X̂†. It
switches sector nx to n￿x, yielding the post-quench initial
state |ψi￿ = X̂†|Gi￿ at time t = 0+, and switches the
Hamiltonian from Ĥi to Ĥf .
The subsequent dynamics can be characterized by the
correlator
GX(t) ≡ −ieiω0tθ(t)￿Gi|X̂(t)X̂†|Gi￿ , (17)
where X̂(t) = eiĤitX̂e−iĤf t, reflecting the fact that X̂
switches Ĥf to Ĥi. The phase factor eiω0t is included
for later convenience, with ω0 to be specified below [after
Eq. (22)].
Since the Fermi sea adjusts in reaction to the sudden
change in local potential at t = 0, AO builds up and the
overlap function GX(t) decreases with time. It is known
since 1969 that in the long-time limit it decays in power-
law fashion as2,4
GX(t) ∼ t−∆2X , (18)
where ∆X is the exponent governing the AO decay of
OX in Eq. (11). This can be understood heuristically by
expanding Eq. (17) as
ie−i(Ei+ω0)tGX(t) = θ(t)￿ψi|e−iĤf t|ψi￿ (19a)
= θ(t)￿ψi|ψi(t)￿ (19b)
= θ(t)
￿
n
e−iEnt|￿ψi|n￿|2 , (19c)
where |ψi(t)￿ = e−iĤf t|ψi￿ describes the time-evolution
for t > 0, and |n￿ and En represent a complete set of
eigenstates and eigenenergies of Ĥf . In the long-time
limit Eq. (19c) will be dominated by the ground state
|Gf￿ of Ĥf (with eigenenergy Ef), yielding a contribution
|￿ψi|Gf￿|2 that scales as N−∆2X [by Eq. (11)]. Now, as
time increases, the effect of the local change in scattering
potential is felt at increasing length scales L(t) ∼ vf t,
with vf the Fermi velocity; regarding |Gf￿ as the lowest
eigenstate of Ĥf in a box of size N ∼ L(t), the AO of
|￿ψi|Gf￿|2 ∼ L(t)−∆2X implies Eq. (18).
For a composite type 2 quench induced by Ŷ † = Ĉ†X̂†,
we can conclude by analogous arguments that
GY (t) ∼ t−∆2Y , (20)
where ∆Y is the displaced charge of Eq. (16).
For future reference, we also introduce the correlator
GeqC (t) ≡ −iθ(t)￿G|eiĤtĈe−iĤtĈ†|G￿ ∼ it−2η
eq
C (21)
of an operator Ĉ† that does not switch between dynam-
ically disconnected sectors, i.e. that commutes with n̂x
[examples of such operators are given in the discussion
before Eq. (13) above]. Then Eq. (21) is a standard
equilibrium correlator, with Ĥi = Ĥf , in contrast to the
quench correlator GX(t) of Eq. (21), where Ĥi ￿= Ĥf . For
such an equilibrium correlator the decay exponent ηeqC is
called the scaling dimension of Ĉ†. A local operator Ĉ†
is relevant, marginal or irrelevant under renormalization
if ηeqC < 1, = 1 or > 1, respectively.
26
D. AO and spectral functions
Next we consider the spectral function corresponding
to GX(t),
AX(ω) ≡ − 1
π
￿
 ∞￿
0
dtei(ω+i0
+)tGX(t)
 (22a)
=
￿
n
|￿n|X̂†|Gi￿|2δ(ω − En + Ei + ω0) . (22b)
It evidently has the form of a golden-rule transition rate
for X̂†-induced transitions with excitation energy ω+ω0
and is nonzero only for ω above the threshold frequency
ωth = (Ef − Ei) − ω0. For simplicity, we will here and
henceforth set ωth = 0 by choosing ω0 = Ef − Ei. Note
the sum rule
￿
dωA(ω) = ￿Gi|X̂X̂†|Gi￿, which can be
used as consistency check for numerical calculations.
Equation (18) implies that in the limit ω → ωth = 0,
the spectral function behaves as
AX(ω) ∼ ω−1+2ηX , ηX = 12∆2X . (23)
The definition of ηX is deliberately chosen such that
Eq. (23) parallels the form of the equilibrium spectral
function corresponding to GeqC (t) of Eq. (21), namely
AeqC (ω) ∼ ω−1+2η
eq
C . (24)
Now consider the spectral function AY (ω) involving
the composite type 2 quench operator Ŷ † = Ĉ†X̂†.
Equations (20) and (16) immediately lead to the pre-
diction
AY (ω) ∼ ω−1+2ηY , ηY = 12 (∆X −∆C)2 , (25)
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to be called the generalized Hopfield rule, since the
essence of the argument by which we have obtained it
was first formulated by Hopfield.4
A physical situation for which Eq. (25) is relevant is the
edge-ray edge effect occurring in X-ray absorption spec-
troscopy (XAS). There we have Ŷ † = ĉ†ĥ† (as explained
above), and ∆C = 1. Thus Eq. (25) yields
Ahc(ω) ∼ ω−1+(∆h−1)2 = ω−2∆h+∆2h (26)
reproducing a well-established result for the X-ray edge
absorption spectrum [Ref. 4, p. 48; Ref. 5, Eq. (66)]. In
the literature, −2∆h is often called the “Mahan contri-
bution” to the exponent, and ∆2h the AO contribution.
Since ∆h ≤ 1, one has 2∆h > ∆2h, i.e. “Mahan wins”, andAhc(ω) diverges at small frequencies. For present pur-
poses, though, it is perhaps somewhat more enlightening
to adopt Hopfield’s point of view, stated in Eq. (25), ac-
cording to which both terms, −2∆h and ∆2h arise from
the AO exponent (∆h − 1)2.
Equations (11), (23) and (25) will play a central role
in this work. Their message is that the near-threshold
behaviour of spectral functions of the type defined in
Eq. (22) is governed by an AO exponent that can be ex-
tracted from the overlap ￿ψi|Gf￿ between the initial post-
quench state |ψi￿ and the ground state |Gf￿ to which it
evolves in the long-time limit.
To conclude this section, we remark that the above
analysis generalizes straightforwardly to models involving
several species or channels of electrons, say with index µ,
provided that the channel index is a conserved quantum
number (i.e. no tunnelling between channels occurs).19
Then the initial and final ground states will be products
of the ground states for each separate channel, so that
Eq. (1) generalizes to
|￿Gi|Gf￿| ∼
￿
µ
N
− 12∆2AO,µ
µ . (27)
All power laws discussed above that involve ∆2AO (or
quantities derived therefrom) in the exponent can be sim-
ilarly generalized by including appropriate products over
channels.
E. AO exponents and NRG
Results of the above type have been established ana-
lytically, in the pioneering papers from 1969, Refs. 2–5,
only for the simple yet paradigmatic case of the X-ray
edge effect. Nevertheless, Eq. (25) can be expected to
hold for a larger class of models, as long as the setting
outlined above applies. Indeed, it has recently been found
to hold also in the context of the Kondo exciton.12–14 The
purpose of this work, therefore, is to establish the valid-
ity of the connections between Eqs. (11), (23) and (25)
for a series of models of increasing complexity. We shall
do so numerically using NRG, since for most of these
models an analytical treatment along the lines of Refs. 2
and 5 would be exceedingly tedious, if not impossible.
The requisite NRG tools have become accessible only
recently.13,27,28
NRG, developed in the context of quantum impurity
models, offers a very direct way of evaluating the overlap,
since it allows both ground states |Gi￿ and |Gf￿ to be
calculated explicitly. Models treatable by NRG have the
generic form Ĥ = ĤB + Ĥd. Here
ĤB =
nc￿
µ=1
￿
ε
ε ĉ†εµĉεµ , (28)
describes a free Fermi sea involving nc channels of
fermions, with constant density of states ρ per channel
and half-bandwidth D = 1/(2ρ). (When representing
numerical results, energies will be measured in units of
half-bandwidth by setting D = 1.) Ĥd, which may in-
volve interactions, describes local degrees of freedom and
their coupling to the Fermi sea.
Wilson discretized the spectrum of Ĥ0 on a logarithmic
grid of energies ±DΛ−k (with Λ > 1, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . ),
thereby obtaining exponentially high resolution of low-
energy excitations. He then mapped the impurity model
onto a semi-infinite “Wilson tight-binding chain” of sites
k = 0 to∞, with the impurity degrees of freedom coupled
only to site 0. To this end, he made a basis transforma-
tion from the set of Fermi sea operators {ĉεµ} to a new
set {f̂kµ}, with f̂0µ ∝ ĉµ ≡ ψµ(0) ≡
￿
ε ĉεµ, chosen such
that they bring Ĥ0 into the tridiagonal form
ĤB ￿
nc￿
µ=1
∞￿
k=1
tk(f̂
†
kµf̂k−1,µ + h.c.) , (29)
with hopping matrix elements tk ∝ DΛ−k/2 that decrease
exponentially with site index k along the chain. Because
of this separation of energy scales, the Hamiltonian can
be diagonalized iteratively by solving a Wilson chain of
length k (restricting the sum in Eq. (29) to the first k
terms) and increasing k one site at a time. The number
of kept states at each iteration will be denoted by Nk.
For a Wilson chain of length k, the effective level spac-
ing of its lowest-lying energy levels is set by the small-
est hopping matrix element of the chain, namely Λ−k/2;
such a Wilson chain thus represents a real space system
of volume Vlarge ∼ Λk/2. Thus, the overlap between the
two ground states of a Wilson chain of length k can be
expressed as19
|k￿Gi|Gf￿k| ∼ Λ− k4 ∆2AO ≡ e−αk , (30)
where α ≡ (log Λ/4)∆2AO. Explicit calculations show19
that an exponential decay of the form Eq. (30) applies for
the overlap between any two states |Ei￿k and |Ef￿k rep-
resenting low-lying excitations w.r.t. |Gi￿k and |Gf￿k at
iteration k, respectively. More technically, k￿Ei|Ef￿k ∼
e−αk holds whenever |Ei￿k and |Ef￿k represent NRG
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eigenstates with matching quantum numbers from the
k-th NRG shell for Ĥi and Ĥf , respectively, and their
overlap is calculated for increasing k. For multi-chain
models, we note that channel-specific exponents such as
∆AO,µ [see Eq. (27)] can be calculated, if needed, by con-
sidering Wilson chains with channel-dependent lengths.19
Within the framework of NRG, a consistency check is
available for the value of ∆AO extracted from Eq. (30):
∆AO should be equal to the displaced charge ∆ch of
Eq. (7), which can also be calculated directly from NRG
by calculating the expectation value of n̂tot for |Gi￿
and |Gf￿ individually.19 This check was successfully per-
formed, for example, in Refs. 12 and 13, within the con-
text of the single impurity Anderson model; for a recent
systematic study, see Ref. 19. We have also performed
this check in the present work wherever it was feasible.
Within NRG, it is also possible to directly calculate
spectral functions such as AX(ω) of Eq. (22). To this
end, one uses two separate NRG runs to calculate the
ground state |Gi￿ of Ĥi and an approximate but com-
plete set of eigenstates |n￿ of Ĥf .27,28 The Lehmann sum
in Eq. (22) can then be evaluated explicitly,29,30 while
representing the δ-functions occurring therein using a log-
Gaussian broadening scheme. To this end, we follow the
approach of Ref. 30, which involves a broadening param-
eter σ. (The specific choice of NRG parameters Λ, Nk
and σ used for spectral data shown below will be spec-
ified in the legends of the corresponding figures.) That
this approach is capable of yielding spectral functions
whose asymptotic behaviour shows power-law behaviour
characteristic of AO has been demonstrated recently in
the context of the Kondo exciton problem.12–14 In the ex-
amples to be discussed below, we will compare the power-
law exponents extracted from the asymptotic behaviour
of such spectral functions to the values expected from
AO, thus checking relations such as Eq. (23) for AX(ω)
and Eq. (25) for AY (ω).
III. INTERACTING RESONANT LEVEL
MODEL
In this section we consider the effect of AO on dy-
namical quantities in the context of the spinless inter-
acting resonant level model (IRLM).11,31 (The effects of
AO for some static properties of this model were studied
in Ref. 32.) The purpose of this exercise is to illustrate
several effects that will be found to arise also for more
complex models considered in subsequent sections. The
IRLM involves a single localized level, to be called dot
level (alluding to localized levels in a quantum dot), in-
teracting with and tunnel-coupled to a single Fermi sea.
We consider first the case without tunnelling, in which
case the IRLM reduces to the LCM introduced in Sec. II
above, where adding an electron to the dot at time t = 0
constitutes a type 2 quench. This leads to AO between
the initial and final ground states, and corresponding
nontrivial AO power laws, ω−1+2η, in spectral functions.
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Figure 2: (Color online) Numerical results for the LCM of
Eq. (2), for the type 2 quench of Eq. (8), whose initial, final
and post-quench initial states |Gi￿, |Gf￿ and |ψi￿ are depicted
in Figs. 1(b,c), 1(d) and 1(e-g), respectively. (a) Comparison
of the decay exponent ∆d obtained from Eq. (31) (crosses)
with the displaced charge ∆chd from Eq. (32) (pluses), for a
number of different values of U . The two values agree very
well (they differ by less than 0.1%), also with the analytic
prediction Eq. (33) (solid line). As expected, ∆d → −1/2
for U → ∞. (b) Comparison of two ways of determining
the AO exponents η that govern the low-energy asymptotic
behaviour A ∼ ω−1+2η of the spectral functions of Eqs. (35),
related to Figs. 1(e-g): exponents obtained by fitting a power
law to the corresponding spectra [shown in (c)] are shown
as crosses (marked “spec”, for “spectra”); the corresponding
exponents expected from Eq. (35), using the results of (a) for
∆d, are shown as dots (marked “exp” for “expected”). We
find a maximal deviation of less than 1%. Here and in all
similar figures below, the dashed lines are only guides to the
eye. (c) Asymptotic low-frequency dependence of the spectra
Eqs. (35), for U = 1, on a double logarithmic plot, allowing
the corresponding exponents η to be extracted.
We then turn on tunnelling, which connects the sectors
of Hilbert space for which the dot is empty or filled, and
hence counteracts AO. Correspondingly, the power-laws
get modified at frequencies smaller than the renormal-
ized level width, ω ￿ Γren, where the AO behaviour is
replaced by simple Fermi liquid behaviour; the effects of
AO do survive, however, in a regime of intermediate fre-
quencies, Γren < ω < D. Finally, we consider quenches of
the position of the dot level, in which case AO reemerges.
A. Without tunnelling: LCM
In this subsection we present numerical results for
the IRLM without tunnelling, corresponding to the lo-
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cal charge model of Eq. (2), depicted in Fig. 1(a). We
consider the type 2 quench of Eq. (8), with X̂† = d̂†.
The initial and final ground states |Gi￿ and |Gf￿ are il-
lustrated in Figs. 1(b,c) and 1(d), respectively, and the
post-quench initial state |ψi￿ = d̂†|Gi￿ in Fig. 1(e). With
these choices the overlap |￿ψi|Gf￿| of Eq. (11) becomes
Od ≡ |￿G0|d̂|G1￿| = |￿g0|g1￿| ∼ N− 12∆2d . (31)
The corresponding displaced charge obtained from
Eq. (12) is
∆chd = ￿g1|n̂sea|g1￿ − ￿g0|n̂sea|g0￿ , (32)
since |Gf￿ and |ψi￿ describe the same dot charge, nd = 1.
We used NRG to calculate the overlap Od of Eq. (31)
and extract the exponent ∆d from its exponential decay
with Wilson chain length [Eq. (30)], for several values of
U . As consistency check, we also calculated the displaced
charge ∆chd [Eq. (32)]. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the results
for ∆d (crosses) and ∆chd (pluses) agree very well. The
displaced charge ∆chd is < 0, since the repulsive interac-
tion pushes charge away from the local site. Its magni-
tude |∆chd | depends on the interaction strength: as U is
increased from 0 to ∞, the displaced charge goes from 0
to − 12 , reflecting the complete depletion of the initially
half-filled Wilson chain site directly adjacent to the dot
site [compare Figs. 1(b) and 1(d)]. Figure 2(a) shows
that the numerical results for ∆d and ∆chd (symbols) also
agree with the analytical result (solid line) obtained for
the phase shift obtained from elementary scattering the-
ory [see e.g. Ref. 11, Eq. (25.29)],
∆d = − 1
π
tan−1 (πρU) , (33)
with ρ the density of states in the Fermi sea (cf. Sec. II E).
To study the influence of AO on dynamical quantities,
we consider simple and composite type 2 quenches in-
duced by acting on the initial ground state |Gi￿ = |G0￿
with the operators
X̂† = d̂† , Ŷ †1 = ĉ
†d̂† , Ŷ †2 = ĉd̂
† . (34)
All three operators describe transitions between the nd =
0 and 1 sectors. The analysis of Sec. II D applies directly,
with the identifications Ĥi = Ĥ0 and Ĥf = Ĥ1, while
∆C = ±1 for Ŷ †1 or Ŷ †2 , respectively [see Figs. 1(e-g)]. In
particular, Eqs. (23) and (25) imply:
Ad(ω) ∼ ω−1+2ηd ηd = 12∆2d , (35a)
Adc(ω) ∼ ω−1+2ηdc ηdc = 12 (∆d − 1)2 , (35b)
Adc†(ω) ∼ ω−1+2ηdc† ηdc† = 12 (∆d + 1)2 . (35c)
Using NRG, we calculated these three spectra for several
values of U (cf. Fig. 2(c)). In the limit of small ω, the
spectra show clear power law behaviour, ω−1+2η. The
exponents ηd, ηdc, ηdc† extracted from these spectra are
shown in Fig. 2(b) (crosses, marked “spec”, for “spec-
tra”). They agree well with the values expected (dots,
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Figure 3: (Color online) (a) Cartoon of the Hamiltonian
(36) for the IRLM. (b) The renormalized level width Γren,
calculated via the dot’s charge susceptibility, 1/πχc,
32 (dots)
or via Eq. (37) (solid line), shown as a function of U for εd = 0
and several values of Γ. As U increases from 0, Γren/Γ begins
to differ significantly from its initial value, namely 1, only
once U becomes comparable to the band-width, reaching its
maximal value (Γ/D)−1/2 for U ￿ D.
marked “exp”, for “expected”) from Eqs. (35), based on
the value for ∆d extracted from Eq. (31). Thus, all ways
of determining ∆d are completely consistent, confirming
the validity of the above analysis.
B. With tunnelling: IRLM
The previous subsection focused on a switch between
two sectors of the Hilbert space, with nd = 0 and nd = 1,
that were not coupled dynamically, but governed instead
by two distinct Hamiltonians, Ĥi and Ĥf . In the present
subsection, we consider the case that the sectors with
nd = 0 and nd = 1 are coupled by tunnelling between dot
and lead, so that the notion of an initial and final Hamil-
tonian, acting in decoupled sectors of Hilbert space, does
not apply. The dynamics is governed instead by the single
Hamiltonian Ĥi = Ĥf = ĤIRLM, given by [see Fig. 3(a)]
ĤIRLM = εd d̂†d̂ + U(d̂†d̂ − 1/2)(ĉ†̂c − 1/2) (36)
+
￿
ε
ε ĉ†εĉε +
￿
Γ
πρ
￿
ε
(d̂†̂cε + ĉ
†
εd̂) .
We assume, here and in all later settings, that the hy-
bridization of the dot level with the Fermi sea states is ε-
independent, with Γ being the bare width of the dot level.
Here, in contrast to the local charge model of Eq. (2), the
interaction term is taken to be particle-hole symmetric,
so that the model is particle-hole symmetric for εd = 0.
The presence of the interaction, U , is known to effec-
tively modify the level width,31,32 both by reducing the
density of states of the leads near the dot, and by induc-
ing AO in the leads when the dot occupancy changes.
The precise interplay between these effects can be quite
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intricate and was studied in Ref. 32. A quantitative anal-
ysis can be performed by defining a renormalized level
width in terms of the charge susceptibility, Γren ≡ 1/πχc.
At the point of particle-hole (ph) symmetry (εd = 0), an
analytic formula for the latter is available,31
Γren/D = (Γ/D)1/(2−(1+∆
ph
d )
2) , (37)
where ∆phd is given by
∆phd = −
2
π
tan−1 (πρU/2) . (38)
∆phd can be interpreted as the change in scattering phase
shift that a system with Γ = 0, εd = 0 experiences if the
local occupancy is changed abruptly from nd = 0 to 1.
The form of Eq. (38) is analogous to Eq. (33) for ∆d,
with two differences: since the final scattering potentials
being compared have amplitude −U/2 and U/2 (instead
of 0 and U), the argument of tan−1 has an extra factor
of 1/2, and there is an extra prefactor of 2.
The dependence of Γren on U is illustrated in Fig. 3(b),
which shows good agreement between the NRG results
for 1/πχc (dots) and the analytic formula (37) (lines).
For U much smaller than the bandwidth D, Γren/Γ is es-
sentially equal to 1; it strongly increases once U becomes
of the order D, and saturates to (Γ/D)−1/2 for U ￿ D.
Let us now consider the equilibrium spectral functions
for the operators of Eq. (34), Aeqd , Aeqdc and Aeqdc† . They
are defined as in Eq. (22) but with Ĥf = Ĥi, because for
the IRLM, where nd is not conserved, none of these oper-
ators induces a quench. Therefore, the ω → 0 behaviour
of their correlators is expected (and indeed found) to be
independent of AO. However, quite remarkably, traces
of AO do show up in an intermediate frequency regime,
ω∗ < ω < D, where 1/ω∗ corresponds to the time scale
within which charge equilibration takes place. Below the
energy scale ω∗ the quantum impurity becomes strongly
correlated with the Fermi sea and for the present model
we have ω∗ ￿ Γren. Let us therefore discuss the two
regimes, ω below or above ω∗, separately.
In the regime ω ￿ ω∗, the spectral functions are found
to have the following asymptotic form Aeq ∼ ω−1+2ηeq
[cf. Figs. 4(a-c)]:
Aeqd (ω) ∼ ω0 , ηeqd = 1/2 , (39a)
Aeqdc(ω) ∼ ω3 , ηeqdc = 2 , (39b)
Aeq
dc†(ω) ∼ ω3 , ηeqdc† = 2 . (39c)
The exponents arising here can be understood analyti-
cally using elementary, though not entirely trivial argu-
ments, based on the fact that the lowest-lying excitations
of this model have Fermi liquid properties. We refer the
reader to the Appendix for a detailed analysis.
Now consider the regime ω∗ < ω < D. As shown in the
corresponding regime of ω/Γren > 1 in Figs. 4(a-c), each
of the equilibrium spectral functions Aeqd , Aeqdc and Aeqdc† ,
exhibits another, different power-law there. For Aeqd we
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Figure 4: (Color online) (a)-(c) The equilibrium spectral
functions Aeqd (ω), Aeqdc(ω) and Aeqdc†(ω) for the IRLM, showing
a crossover from trivial power laws, ω−1+2η
eq
, for ω < ω∗, to
AO power laws, ω−1+2η
0
, for ω∗ < ω < D, with the crossover
frequency ω∗ given by Γren. (d) Comparison of the exponents
ηeq (triangles) and η0 or η￿d (crosses) extracted from the spec-
tra shown in (a-c), with the values expected from Eqs. (39) for
ηeq (solid lines), and from Eqs. (41) for η0 or from Eq. (40)
for η￿d (dashed lines with dots), for several values of U . In
(a), arrows indicate the scale ω̄∗ that separates the regimes
ω∗ < ω < ω̄∗ and ω̄∗ < ω < D, where Aeqd scales according to
Eqs. (40) or (41a), respectively.
actually find that within this regime two different power-
laws can be discerned: First, in a regime ω∗ < ω < ω̄∗
we find,
Aeqd (ω) ∼ ω−1+2η
￿
d , η￿d = − 12 −∆phd + (∆phd )2 , (40)
where ∆phd is given by Eq. (38). The exponent η
￿
d cor-
responds to the leading correction for weak interactions
(U/D ￿ 1) to the pure Lorentzian decay of the spectral
function of the d-level (see Eq. (A.2) of the Appendix),
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as can be shown using methods discussed in Refs. 33 and
34. The scale ω̄∗ that sets the upper limit for this be-
haviour is marked by arrows in Fig. 4(a) and decreases
with increasing U/D. For U/D sufficiently small that ω̄∗
lies far below the bandwidth D, we find a second power
law within the window ω̄∗ < ω < D, namely
Aeqd (ω) ∼ ω−1+2η
0
d , η0d =
1
2 (∆
ph
d )
2 . (41a)
For the other two spectral functions we find throughout
the regime ω∗ < ω < D:
Aeqdc(ω) ∼ ω−1+2η
0
dc , η0dc =
1
2 (∆
ph
d − 1)2 , (41b)
Aeq
dc†(ω) ∼ ω−1+2η
0
dc† , η0dc† =
1
2 (∆
ph
d + 1)
2 . (41c)
Remarkably, Eqs. (41) have the same form as Eqs. (35),
except that ∆d is replaced by ∆
ph
d of Eq. (38), i.e. by
the AO exponent involved in abruptly changing the lo-
cal occupancy from 0 to 1 (in the absence of tunnelling).
That this exponent should emerge is natural, since the
corresponding correlators Gd, Gdc and Gdc† all involve an
operator d† that places an electron on the dot at time
t = 0. Although the dot occupancy nd(t) will relax
back to its initial value nid in the long time limit, this
requires times t ￿ 1/ω∗. In contrast, the lead electrons
react to the change in local charge on the much shorter
time scale 1/D. Thus, in the window of intermediate
times, 1/D ￿ t ￿ 1/ω∗, corresponding to frequencies
ω∗ ￿ ω ￿ D, the situation is similar to that of the pre-
vious subsection, where we had Γ = 0 and a change in
dot occupancy from 0 to 1 induced changes in the lead
phase shifts, accompanied by AO. Thus, the exponents
η0 arising in Eq. (41) can be identified as the (equilib-
rium) scaling dimensions of the corresponding operators
calculated in the absence of tunnelling (which is why we
use a superscript 0 on such exponents, here and below).
This explains the similarity between the behaviour de-
scribed by Eqs. (41) and Eqs. (35). Note that the scaling
dimension η0dc† [Eq. (41c)] of the tunnelling operators d̂ĉ
†
and ĉ†d̂ satisfy 0 ≤ η0dc† ≤ 1/2 [since for U > 0, we have
−1 ≤ ∆phd ≤ 0, by Eq. (38)], thus tunnelling is always
relevant for this model.
We conclude this subsection with a comment on the
fact that Aeqd (ω) crosses over from non-AO behaviour
[Eq. (40)] to AO behaviour [Eq. (41a)] as U/D is in-
creased past 1. AO behaviour is absent for U/D ￿ 1
because this situation corresponds essentially to a non-
interacting resonant-level model, for which Geqd (t) does
not show power-law behaviour of the type assumed in
Eq. (18); instead it decays exponentially (∼ e−Γt), caus-
ing the spectral function Aeqd (ω) to have an essentially
Lorentzian form. Equation (40) is the large-frequency
limit of the latter, but including the leading corrections
in U/D, calculated using methods discussed in Refs. 33
and 34. However, once U/D becomes ￿ 1, AO does be-
gin to matter, implying a regime of power-law decay for
Geqd (t) on intermediate time scales, leading to Eq. (41a)
for Aeqd (ω).
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Figure 5: (Color online) (a) Cartoon of the quench which
occurs when an electron-hole pair is created at time t = 0,
see Eq. (43). (The cartoon depicts the situation relevant for
exciton creation by absorption of a photon, which excited an
electron from a valence-band to a conduction band level of a
semiconducting quantum dot.) (b) The exponent ∆h [from
Eq. (11)] and the displaced charge ∆chh [from Eq. (12)], for
the quench of Eq. (42), as function of the quench range W .
(c) Corresponding values of the AO exponents ηhd, ηhdc and
ηhdc† , extracted from the asymptotic behaviour ω
−1+2η of
spectral functions (crosses), or as expected from Eqs. (46)
(dots). Typically, relative errors are less than 1%.
C. Quantum quench of level position
In the previous subsection we emphasized the impor-
tance of the scale ω∗, which separates the low- and
intermediate-frequency regimes, showing trivial expo-
nents or AO exponents, respectively. It is instructive
to study the role of the scale ω∗ in a slightly different
but related context, namely quench spectral functions
involving a quantum quench of the level position. This
will shed further light on the AO between states with
different local level occupancies.
Concretely, we consider initial and final Hamiltonians
that both are of the form Eq. (36), but with initial and
final level positions that are symmetrically spaced on op-
posite sides of the model’s symmetry point at εd = 0:
εid = W/2
quench−→ εfd = −W/2 . (42)
Although this is an example of a type 1 quench, it will be
convenient (mainly for notational reasons) to reformulate
this situation as a type 2 quench. To this end we use the
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Figure 6: (Color online) (a) The AO exponent ∆h [extracted
according to Eq. (11)] as function of W/Γren, for several
values of U . For W/Γren ￿ 1, ∆h approaches its maxi-
mal value ∆maxh . As W is reduced below Γren, ∆h drops
below its maximal value and decreases with W [linearly so
for W/Γren ￿ 1]. (b) The final and initial occupancies nfd
(squares, upper curves) and nid (circles, lower curves) as func-
tions of W/Γren, for the same values of U [same color code
as in (a)]. (c) The maximal value ∆maxh of the AO exponent
∆h, extracted from the W/Γren ￿ 1 regime of (a) (crosses,
“calc”), or expected from Eq. (44) (solid line, “exp”); the
relative deviations are well below 1%.
Hamiltonian
Ĥ = W (1/2− n̂h)n̂d + U(n̂d − 1/2)(ĉ†̂c− 1/2)
+
￿
ε
ε ĉ†εĉε +
￿
Γ
πρ
￿
ε
(d̂†̂cε + ĉ
†
εd̂) , (43)
where we have introduced an auxiliary degree of freedom,
called “hole” (in analogy to the role of holes in exciton
creation by optical absorption12–14), with hole counting
operator n̂h = ĥ†ĥ. The hole has no dynamics; its only
role is to distinguish two distinct sectors of Hilbert space,
in which the dynamics is described by Ĥi or Ĥf , with hole
number nh = 0 or 1, respectively [see Fig. 5(a)]. The type
2 quench that switches between these sectors is induced
by X̂† = ĥ†. The overlap Oh ∼ N− 12∆2h between the
initial and final ground states is characterized by an AO
exponent ∆h [Eq. (11)] that is equal to the charge ∆chh
displaced by the quench [Eq. (12)].
The magnitude of ∆h increases with the range W of the
quench, as shown in Fig. 5(b) (linear scale) and Fig. 6(a)
(log-log scale). Note, in particular, that the scale on
which the quenching range, W , needs to change in order
for the AO exponents to change significantly, is given by
Γren. This is natural: when W ￿ Γren, the two states
|Gi￿ and |Gf￿ connected by the quench describe dots with
strongly different occupancies, nid ￿ 0 vs. nfd ￿ 1, see
Fig. 6(b). Hence the AO [Eq. (11)] of the corresponding
Fermi seas will be strong. The maximum possible value
of the exponent ∆h is
∆maxh = 1 + ∆
ph
d , (44)
with ∆phd (U) < 0 given by Eq. (38). The first term simply
gives the U → ∞ value of the change in dot occupancy
induced by the quench, namely 1; the second term reflects
the reaction of the Fermi sea to this change, cf. Sec. III B.
Following the arguments of Sec. II D, the nonequilib-
rium spectral functions AY (ω), defined for
Ŷ †1 = d̂
†ĥ† , Ŷ †2 = ĉ
†d̂†ĥ† , Ŷ †3 = ĉ d̂
†ĥ† , (45)
are expected to show the following AO behaviour for
ω → 0:
Ahd(ω) ∼ ω−1+2ηhd ηhd = 12 (∆h − 1)2 , (46a)
Ahdc(ω) ∼ ω−1+2ηhdc ηhdc = 12 (∆h − 2)2 , (46b)
Ahdc†(ω) ∼ ω−1+2ηhdc† ηhdc† = 12∆2h . (46c)
The reason for the specific form of the exponents is that
for the correlators Ghd, Ghdc or Ghdc† , at t = 0 the local
charge (on the d-level or in the Fermi sea) is increased
by one, two or zero, respectively [i.e. ∆C = 1, 2 or 0 in
Eq. (16)]. Figure 5(c) shows that the exponents (crosses)
extracted from the asymptotic behaviour AY (ω) are in-
deed in good agreement with values expected (dots) from
Eqs. (46).
IV. POPULATION SWITCHING WITHOUT
SENSOR
The models investigated so far served as testing ground
for the influence of AO on various types of spectral func-
tions. The following two sections have the concrete mo-
tivation to clarify the role of AO in the context of quan-
tum dot models that display the phenomenon of popula-
tion switching (PS).15,16,35–40 In such models, a quantum
dot, tunnel-coupled to leads, contains levels of different
widths and is capacitively coupled to a gate voltage that
shifts the levels energy relative to the Fermi level of the
leads. Under suitable conditions, an (adiabatic) sweep of
the gate voltage induces an inversion in the population
of these levels (a so-called population switch), implying
a change in the local potential seen by the Fermi seas in
the leads. Goldstein, Berkovits and Gefen (GBG) have
argued in Ref. 15,16 that in this context AO can play an
important role. In particular, they pointed out that for
a model involving a third lead acting as a charge sensor,
the effects of AO can be enhanced to such an extent that
population switching becomes abrupt, i.e. turns into a
phase transition. Our goal is to elucidate the influence
of AO by using the tools developed above in the context
of the IRLM.
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Figure 7: (Color online) (a) Cartoon of the Hamiltonian (47)
for the asymmetric SIAM. (b) The occupations nL (solid lines)
and nR (dashed lines) of the left and right level, respectively,
as functions of εd, for several values of ΓR, at a fixed ratio of
ΓR/ΓL = 20. As εd is lowered past the particle-hole symmet-
ric point at εd = −U/2, population switching occurs, with nR
changing from near 1 to near 0, and vice versa for nL. Inset:
zoom into the switching region around εd = −U/2, showing
that the switch is continuous (as function of εd) even though
the switching region becomes narrower for decreasing ΓR. (c)
Comparison of b0WPS [from Eqs. (48) and (51), crosses], TK
[from Eq. (52), solid], and the inverse pseudospin suscepti-
bility 1/χs (pluses). All three quantities evidently decrease
similarly with decreasing ΓR/U .
In the present section, we will study population switch-
ing in a two-lead model (without charge sensor), which is
equivalent to an anisotropic Kondo model.15,16,41–44 The
corresponding Kondo temperature, TK, sets the width of
the population switch as function of gate voltage. We
calculate the spectral function AeqY (ω) of the pseudospin-
flip operator and show that TK also acts as the crossover
scale ω∗ that separates a low-frequency regime showing
Fermi-liquid power laws from an intermediate-frequency
regime revealing AO exponents. We investigate the ori-
gin of the latter by a quantum quench analysis similar
to that of Sec. III C above. In the following section, we
will generalize the model by adding a charge sensor and
analyse how this enhances the effects of AO.
A. Width of switching regime
We consider a model involving two single-level dots
(µ = L, R) and for convenience choose their level ener-
gies εd to be equal, so that the PS always occurs at the
particle-hole symmetric point, εd = −U/2. (Note that PS
occurs also for nondegenerate levels, as long as their level
spacing is smaller than the difference of their level widths
Γµ.) The levels have an electrostatic coupling U > 0 and
are each tunnel-coupled to its own lead [see Fig. 7(a)]:
ĤSIAM =
￿
µ
εd d̂
†
µd̂µ + Ud̂
†
Ld̂Ld̂
†
Rd̂R (47)
+
￿
εµ
ε ĉ†εµĉεµ +
￿
µ
￿
Γµ
πρ
￿
ε
(d̂†µĉεµ + ĉ
†
εµd̂µ) ,
(We use notation analogous to that of Sec. III B.) We
choose the level widths to be strongly asymmetric and
will use a fixed value of their ratio, ΓR/ΓL = 20, through-
out. The model thus has the form of a spin-asymmetric
single-impurity Anderson model (SIAM), where µ acts as
pseudospin index.
As illustrated in Fig. 7(b), this model shows PS when
εd is decreased past εd = −U/2 (the particle-hole sym-
metric point): as this “switching point” is crossed, the
occupancy of the broad level (dashed lines) changes from
near 1 to near 0, and vice versa for the narrow level (solid
lines). We define the width of the switching regime, WPS,
as the difference,
WPS ≡ εd(nR+)− εd(nR−) , (48)
between those two values of εd, located symmetrically on
either side of the switching point, at which the occupation
of the right level is nR+ ≡ 34nmaxR+ (> 12 ) or nR− = 1 −
nR+ (< 12 ), respectively, where n
max
R+ is the largest value
reached by nR for εd > −U/2, to the right of the PS.
Figure 7(b) and its inset show that the width of the
switching regime decreases with decreasing Γµ, without,
however, dropping to zero as long as the level widths
are nonzero. This behaviour can be understood as
follows.15,16,41–44 In the vicinity of the particle-hole sym-
metric point, only two local charge configurations are rel-
evant, namely those with occupancies (nL, nR) equal to
(0, 1) or (1, 0). The spin-asymmetric SIAM can thus be
mapped onto an anisotropic Kondo model by a Schrieffer-
Wolff transformation. This leads to an anisotropic pseu-
dospin exchange interaction of the form
Ĥexch = (UL + UR)(d̂
†
Ld̂L − d̂†Rd̂R)(ĉ†LĉL − ĉ†RĉR)
+2
￿
ULUR(ĉLĉ
†
Rd̂
†
Ld̂R + h.c.)
+Beff(d̂
†
Ld̂L − d̂†Rd̂R)/2 , (49)
respectively, with coupling constants given by
ρUµ =
Γµ
π
￿
1
εd + U
+
1
|εd|
￿
, (50)
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and effective magnetic field
Beff = b0(εd + U/2), b0 =
4(ΓR − ΓL)
πU
. (51)
The corresponding Kondo temperature is given by the
following expression:41
TK =
￿
U(ΓL + ΓR)
π
exp
￿
πεd(U + εd)
2U(ΓL − ΓR) ln
ΓL
ΓR
￿
. (52)
Note that TK decreases exponentially if Γµ is decreased
with a fixed ratio of ΓR/ΓL and actually becomes zero
for Γµ = 0 (the argument of the exponent in Eq. (52) is
negative, since εd < 0).
Now, TK can be associated with the energy gained
by forming a ground state involving a screened local
pseudospin, which in the present setting translates to a
ground state involving a coherent superposition of config-
urations with local occupancies (0, 1) and (1, 0). Screen-
ing will cease when εd deviates sufficiently from the sym-
metry point −U/2 that the effective magnetic field |Beff |
exceeds TK, in which case the ground state will be dom-
inated solely by the (0, 1) or (1, 0) configuration, instead
of involving a coherent superposition of both. Thus the
switching width will be set by b0WPS ￿ TK, up to a nu-
merical constant of order unity.
Figure 7(c) confirms this expectation. It shows that b0
times the switching width WPS [from Eq. (48)] (crosses)
and the Kondo temperature TK at εd = −U/2 [from
Eq. (52)] (solid line), when plotted as functions of ΓR/U
at fixed ΓR/ΓL, are indeed almost perfectly proportional
to each other. As a numerical consistency check, Fig. 7(c)
also shows the inverse of the zero-temperature pseu-
dospin susceptibility of the dot levels, 1/χs (pluses), con-
firming that TK = 1/χs. (This is analogous to the rela-
tion Γren = 1/πχc of Sec. III B.)
B. AO in dynamics of pseudospin-flip operator
Let us now explore the role of AO in population switch-
ing. To this end, we note that the effective exchange
interaction Ĥexch of Eq. (49) is similar in structure to
the IRLM of Eq. (36): both involve two charge configu-
rations (the former (0,1) and (1,0), the latter 0 and 1),
which induce different phase shifts in the leads due to a
dot-lead interaction term, and which are connected by a
tunnelling term. More formally, the relation between the
IRLM and PS is revealed by the equivalence of both mod-
els to the Kondo model (for the IRLM, this equivalence
is discussed, e.g., in Refs. 11,31,32). Thus, we may ex-
pect AO to play a similar role for both models, and hence
perform an analysis similar to that in Sections III B and
III C.
Specifically, let us study the spectral function AeqY (ω)
of the pseudospin-flip operators occurring in Ĥexch,
Ŷ † = ĉLĉ
†
Rd̂
†
Ld̂R , Ŷ = d̂
†
Rd̂LĉRĉ
†
L . (53)
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Figure 8: (Color online) (a) The pseudospin-flip spectral
function AeqY (ω) [cf. Eq. (53)] for the PS model without charge
sensor, for several values of ΓR/U with fixed ratio ΓR/ΓL,
calculated at εd = −U/2: plotting AeqY (ω)/AeqY (TK) versus
ω/TK yields a scaling collapse. The frequency dependence of
the curves qualitatively changes at TK: for ω < TK we find
Fermi liquid behaviour, ∼ ω3 (dotted line), while for ω > TK
each curve shows a nontrivial AO power-law, ∼ ω−1+2η0Y
[Eq. (54)], exemplified by the dashed and dash-dotted lines
for ΓR/U = 0.2 and 0.05, respectively. (b) Comparison of
the values for η0Y expected from Eq. (54b) (solid line), or ex-
tracted from the spectral function AeqY (ω) by using Eq. (54a)
in the intermediate-frequency regime between TK and the high
frequency maximum (crosses). The accuracy of this extrac-
tion deteriorates with increasing ΓR/U , since this reduces the
width of the latter regime [see (a)], causing the relative er-
ror between crosses and solid line to increases from 1% for
ΓR/U = 0.05 to 10% for ΓR/U = 0.2.
These induce transitions between the local charge con-
figurations (0,1) and (1,0) and simultaneously add an
electron to one lead while removing an electron from
the other. (Such a transition does not constitute a
quench, since for the present model nd is not conserved.)
AeqY should, in some respects, be analogous to Adc† of
Sec. III B. We have thus calculated AeqY numerically, us-
ing the Hamiltonian ĤSIAM of Eq. (47). Indeed, Fig. 8(a),
which shows AeqY (ω) for several values of ΓR/U , exhibits
several features reminiscent of Fig. 4(c) for Adc†(ω): (i)
A crossover scale ω∗, separating a regime of very low fre-
quencies from one of intermediate frequencies, is clearly
discernible; it is given by ω∗ ￿ TK. (ii) When prop-
erly rescaled by plotting AeqY (ω)/AeqY (ω∗) versus ω/ω∗,
all curves collapse onto each other in the regime ω ￿ D.
(iii) In the low-frequency regime ω ￿ ω∗ we find the
same Fermi-liquid power law, AeqY (ω) ∼ ω3 (dotted line),
as for Adc†(ω) [cf. Eq. (39c)]. (An analytical explana-
tion for this fact is given in at the end of the Appendix.)
(iv) In an intermediate-frequency regime ω∗ ￿ ω ￿ ωhe,
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whose upper limit ωhe is a high-energy scale set by the
minimum of the bandwidth or the cost of local charge
fluctuations, we find an AO-dominated power law,
AeqY (ω) ∼ ω−1+2η
0
Y , ω∗ ￿ ω ￿ ωhe . (54a)
Though the numerical calculation of AeqY (ω) was per-
formed using the full Hamiltonian ĤSIAM of Eq. (47),
tunnelling is not important on the short time-scales that
govern the frequency regime ω > ω∗. Hence, we expect
the exponent η0Y found from Eq. (54a) to be equal in
value to that which one would obtain in the ω → 0 limit
of a calculation performed in the absence of pseudospin-
flips, i.e. using Ĥexch without the pseudospin-flip terms
in the second line of Eq. (49) (but retaining its first and
third lines).
Without pseudospin-flips, the correlator involving Ŷ
would actually constitute a type 2 quench correlator,
because Ŷ † changes (n̂L − n̂R), which is a conserved
quantum number for Hamiltonians without pseudospin-
flips. Therefore, the expected value of η0Y can be pre-
dicted using the generalized Hopfield rule [Eq. (25)]. For
the present case of two channels that are not intercon-
nected by tunnelling, so that the total charge within each
channel is conserved, it can be applied to each chan-
nel separately, adding the corresponding exponents19 [cf.
Eq. (27)]:
η0Y =
1
2 (∆L + 1)
2 + 12 (−∆R − 1)2 . (54b)
Here ∆µ describes the change in phase shift, divided by
π, induced in lead µ by a pseudospin-flip; it is given by
Eq. (38), with U replaced by Uµ [from Eq. (50)]. The ap-
plicability of these arguments is confirmed by Fig. 8(b),
which shows that the exponents extracted from the nu-
merical spectra (crosses) agree quite well with the values
expected from Eq. (54b) (solid line). The quality of the
agreement deteriorates with increasing ΓR/U , because
this reduces the width of the intermediate-frequency
regime, making an accurate extraction of η0Y from AeqY (ω)
increasingly difficult.
Equation (54b) allows us to understand why PS is al-
ways continuous in this model: Since −1 ≤ ∆µ ≤ 0,
the scaling dimension of Ŷ satisfies ηY ≤ 1, implying
that this operator always remains a relevant perturba-
tion that does not flow to zero at low energy scales. This
means that AO, although present, is not strong enough
to completely suppress the amplitude for pseudospin-flip
transitions. Hence, the two sectors (0,1) and (1,0) are
always coupled by the effective low-energy Hamiltonian,
so that population switching is continuous.15,16
C. AO induced by quench of level positions
As mentioned above, the operators Ŷ † and Ŷ connect
two configurations with different local occupancies, (0,1)
and (1,0). To shed further light on the AO between such
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Figure 9: (Color online) AO for the PS model without charge
sensing. The exponent ∆AO [extracted from Eq. (1)] (solid
lines with dots) is shown as function of quench size W/U
[Eq. (55)], for several values of ΓR/U with fixed ratio ΓR/ΓL,
showing that AO becomes significant once W increases past
TK/b0 (indicated by dashed vertical lines). The exponent
∆AO increases linearly with W for W ￿ TK/b0, and satu-
rates to a maximal value of
√
2 [Eq. (56)] for W ￿ TK/b0.
The corresponding values of ∆ch [from Eq. (7)] are not shown
but agree with ∆AO with relative errors of a few percent.
configurations, we now perform a quantum quench anal-
ysis similar to that of Sec. III C. We consider a type 1
quench, Ĥi → Ĥf , induced by changing the level posi-
tion εd from a value above the symmetry point, favouring
(0,1), to one below, favouring (1,0):
εid = −U/2 + W/2 quench−→ εfd = −U/2−W/2 . (55)
The corresponding ground states, |Gi￿ and |Gf￿, will dis-
play AO as in Eq. (1). Based on the lessons learnt from
Sec. III C, the corresponding exponent ∆AO will increase
with the width W of the quench. Indeed, Fig. 9 [to be
compared with Fig. 6(a)] shows that ∆AO increases from
close to 0 for W much below TK/b0 (indicated by vertical
dashed lines) to a maximal value of
∆maxAO =
￿
(1)2 + (1)2 =
√
2 (56)
for W ￿ TK/b0. This maximal value reflects the dis-
placed charge ∆ch [cf. Eq. (7)] induced by a very strong
quench: both nL and nR are ￿ 0 (or ￿ 1) if the
level position is far above (or below) the Fermi energy,
εid = −U/2 + W/2 ￿ 0 (or ￿ 0), cf. Fig. 7(b), thus the
displaced charge associated with both nL and nR is 1.
(The contribution to ∆ch from the leads turns out to be
negligible here,19 since for sufficiently large W the Fermi
sea is essentially decoupled from the dot.)
D. Summary for PS without sensor
The results of this section can be summarized as fol-
lows: (i) The energy scale setting the width of PS is pro-
portional to TK. (ii) This can directly be attributed to
AO: as shown in Fig. 9, the ground states of two configu-
rations on opposite sides of the switching points exhibit
strong AO when their level positions differ by more than
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TK/b0. Thus, quantum fluctuations between them, in-
duced by operators such as Ŷ and Ŷ †, are strongly sup-
pressed. (iii) For the present model PS will always be
continuous as a function of εd, because (for given U) TK
is nonzero for any fixed choice of ΓL and ΓR (although
exponentially small), and AO ceases to be important
(∆AO ￿ 0) once εd comes within TK/b0 of the switch-
ing point. Conversely, however, it should now also be
plausible that an essentially abrupt PS will be achiev-
able if, by a suitable modification of the model, the de-
gree of AO between the configurations (0,1) and (1,0)
can be enhanced sufficiently to push TK to zero even for
finite ΓL and ΓR. As pointed out by GBG,15,16 this can
be achieved by adding a charge sensor, to which we turn
next.
V. POPULATION SWITCHING WITH SENSOR
Figure 10: Cartoon of the Hamiltonian (57), describing an
asymmetric SIAM with an additional sensor lead coupled elec-
trostatically to the left dot.
In this section we study the effects of adding an electro-
statically coupled charge sensor to the model of the pre-
vious section, as proposed by GBG,15,16 and analyse how
this enhances the effects of AO. In particular, we show
that by increasing the sensor coupling strength (US), the
effective Kondo temperature (T SK) can be driven to zero,
implying that population switching becomes abrupt. (A
study of how additional leads increase the effects of AO
for static quantities has recently been performed in sim-
ilar context, involving a multi-lead IRLM.32 )
A. Width of switching regime
GBG proposed to extend the asymmetric SIAM stud-
ied above by introducing a third lead as “charge sensor”
for the left dot (see Fig. 10). For simplicity, it is taken
to have the same density of states as the other two leads,
but in contrast to the latter, it couples to the left dot
only electrostatically (not by tunnelling), with interac-
tion strength US (with ĉS ≡
￿
ε ĉεS):
Ĥ = ĤSIAM (57)
+
￿
ε
ε ĉ†εSĉεS + US(d̂
†
Ld̂L −
1
2
)(ĉ†SĉS −
1
2
) .
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Figure 11: (Color online) Population switching for the charge
sensor model of Eq. (57). (a) nR(εd) (solid lines) and nL(εd)
(dashed lines) for several values of US/U , plotted versus
(εd + U/2)/WPS in a pseudo-logarithmic fashion (“pseudo”
in that the x-axis is plotted logarithmic with positive and
negative values to the left and right of the switching point,
respectively, represented by the vertical solid line). The hor-
izontal light solid lines indicate the values of nR which define
the widths W SPS of the PS regimes. The noisy behaviour of
the curves for US = 5U at small values of εd indicates that
our analysis cannot resolve smaller values for εd as we are
reaching the limits of double precision numerical accuracy.
(b) Inset: T SK/TK as function of US/U , showing the rapid de-
crease of the Kondo temperature with increasing coupling.
Main panel: ln T SK/ ln TK versus (U
∗
S − US)/U , plotted on a
log-log scale (dashed line with dots), together with a linear
fit using Eq. (59) (solid line).
A plot of nL and nR as functions of εd for this model
looks essentially similar to Fig. 7(b), showing population
switching at εd = −U/2. However, when the strength of
the coupling US is increased, the width of the PS, say
W SPS, is strongly reduced below the value WPS it had
for US = 0, as predicted by GBG. This is illustrated in
Fig. 11(a), which shows nR (solid lines) and nL (dashed
lines) as functions of (εd+U/2)/WPS, using a logarithmic
scale to zoom in on the immediate vicinity of the PS. In
fact, as US approaches a critical value U∗S , the width W
S
PS
drops exponentially towards zero, until it becomes too
small to be resolved within double precision numerical
accuracy.
The behaviour of W SPS is mimicked by that of the
Kondo temperature, calculated via the pseudospin sus-
ceptibility, T SK ≡ 1/χs. We find that it decreases relative
to its US = 0 value TK, precisely in proportion to W SPS,
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such that
T SK
TK
=
W SPS
WPS
(58)
holds within our numerical accuracy.
The transition from a continuous to an abrupt PS as
US crosses U∗S has been predicted to be of the Kosterlitz-
Thouless type.15,16 This implies that T SK is expected to
approach zero according to
− ln T SK ∼ (U∗S − US)γ , (59)
where γ = −1/2. To test whether our data is con-
form to this expectation, Fig. 11(b) shows ln(T SK)/ ln(TK)
vs. (U∗S − U) on a log-log plot. Indeed, we find a
straight line for US not too close to U∗S , consistent with
Eq. (59). We extract the values γ = −0.54 ± 0.06 and
U∗S/U = 6.78 ± 0.32, by making linear fits over several
somewhat different fitting ranges and taking the average
and standard deviation of the fit parameters as final fit-
ting results. The relatively large errors of about 10% are
a consequence of the fact that it is not possible to obtain
data for US closer to U∗S , since this would drive T
S
K below
the level of numerical noise.
We note that analytical calculations based on Refs. 15
and 16 [using the more accurate criterion, Jz(U∗S ) =
Jxy(U∗S ) in the notation of these papers] predict the crit-
ical interaction to be U∗S/U ∼ 7.6. The agreement of
this prediction with the numerical result of 6.8 is quite
respectable, given the inaccuracies in both the numerical
and analytical calculations [for the latter, inaccuracies
arise since the cutoff scheme employed in the analyti-
cal calculation is different from the one realized numeri-
cally. The cutoff appears explicitly in the arguments of
the functions Q in Eqs. (6) to (10) of Ref. 15].
Though the above results unambiguously show that
the width of PS decreases exponentially as US approaches
a critical value U∗S , an analysis based purely on W
S
PS can
not access the critical point itself or the regime beyond.
We therefore proceed now with a numerical calculation of
the dynamics of the pseudospin-flip operator, for which
we are not constrained to US < U∗S .
B. AO in dynamics of pseudospin-flip operator
The reason for the US-dependence of WPS and T SK is
that the introduction of the sensor (US ￿= 0) increases the
influence of AO in the leads. As pointed out by GBG,
the scaling dimension of Ŷ acquires an extra contribution
1
2∆
2
S due to the sensor lead:
ηSY =
1
2 (∆L + 1)
2 + 12 (−∆R − 1)2 + 12∆2S , (60)
where ∆S is given by Eq. (38), with US replacing U .
By increasing US and thereby ∆2S, it is thus possible to
drive ηSY beyond 1. This will render the pseudospin-flip
operators Ŷ and Ŷ † irrelevant, thus suppressing quantum
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Figure 12: (Color online) (a) The pseudospin-flip spectral
function AeqY (ω) [cf. Eq. (53)] for the PS model with charge
sensor, for several values of US/U , calculated at εd = −U/2:
plotting AeqY (ω)/AeqY (T SK) versus ω/T SK yields a scaling col-
lapse. The general shape of the curves is similar to those
shown in Fig. 8: for ω < T SK we find Fermi liquid behaviour,
∼ ω3 (dotted line), while for ω > T SK each curve shows a
nontrivial AO power-law, ∼ ω−1+2ηSY [cf. Eq. (54)], exempli-
fied by the dashed and dash-dotted lines for US/U = 0 and
5, respectively. (b) Comparison of the values for ηSY expected
from Eq. (60) (solid line), or extracted from the spectral func-
tion AeqY (ω) in the intermediate-frequency regime between TK
and the high frequency maximum (crosses). The relative er-
rors are below 5%, where the errors decrease with increasing
US for similar reasons as in Fig. 8. The light horizontal line
indicates ηSY = 1. (We were unable to obtain reliable data
for US around 7U , presumably because this is too close to
U∗S .) (c) AeqY (ω)/AeqY (TK) versus ω/TK for US = 8U . The AO
power-law behaviour ω−1+2η
S
Y extends down to the smallest
frequencies accessible, illustrating that the crossover scale T SK
has become undetectably small.
fluctuations between the (0,1) and (1,0) configurations,
and, hence, pushing T SK down to zero.
To check this scenario explicitly, we have studied the
US-dependence of ηSY by extracting it from the spectral
function AeqY (ω), calculated at the particle-hole symmet-
ric point for several values of US. The general shape of
AeqY , shown in Fig. 12(a), is similar to that of Fig. 8(a)
for US = 0: For frequencies well below T SK, AeqY (ω) scales
as ω3, while in the regime of intermediate frequencies,
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Figure 13: (Color online) AO for the PS model with charge
sensing. The exponent ∆AO [extracted from Eq. (1)] (solid
lines with dots) is shown as function of quench size W/U
[Eq. (55)], for several values of US/U , with fixed values of ΓR
and ΓL. We see that T
S
K/b0 (indicated by dashed vertical lines)
is pushed to zero as US increases past U
∗
S/U ￿ 6.78. Already
for US/U ≥ 6 the curves are essentially indistinguishable, in
that they do not deviate from their constant value for all
W/U -values accessible to our analysis. For W ￿ T SK/b0 the
exponent ∆AO saturates to a maximal value given by Eq. (61).
The corresponding values of ∆ch [from Eq. (7)] are not shown
but agree with ∆AO with relative errors of a few percent.
T SK ￿ ω ￿ ωhe (cf. Sec. IVB), the spectrum shows AO
power-law behaviour, ∼ ω−1+2ηSY . Indeed, Fig. 12(b)
shows that the values for ηSY extracted from the spec-
tra (crosses) agree fairly well with those expected from
Eq. (60). Moreover, for sufficiently large US/U , the expo-
nents ηSY increase past 1, confirming that the pseudospin-
flip operators become irrelevant.
C. AO induced by quench of level positions
To further highlight the effect of AO on T SK, let us con-
sider again the quench of level position [Eq. (55)] studied
in Sec. IV C, and repeat the analysis presented there, but
now for several different values of US/U . Figure 13 shows
the results for the exponent ∆AO. For large values of W
the AO factor reaches its maximal value
∆maxAO =
￿
(1)2 + (1)2 + ∆2S . (61)
This is similar to Eq. (56) for the model without sen-
sor, but includes the additional contribution ∆2S [given
by Eq. (38), with US replacing U ] from the displaced
charge induced in the sensor lead by the change in local
occupancy of the left dot from nL = 0 to 1.
The most important feature of Fig. 13 is the fact that
the crossover scale T SK/b0 (indicated by vertical dashed
lines) is rapidly pushed to extremely small values as
US/U is increased. Indeed, for US = 8U , which lies be-
yond the critical value of U∗S/U ￿ 6.78 discussed above,
∆AO is essentially pinned to its maximal value down to
the smallest values of quench range W that we can access
numerically. This is consistent with the fact that the cor-
responding spectral function AeqY (ω) at US = 8U , shown
in Fig. 12(c), shows nontrivial AO power laws down to the
lowest frequencies accessible, with no trace of a Fermi-
liquid ω3. This demonstrates very clearly, if somewhat
indirectly, that the PS will be abrupt for US > U∗S .
D. Summary for PS with sensor
Let us summarize the results of this section, by way of
extending the list of salient points collected in Sec. IVD.
(iv) The presence of a charge sensor reduces the crossover
scale T SK, which reaches zero at a critical coupling U
∗
S
[Fig. 11]. (v) This reduction is due to the increased
effect of AO in the leads, which increases the scaling
dimension ηSY [Fig. 12]; when the latter passes 1 (cor-
responding to US = U∗S ), the pseudospin-flip operators
become irrelevant and T SK equals zero, rendering the PS
abrupt. (vi) Correspondingly, for US > U∗S , the spec-
trum AeqY (ω) shows nontrivial AO power-law behaviour,
ω−1+2η
S
Y , all the way down to the smallest frequencies ac-
cessible [Fig. 12(c)], and a low-frequency regime showing
Fermi-liquid exponents does not exist.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The goal of this paper was to elucidate the role of
the Anderson orthogonality catastrophe in giving rise to
anomalous scaling dimensions in dynamical correlation
functions for quantum impurity models. To this end, we
have studied several setups involving (interacting) quan-
tum dots and (non-interacting) leads. The quantum dots
and leads may be interconnected electrostatically, or also
through tunnel-coupling. In our analysis we focussed on
the asymptotic behaviour of various correlation functions
G(t) and the corresponding spectral functions A(ω) in
the limit of long times or low frequencies, respectively.
Their asymptotic behaviour could be understood via a
generalized version of Hopfield’s rule, whose validity was
checked and confirmed through an extensive NRG analy-
sis. As a particular application, we performed a detailed
study of population switching, both without and with a
third lead that acts as a charge sensor. We confirmed
a previous prediction15,16 that when the charge sensor
is sufficiently strongly coupled, population switching can
turn into an abrupt quantum phase transition.
Aside from presenting a systematic discussion of the
generalized Hopfield rule, which, hopefully, will be use-
ful for practitioners in the fields, several general features
have emerged from our analysis:
(1) In the context of a local quantum quench of type
1, where a change of parameters switches the Hamilto-
nian from Ĥi to Ĥf , each lead-dot electrostatic coupling
gives rise to an AO factor in the ground state overlap
|￿Gi|Gf￿|, reflecting a change in the many-body configu-
ration of the lead when the charging state of the dot is
140 6. Anderson orthogonality
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AO exponents
Figure 14: Schematic depiction of an equilibrium spectral
function AeqY (ω) for the cases that the local charge relaxation
rate ω∗ is (a) larger or (b) smaller than the lead level spacing
δE.
modified. This AO factor scales as N
− 12∆2µ
µ , where Nµ
is the number of electrons in lead µ and ∆µ the change
in the scattering phase, divided by π, in that lead. (AO
factors from leads that are not interconnected by tun-
nelling, so that the total charge within each channel is
conserved, are multiplicative [Eq. (27)].19 )
(2) AO also arises for a type 2 quench, induced by an
operator X̂† that connects initial and final ground states
|Gi￿ and |Gf￿ lying in dynamically disconnected sectors
of Hilbert space. In particular, AO influences the corre-
sponding quench spectral function AX(ω) which scales as
AX(ω) ∼ ω−1+∆2X [Eq. (23)]. For a Hamiltonian without
tunnelling terms such as the LCM of Eq. (2), the spectral
function for X̂† = d̂† thus scales as Ad(ω) ∼ ω−1+∆2d .
(3) When a type 2 quench has the form of a tunnelling
operator, Ŷ † = ĉd̂†, the asymptotic power law is modified
to become Adc† ∼ ω−1+(∆d+1)2 [Eq. (35c)], implying a
scaling dimension η0dc† =
1
2 (∆d + 1)
2. For a particle-
hole symmetric interaction term [as in Eq. (36)], we have
−1 ≤ ∆d ≤ 0 [Eq. (38)], implying that 0 ≤ η0dc† ≤ 1/2,
thus tunnelling between a dot and a single lead is always
a relevant perturbation.
(4) The scaling exponent can be increased, and AO
strengthened, by coupling the dot(s) to further leads. In
particular, leads that couple to the dot only electrostat-
ically (not via tunnelling) contribute AO exponents of
the form 12∆
2
µ, and thus enhance AO more strongly than
leads that are tunnel-coupled [cf. point (3)]. In this way,
the scaling dimension of the tunnelling operator can be
increased past 1 [cf. Eq. (60)], and tunnelling rendered
irrelevant. In such a situation, population switching be-
comes a quantum phase transition, tuned by gate voltage.
(5) A particularly revealing way of demonstrating the
effect of AO for population switching is to calculate the
exponent ∆AO for a type 1 quench in which the level
position is abruptly changed from lying above to below
the PS point (see Figs. 9 and 13, which are analogous to
Fig. 6(a) for the IRLM).
(6) In the presence of tunnelling terms of the form
(ĉ†d̂ + d̂†ĉ), operators such as Ŷ † = d̂†, ĉd̂† and ĉ†d̂† do
not induce a quench, since they do not cause a switch be-
tween disconnected sectors of Hilbert space. Thus, when
such an operator acts on the ground state, the result-
ing state will relax back to the ground state over long
time scales, say t ￿ 1/ω∗, where ω∗ represents the local
charge relaxation rate.
(7) The corresponding equilibrium spectral function
AeqY (ω) thus typically shows trivial Fermi-liquid expo-
nents [e.g. Eq. (39)] in the regime of very small frequen-
cies, δE ￿ ω ￿ ω∗, where δE represents an infrared
cutoff such as the level spacing in the lead. (Throughout
this paper we took δE ￿ 0, since in NRG calculations δE
can be made arbitrarily small by using sufficiently long
Wilson chains.)
(8) In an intermediate frequency regime ω > ω∗, the
equilibrium spectral function AeqY (ω) may nevertheless
contain signatures of anomalous AO exponents, scaling as
ω−1+2η
0
Y [e.g. Eq. (41)], where η0Y represents the scaling
dimension of Ŷ calculated in the absence of tunnelling.
Thus, such exponents may be extracted by focussing on
this regime of intermediate frequencies [as done in Figs. 4,
8 and 12]. This is schematically indicated in Fig. 14(a).
(9) If AO can be made so strong that the scaling di-
mension η0Y of the operator Ŷ
† is larger than 1, the scale
ω∗ is pushed below δE (or, in the context of NRG, below
the level of numerical noise). In this case, the regime of
anomalous AO scaling ω−1+2η
0
Y will extend all the way
down to the smallest frequencies accessible [e.g. 12(c)],
as schematically indicated in Fig. 14(b).
To conclude, we note that cases where AO dominates
in the low frequency limit such that ω∗ ￿ 0, [as in point
(9)], quantum fluctuations of the charge on the dot(s)
are essentially completely frozen out. At zero tempera-
ture and in the absence of any extraneous decay mech-
anism, the system will remain localized in a particular
local charge configuration. Thus, varying the gate volt-
age in such a situation may lead to hysteretic behaviour.
It would be very interesting to experimentally search for
such signatures of the freezing out of charge fluctuations
by performing linear response measurements at the PS
point.
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Appendix: Fermi-liquid spectral functions
In this appendix we study analytically the low energy
(ω < ω∗) behaviour of the spectral functions of the IRLM
(Sec. III B) and the PS setup (Sections IVB and V B).
Let us start from the noninteracting resonant level
(Eq. (36) with U = 0). In that case an elementary cal-
culation gives for the retarded dot Green function,45
GRd (ω) =
1
ω − εd − ΓπρGR,0c (ω)
=
1
ω − εd + iΓ , (A.1)
where GR,0c is the retarded c Green function for Γ = 0,
and we assumed the wide band limit (used just to sim-
plify expressions, but actually not essential for any of the
following arguments) GR,0c (ω) = −iπρ = −iπ/2 in units
where D = 1. The imaginary part of the retarded Green
function gives (up to a factor of −1/π) the well-known
Lorentzian spectral function
Aeqd (ω) =
1
π
Γ
(ω − εd)2 + Γ2 . (A.2)
Thus, at low energies (ω ￿ Γ) Aeqd (ω) becomes a con-
stant, corresponding to ηeqd = 1/2 [which reproduces
Eq. (39a)]. This behaviour is easy to understand: In the
absence of tunnelling Aeq,0c (ω) = ρ is constant, reflecting
the constant local density of states of the lead electrons
near the end of the lead. In the presence of tunnelling,
at low energy the dot level is well-hybridized with the
lead, and assumes the role of the end of the lead, thus
featuring the slowly-varying low-energy spectral function
Aeqd (ω).
Based on similar arguments, one would expect that,
in the presence of tunnelling, Aeqc (ω) is still constant at
low-energies, since in that limit the small spatial separa-
tion between the dot and the end of the lead should be
unimportant. However, commensurability at half filling
(particle-hole symmetry) makes things bit more compli-
cated. An explicit calculation gives:
GRc (ω) = GR,0c (ω) + GR,0c (ω)
￿
Γ
πρ
GRd (ω)
￿
Γ
πρ
GR,0c (ω)
= −iπρ ω − εd
ω − εd + iΓ . (A.3)
Thus, when εd is nonzero, we indeed get a constant low
energy limit, i.e. ηeqc = 1/2. However, when εd = 0
(the value used throughout this paper for the IRLM),
GRc (ω) ∼ ω while Aeqc (ω) ∼ ω2, corresponding to ηeqc =
3/2. To understand this behaviour, let us examine a
half infinite tight-binding chain with lattice spacing a and
Hamiltonian ĤTB =
￿∞
n=1(Ψ̂
†
n+1Ψ̂n + h.c.). Taking the
continuum limit in the standard way, we can expand the
fast-varying annihilation operators Ψn in terms of slowly-
varying (on the scale of the Fermi wavelength) right/left
moving fields ψR/L(x), with x = na:
Ψn = eikFnaψR(na) + e−ikFnaψL(na) , (A.4)
where kF is the Fermi wavevector. From the boundary
condition Ψ0 = 0 one gets ψL(0) = −ψR(0), so we can de-
fine the single slowly-varying field ψ(x) by ψ(x) = ψR(x)
if x > 0 and ψ(x) = −ψL(−x) if x < 0. Then:
Ψn = eikFnaψ(na)− e−ikFnaψ(−na) . (A.5)
At half filling, kFa = π/2, we get at the site next to the
boundary
Ψn=2 = −ψ(2a) + ψ(−2a) ∼ −4a∂xψ(0) , (A.6)
The same thing happens at the first site (n = 1) when
we attach a dot, since at low energies the dot behaves
as the new first site. The spatial derivative is equiva-
lent to a time derivative, up to the Fermi velocity vF.
This extra time derivative is responsible for the vanish-
ing of the spectral function Aeqc (ω) for ω → 0. Since
we have derivative for both ĉ and ĉ† in the Green func-
tion, and each gives an extra factor of ω, we end up with
Aeqc (ω) ∼ ω2. This behaviour depends on being at half
filling (particle-hole symmetry), hence is modified when
εd is not zero.
Now we can discuss the higher spectral functions,
Aeq
dc†(ω), and Aeqdc(ω). These are the imaginary parts of
the corresponding retarded Green functions, up to a fac-
tor of−1/π. The retarded Green functions are in turn the
analytical continuation of the temperature Green func-
tions to the real frequency axis. And the temperature
Green functions can be found in the noninteracting case
using Wick’s theorem.45
Performing these calculations for Aeq
dc†(ω), one gets:
Aeq
dc†(ω) =
ρ
π
￿
￿
ln
ω − εd + iΓ
−εd + iΓ (A.7)
− Γ
2
ω(ω + 2iΓ)
ln
ε2d − (ω + iΓ)2
ε2d + Γ2
￿
.
Concentrating on ω ￿ Γ one finds ηeq
dc† = η
eq
c + η
eq
d = 1
for εd ￿= 0 and ηeqdc† = ηeqc +ηeqd = 2 for εd = 0 [the data in
Fig. 4(c) corresponds to the latter case, which reproduces
Eq. (39c)]. This simple summation of scaling dimensions
is natural here, since there is only one possible different-
time Wick-pairing, of each single-particle operator with
its conjugate.
For Aeqdc(ω), however, there are two different-time
Wick-pairings, causing cancellations, and resulting in:
Aeqdc(ω) =
ρ
π
￿
￿
ω − 2εd + 2iΓ
ω − 2εd ln
ω − εd + iΓ
−εd + iΓ
￿
. (A.8)
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Concentrating again on ω ￿ Γ one finds now that ηeqdc = 2
for all values of εd [which reproduces Eq. (39c)].34 The
reason is that in the low-energy continuum limit the
product d̂ĉ becomes the product of annihilation opera-
tors at almost the same point. Hence, one should expand
in the distance between d̂ and ĉ (lattice spacing). The
leading term (with no spatial derivatives) vanishes by
Pauli’s principle; the next term involves a spatial deriva-
tive, leading to a factor of ω, similarly to the arguments
above. Another factor of ω comes from the operator ĉ†d̂†
appearing in the definition of Geqdc(ω). Thus, at low ener-
gies we end up with Aeqdc(ω) ∼ ω3 even for εd ￿= 0.
Although the above calculations were performed for
the noninteracting case, the qualitative arguments ex-
plaining the low-energy behaviour are valid even when
U > 0. Moreover, since the system flows to the same
fixed point for all values of U > 0, the low energy power-
laws are in any case independent of U . Our numerical
results (Fig. 4) are in agreement with this picture.
Let us now turn to the low-energy behaviour of the PS
setup in the case where PS is continuous. At low-energy
the system is governed by Kondo physics, Eq. (49),41–44
where the L-R degree of freedom plays the role of a
pseudo-spin. The equivalence to Kondo continues to
hold even in the presence of a charge sensor, as shown
by GBG.15,16 The operator Ŷ = d̂†Rd̂LĉRĉ
†
L (which is
relevant in the continuous-PS phase) is the pseudospin-
flip local exchange term between the dot and the lead.
Similarly, the IRLM is also equivalent to the Kondo
model,11,31,32 with the role of spin replaced by the charg-
ing state of the dot. The pseudo-spin local exchange term
is simply d̂ĉ†. Hence, when the parameters are properly
mapped, the spectral functions AeqY (ω) and Aeqdc†(ω) are
equivalent when the Kondo description applies (i.e. for
ω ￿ D for the IRLM, and ω ￿ ωhe for the PS setup).
In particular, AeqY (ω) should exhibit an ω3 behaviour at
low energy, similarly to Aeq
dc†(ω) for εd = 0, as the NRG
data shows [dotted line in Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 12(a)].
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Deutsche Zusammenfassung
In dieser Doktorarbeit werden zwei Felder aus dem Gebiet der stark korrelierten elektroni-
schen Systeme behandelt: die spezifische Natur von Korrelationen zwischen Elektronen in
einer Dimension und die Folgen eines Quanten-Quenches in Quanten-Störstellenmodellen.
Ganz allgemein sind stark korrelierte Systeme dadurch charakterisiert, dass ihr physika-
lisches Verhalten durch eine Vielteilchentheorie beschrieben werden muss, d.h. Wechsel-
wirkungen korrelieren alle Teilchen auf komplexe Weise. Die Herausforderung hierbei ist,
dass der Hilbertraum in einer Vielteilchentheorie exponentiell groß ist in der Anzahl der
Teilchen. Wenn also keine analytische Lösung verfügbar ist - was typischerweise der Fall
ist - ist es notwendig das Problem solch großer Hilberträume irgendwie zu umgehen. Daher
besteht die Verbindung zwischen den beiden Studien in dieser Arbeit aus ihrer numerischen
Behandlung: sie machen Gebrauch von der Dichtematrix-Renormierungsgruppe (DMRG)
[1] bzw. der numerischen Renormierungsgruppe (NRG) [2], die beide auf Matrixprodukt-
zuständen basieren.
Das erste Projekt dieser Arbeit behandelt das Problem wie man auf numerische Weise
die dominanten Korrelationen in Quanten-Gittermodellen finden kann, und zwar unvorein-
genommen, also ohne Vorwissen über das aktuelle Modell. Ein nützliches Konzept dafür
ist die Korrelations-Dichtematrix (CDM) [3], die alle Korrelationen zwischen zwei Grup-
pen von Gitterplätzen beinhaltet. Wir zeigen wie man aus der CDM einen Überblick über
die relative Stärke der Korrelationen aus verschiedenen Symmetriesektoren extrahieren
kann. Weiterhin wird gezeigt wie man detaillierte Informationen über die Operatoren ge-
winnt, die langreichweitige Korrelationen besitzen, wie die räumliche Abhängigkeit ihrer
Korrelationsfunktionen. Wir demonstrieren dies mittels einer DMRG-Studie eines eindi-
mensionalen, spinlosen, erweiterten Hubbard-Modells [4], wobei betont werden muss, dass
die vorgeschlagene Analyse der CDM nicht auf eine Dimension beschränkt ist.
Das zweite Projekt dieser Arbeit ist motiviert durch zwei Phänomene aus dem Gebiet
der Quanten-Störstellenmodelle, deren experimentelle und theoretische Behandlung immer
noch andauert: optische Absorption im Zusammenhang mit einem Kondo-Exziton [5, 6, 7]
und Besetzungsvertauschung in Quantenpunkten [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. Es stellt sich
heraus, dass beide Phänomene auf den zahlreichen Aspekten der Anderson-Orthogonalität
(AO) [16] beruhen. Diese beschreibt die Tatsache, dass die Reaktion des Fermisees auf einen
Quanten-Quench (also einer abrupten Änderung einer Eigenschaft der Störstelle oder des
Quantenpunktes) die Änderung aller Streuphasenverschiebungen aller Einteilchenwellen-
funktionen ist, wodurch das System drastisch verändert wird. In diesem Zusammenhang
zeigen wir dass NRG (eine äußerst genaue Methode für Quanten-Störstellenmodelle) für die
Berechnung aller statischen und dynamischen Größen im Zusammenhang mit AO geeignet
ist. Darauf aufbauend präsentieren wir eine ausführliche NRG-Studie der Besetzungsver-
tauschung in Quantenpunkten.
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